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Triumphant Patton faces long
haul on school fight
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

. FRANKFORT - Gov. Paul Patton reacted to his
h1gher:.education triumph like a man without a care in
the world.
·
H.,.si!(lled copy a~er copy of his higher education
re~onn· bill on the, Capitol steps, dispensing trademark
~ms an~ souvenir !ll:ns with equal relish. Meanwhile,
his key lieutenants milled about, the weariness on their
faces eased by the momentary relief in their eyes.
The thr~week roller coaster of the special session
was over - for now.
· .
But the party won't last for. limg.' "For Patton th~
real_ fig_ht to wrangle higher education into shape i; just
begmnmg.
Pa_tton acknowledged that fact even as he basked in
sunshme and well-wishers Friday.
"The harder part of our task lies ahead " Patton
told the state employees, legislators and schoolchildren
who were corralled from tours to serve as a phot~
backdrop.
_ "~ow is the time to celebrate our triumph," Patton
said. Tomorrow 1s the time to go to work."
Mu~h remains at stake for Patton, who wants to
make higher education his legacy.
. On the practical side, changes to the state's commumty colleges, universities and technical schools will
start becoming evident around the time Patton starts
campaigning to becom~_the first consecutive two-term
Kentucky governor.
--And even the bill's most fervent
supporters agree that much of its
success rides on decisions yet to be
made and fights yet to be fought.
"It's strong legislation, but
there's a lot of filling in the blanks
to do," said Bob Sexton, executive
director of the Prichard Committee
for Academic Excellence, an education group that backed the plan.
Wanted: a leader
Patton's plan will rely heavily
on the new Council on Post-secondary Education and its new
leader to tackle several problems.
For instance, the new council
,~ill do everything from writing a
higher education strategic plan to
doling out incentive funds intended
to shape universities' behavior.
It als_o has orders to encourage
e-0operanon among colleges and
weed out unneeded duplication of
programs.
Much of that burden will land
on the shoulders of the new council
president, who won't arrive on the
scene for months, maybe a year.
Patton says that person, who will
probably come from out of state,
would be the system's chief .leader.
"The real test of this reform will
be the appointments that are made,
the scrutiny to see that the best and
the brightest are truly appointed to

the council," said state Sen. Ernesto
Scorsone, D-Lexington.
The council also will have an-.
other key role - putting an end to
up!versities' traditional practice of
gomg around the council to win
special approval from friendly lawmakers for pet projects.
"T~e real test will probably
come m the next session, when
we're all playing with new rules "
said University of Louisville Pre;i.
dent John Shumaker. "If we try to
play by the old rules, it will be up
to the governor and the new council
to put a stop to that."

belied the precariousness of some
of the deals that sealed its-passage.
_ "There were probably-a dozen
times when the train was jumping
the tracks and somebody, somewhere along the line stepped up to
fill the breach," Patton said.
Many of the circumstances that
contributed to· those brush fires
aren't going to go away. For instance, the state Senate remains
split among warring factions.
There are the Republicans one
vote shy of holding half the chamher; the five Democrats who teamed
with Republicans to oust longtime
Senate President Eck Rose and replace him with Democrat tarry
Saunders; and the 15 so-called loyalist Democrats who backed Rose.
Patton got the support of all the
loyalists except three, and he ended
up picking up eight of the 18 Senate Republicans.
.
. But Saunders' control over the
five Democrats was tenuous at
best. On a key amendment that
would have given the community
co!l~ses."9,k.to .UK..Sa~,
onc:1 m command - Senate Presid~nt Pro-Tern Walter Blevins _
flip-flopped. his vote at the last
mmute agamst Patton. Another,
G~ Johnson, avoided voting. A
third, Glenn Freeman, voted
agamst Patton.
_ "What we've seen here is a preview of the '98 session," Sen. Tim
Shaughnessy, D-Louisville said
"Yo1;1're still going.to have~ weak
president."
Patton also discovered that .one
of his ke;: support groups - business and mdustry leaders - didn't
hold much sway over socially conservative Republicans, who make
up about half of the caucus.
"They (Republicans) saw it as a
social issue, and we saw it as an
economic issue," said Tony Sholar
the chief lobbyist for the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce, which
fought hard for Patton's plan. "It
was hke we were talking two different languages sometimes."
The future

Amending and mending
Essentially, legislators don't
know how, or even if, many of the
ideas they approved are going to
work.
Patton's supporters acknowledge that the bill will have to be
amended in future sessions.
"There's going to have to be
changes, because all you've got is
the framework," said Rep. Marshall
Lo11g, D-Shelbyville.
There are also many fences
be mended - especially with the
University of Kentucky, as Patton·
over~ees the community colleges'
trans1t1on from UK to his new Kentucky Community and Technical
College board.
Bumpy transitions have created
probleffi:s and prolonged the upheaval m other states _ for instance, in Minnesota, where a re¢ent merger put state universities
~ommunity colleges and technicai
~chools under one board.
: But some_ still speculate that
any hard feelings, from-any camp
might invite foes of the refo~
package to try chipping away at its
components as soon as the 1998
session.
That•~ what happened with the
Kentucky Education Reform Act
which. has been a perennial.focu~
for potential overhaul since its passage in 1990.
But other legislators say they
don't expect attempts to roll back
the higher education bill that are on
the scale of efforts aimed at KERA
On one hand, Patton's three"Higher education is much di week fight won him plaudits for his
ferent than primary and sec- courage and convictions from sevondary," said Rep. Harry Moberly era! business leaders and even
D-Richmond.
' some Republicans.
,
,
l On the other hand, his ideas
Two different languages'
\have been a bitter blow to countless
In some ways, Patton's success people in community college towns.
in pushing his plan through intact I As _he toured the state, he met with
·
an icy or openly hostile resoonse at

to

;

f:(:r\ 1' .µ
Tl-.•: stite's newspa~rs . n~ve
been i:lled with letters dep1ctmg
him as a bully, sweeping in ro try
to change something that ,yasn r
broken, trying to tak~ a sw1p; at
the beloved University of Kentucky.
. .
.
If higher education 1sn t gomg
well as Patton campaigns for 3: second term. being the self-proclauned
higher education governor might
not be such a good thi~g to be.
But on Friday, with the sun
shining above. Patton .shrugged
that off with a dose of confidence
as he talked about change.
.
"If it were obvious and easy, it
would have already been done." he
said.
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Reform law gives Patton tools
to forge new system from old
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
and RICHARD WILSON
The Courier-Journal

BUT NOT everyone was enthusi- money themselves through dona
astic. UK, which had fought losing lions or from other sources.
control of its community colleges,
"If we <;an ~Ii spawn ~ gre~t re
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Paul issued a brief statement Friday say- search umverstty m the Umversity o
Patton didn't wait for his sweeping ing it "disagreed with part of the , Kentucky, that ~an bode extreme!J
higher-education ~onn bill to cl~ar plan" but stood ready to cooperate. well for OC!>nonuc devel_opmen~, an~
And Sen. John ·"Eck" Rose, an the~fo.re, Jo.bs fo~ our c1tize~, S'!1<
the legislature Fnday be~ore _trymg
to jump-start the system 11 will cre- opponent of the bill, said coordina- Lou1svdle fman~1er J. David Gn~
lion of tech schools and community som, _fonner cha11:man of the Counet
ate.
He went before the panel that colle11es under the new board wi!J on Higher Education.
Morehead S_tate Universitr Presi,
nominates members for all higher be difficult.:Rose also q~estion~
' education boards and urged it to se- the state's Jong-tenn ability to· ft- dent Ron Eaghn called creation of•
lect strong-willed people to oversee nance the. expansive academic up- specia_l _i~centive fund for regional
umversit1es a welcome part of Patthe new system who would b'!ck grade.Patton envisions...
Rose a Winchester Democrat and ton's plan. "I think that allows us to
him or any political leaders who IDlproperly dabble in higher education. fonner'-senate president, recalled aspire in some defined way to state"I want people tliat'll stand up thaLhigher education received mil- wide.and national prominence. That
and say, 'You are doing exactly lions ofnew dollars in 1990 when I~- doesn't exist now," he saidwhat you said (you) weren't going islation to improve the state's pubhc The head of a technical school
to do, and I won't be party to it.... schools was passed .. But when the also hailed the legislation.
I resign,"' Patton said. "'rhose are state'.s economy faltered, Rose noted. "Part of the historic significance
the kmds of people I want you to much of higher education's gain was , of this is that suddenly Kentucky
lost through budget cuts.
.
· Tech and technical occupations are
recommend to me."
"So for anyone ... to buy mto (the Iat the table of higher education,"
Patton was eagerly plunging notion) that there's going to be more I said Ron Baugh, executive director
ahead, in the only way he could, to money is buying into a very precar- , of the Kentucky Tech Central Camstart reshaping the state's system of ious situation," he _said. "I'm not at pus in Lexington.
universities, community colleges all sure there's gomg to be the re- Baugh said separating the tech
and technical schools.
sources to do what has been prom-: schools from the state's Workforce
ised, or what needs to be done."
.Development Cabinet should help
Faculty, students and others
The cornerston_e of the law..calls the 25-school system win more rewon't see any major changes on for the new council to create a stra- sources and respond more quickly to
their campuses immediatefy, be- tegic agenda" to guide post-secon- students' and employers' needs.
cause the beginning steps are pure- dary educatio~•s fu~re. l_"hat p/an, to It also should help elevate the staly administrative - dealing with be developed ID conJunctton with the tus of technical-school students said
board appointments and the struc- new commu~ity and technic9cl col- Morton Holbrook, another former
ture of the new system.
lege board, will be closely monitored higher education council chainnan,
But eventually, they should see by~ pa_nel of Patton appointees and "There's always been a popular
major changes,
leg1slat,ve leaders. . .
conception that somebody who goes
That arrangement 1s aimed at ere- to a technical school must be someTHE GOAL of Patton's plan is to ating a consensu~ on post-sec9ndary what inferior in intellect and industiy
develop the University of Kentucky needs and spend1Dg and head,_ng off and ambition," Holbrook said. "And
and the University of Louisville as turf battles and controversy ID the ·I think that is a grave disservice to a
leading research institutions and, at legislature.
·
large segment of our population,"
all
state
universities,
improve
offerREP,
HARRY
Moberly,
ch_
airSHUMAKER predicted the most
ings and upgrade selected programs
b d
to at least national standards. He man of the House. u ,get co~mt11ee, contentious issue in the refonn proalso wants better coordination of all says the Strategic ~ommittee ~n cess - Patton's desire to place comtechnical schools, community col- Postsecondary Education should aid lmunity colleges in a new system and
leges and universities.
lawmakers by giving them a clear 'the University of Kentucky's desire
Reaction ainong most educators, picture of what th_e state's post-se~- 'to keep them~ will fade quickly ~s
Students and education officials has onda_ry agen~a wt!! be. Patton sa!d ·an educational debate. Studen!s will
the first verston of that agenda w,ll ,see "that there is no change m the
been enthusiastic.
be in place by late 1999.
structure of their curriculum or the
Gary Cox, executive directo~ of
Tied to Patton's refonns is his quality of their faculty - except for
the Council· on Higher Education, commitment of $100 million a y~ar Ithe better J suspect." he said.
which will be replaced by a new in new money_ for_ higher education I Anticip.ating s~ping reforms,
council said the new law,, along by 2000. The first IDSlallment -$38 I Kentucky universities over the past
with r~cent leadership changes at million - is available July I.
year have found new opportunities
some universities, have virtuaJJy ere"I think the big thing is the in- • to collaborate, and the Jaw will spur
ated a "blank slate.!'
crease in funding,'.' said pa"!d the search for new cooperative.v~nThe presiden\5 of Eastern !(en- Butsch, a U of L semor maionng 1n tures Shumaker said. Collaboration
tucky and Western Kentucky u_mver- chemical engineering. "I'~ . JU~\ with UK on graduate progra_ms, su~h
sities recently announced their res- happy to see U of L benefiting. as a new joint doctorate ID social
ignations; Western e ~ s to have , - - - - - - - - , u of L will re- work, will proceed "with more enera new president by this summer to
ceive $4.7 mil- gy," he said.
.
replace Thomas Meredith .. U of L
lion in new
Changes wrought by the btll o~ly
and Northern Kentucky University
funding in July, constitute "the first step" to last1~g
also have new chiefs.
mostly for re- refonn Patton said. "We must build
"In many ways, it's almost a_ ne~
search
pro- in this 'state the mentality of excelbeginning for higher education,
grams.
.
Jenee in education and the will to do
Cox said.
.
U of L chem- what's right . . .
· .
University of Louisville PreSident
istry Professor
"It's going to be hard to brea_k lhts
John Shumaker called it vitally imGrant Taylor- history of paroch1ahsm, the ~,st~ry
portant to get the details right. Once
who together of politics." he told the nom1Dattng
the new 13-member Council on
11':--"'!L..I
with
Ronald committee Friday. "But if we don't
Postsecondary Education starts its
Doyle
of do it. we have done nothing."
work sometime this summer, he
u of L's dental
said, it must "start right away sayfaculty
coning this is a new day_ and we're not break this . . •
ducts research
going to accept business as usu~! parochialism."
on cavity-fighthere_-;-- we•~• not going to have uming agents _
yers1t1e~ go1Dg around us to th e leg- said the extra money should pay for
tslature to get what lhef
h
research tools that will enable faculCox, of th~ Counc, on. ig er ty members to compete better for
Education, said Iha~ c~atmg two federal research dollars.
boards to oyersee umve_l'Slty, c_oll!'!le
The bill calls for UK and U of L to
and techmcal education, . picking attain nationally recognized excelpeople to run them and g~~g com- Jenee in research and sets up an inmunity colleges' accreditation ~- centive fund for that purpose. To get
viewed will_ ad~ ~p to a "very hectic money from the fund, the two uni•
and rewarding' first year.
versitles would have to raise some

want·

The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, June 1, 1997

Special session did little toward settling
dust storm in Senate
"There is a big gap between
us and Saunders." said fellow
Louisville Sen. Tim ShaughFRANKFORT - Although nessy, one of the 15.
some overtures have been
Still, Saunders reportedly
made to end the political strife was working to get himself
in the Ken- - - ··
and the other outcasts readtucky Senate, ': ., ·: · -' .. _ mitted to the Democratic Cauthere was lit- i •,, · · •.
cus, from which they were
tie outward
· ·· · ejected after the coup. And Masign of a peaceful rec- jority Leader David Karem, DoncH-iation in the just- Louisville, was reported to be•
adjourned special session.
trying to work toward a'n·· ac"What we just went through ·commodation.
is a result of that," said Sen.
Trust. or the ·rack of it, apGerald Neal, a Louisville Dem- peared to stand in the way.
ocrat frustrated by what he - "There is a question about
perceives to be a .lack of lead- 1j how sincere the Republicans
ership resulting from the Jan- are as a group about working
uary~coup. Democrats became 'with.us," said Shaughnessy. ,
divided during the organiza- · What Republicans contended
tional session when five of was t~eir- effort . to improve
them· bolted from the foid to Patton's legislation, ·Democrats
join all but one Senate Repub- saw as nit-picking, at best, and
lican to seize control of lead- undermining, at worst.
ership.
To make matters worse, loyNeal and some other Dem- alist Democrats, rebel Democrats felt they had just with- ocrats and some, Republicans
stood a· session that cast the all were aghast when Presiupper chamber as loser in the dent Pro Tern Walter Blevins,
traditional House-Senate tug- D-Sandy Hook, promised to
of-war over the creation oflaw. side with the governor on the
The Senate, priding itself as community college issue. Mothe more deliberative and ments later he voted to allow
thoughtful of the two cham- the' University of Kentucky to·
bers, historically has been able maintain control of the
to tug the hardest and win sc~oois.
-,,
those little wars.
It_ probab_ly set us back,
Not so last week when Blevms. admitted, from--a posupper chamber lawmakers ag- sible reconciliation among
onized for literally days, in the /Dem.ocrats ..
Education Committee and on
Shortly_ after the vote, sevthe floor. over mostly puny ,era! Blevms amendm_ents were
amendments that were cast ,)oudly - 8:nd angrily - reout of Gov. Paul Patton's edu- Je?~ed _by vm~e vote.
catio·n legislation once the . T~is ~on t be the _end of
House or conference commit- that, said Sen. Ch~rhe Bortee got hold of-them.
J ders, R:Russell, who Jomed the
In a floor speech Friday, Repubhcans, Blevu1s and four
Sen. Nick Kafoglis,. D-Bowling other Dem~cr8:ts m the JanGreen. praised Patton and the uary C?UP- This body does n?t
House for their leadership on take kmdly to lymg. This "Yill
higher education restructur- haunt Wal~er, as far a~ gettmg
ing, saying the Senate had pro- any sigmficant legi~lati~n
vided none.
pa~sed, for th,7 rest of his legisGranted, a handful of the un- latlve ~areer.
successful Republican amendAs it stands now, _the. 15
ments - those limiting politi- De1_11ocrats are contmu11~g
cal contributions and restruc- their re~sal to acc_ept com~itturing all associate degree pro- tee c_hairma~ships. While
grams - had the blessing of some, mcludmg Neal and
good-government observers. Sh~ughnessy, hoped for a resoBut they were doomed from lut10n to the problem, . they
the beginning to Patton's hit were hard-pressed to figure
list. and impatient Democrats h~~ that could come about.
wearied of the process.
S_hort ?f gomg back and
"We ended up with a rudder- puttmg thmgs b~ck the way
less process," said Neal. "We they were, I don t kno~ what
never could identify where the th~re is to talk about, Neal
leadership was."
said.
Larry L. Saunders, who with .S~n. Ernesto Sc_orsone, Drecalcitrant Eastern Kentucky ~exl_l1gt0!1, a loyalist, agreed,
Democrats orchestrated the m~tcatmg that group. reJanuary coup that thrust him mamed far from ready to recto power. appeared not to have oncile.
won the trust of some of the 15
Borders had a different view.
Democrats who had remained
"I, believe the Democrats
loyal to ousted President John hav: seen _t~e shortcomings of
'·Eck" Rose, D-Winchester.
their decis10n not to chair

By SUSAN WARREN

INDEPENDENT FRANKFORT BUREAU

committees," he said. "They
thought Republicans would fall
on their face."
The special session saw, in
'the wake of decades of Democratic domination of Senate
rule, a Republican chairing a .
legislative committee. Sen.
Lindy: Casebier, .R-Louisville,
sat at the helm of the Senate
Education Committee, and
ably so, according even to disgruntled Democrats. It didn't
hurt that Casebier was one of
the Republicans Whp came out
early in favor of Patton's- bill,
including his plan to yank
community college control
from UK. That position placed
him solidly with the majority
of Senate Democrats.
''
Borders predicted that Democrats would step forward. to
chair committees before the
1998 regular session, and possibly before a special session
this fall on health care issues.
"No way," said Sen. Kim
Nelson, D-Madisonville, former
chairman of the Transportation Committee. "All five have
to go."

Nels on was referring to·
Saunders; Blevins and Sens.
Benny Ray Bailey, D-Hindman;
Gary Johnson, D-Pikeville; and
Glenn Freeman, D-Cuniberland, who helped oust Rose.
Bailey, meanwhile, appeared
to be making little if any accommodaticni to the Republicans who helped install him
as chairman of the powerful
budget committee. The GOP altin'na ti ve to fund Patton's
higher education initiatives received little attention and even
less support.
Adding a little spice to the
mix: It was Bailey, as much if
not more than the ·governor,
who persuaded his friend
Blevins to reject UK pressure
and vote to separate the com-.
munity colleges. So .it was Bailey, who played a prominent
role in Blevins' catapult to
power, who more than anyone
might feel betrayed by Blevins'
vote. Bailey declined to discuss
it.
And, while Patton pledged in
January to work with whatever Democratic faction
claimed the most membership,
old alliances fell by the wayside; at least temporarily, over
the education bill. Saunders
strongly endorsed Patton's legislation and worked with the
administration to see it
passed. Rose, on the other
hand, was one of only three
Democrats to vote against it

The Daily Independent. Ashland, Kentucky, Saturday, May 31, 1997

Patton: 'Time to celebrate'
By SUSAN WARREN
FRANKFORT - Though the
hardest part of the journey to
educational excellence lies
ahead, the first step taken Friday set Kentucky on a new
~oi~~e,P~a~~

~

~!;;i~e
d~~ post-secondary school

Four Ashland-area House
members voted against the
bill: Reps. John Vincent, RAshland; Hobart Anderson, RFla twoods; Walter Gee, RGrayson; and Herbie Deskins,
The 25-13 roll call by which
D-Pikeville. Reps. Rocky Ad- the Kentucky Senate voted to
kins, D-Sandy Hook; John Will pass a free conference version
Stacy, D-West Liberty; and Hu- , of a bill on post-secondary
bert Collins, D-Wittensville, education.
and House Majority Leader
On this vote, a "yes" vote
Greg Stumbo of Prestonsburg, was a vote to pass the bill and
voted to support it.
a "no" vote was a vote to
"I think the bill we passed defeat the bill.
maintained a strong commitVoting "yes" were 'i 7
ment between the community Democrats and 8
colleges and the University of Republicans.
Kentucky," Aakins said. The · Voting "no" were 3
schools' new boards of direc- Democrats and 10
tors will have more autonomy Republicans.
and more influence in budgetDEMOCRATS FOR: Bailey,
ary matters, he noted, and stu- Blevins, Boswell, Bradley,
dents were assured of receiv- Green, Herron, Johnson,
ing degrees conferred by the Kafoglis, Karem, Neal, Nelson,
state's flagship university.
Nunnelley, Pendleton,
Vincent, who is Martin's law Saunders, Seum, Scorsone,
partner, said the vote was dif- Shaughnessy.
ficult for him because of the
DEMOCRATS AGAINST:
many elements of the· bill he Freeman, Leeper, E.Rose.
supported.
REPUBLICANS FOR:
.• .'..!But when it came down to Borders, Buford, Casebier,
it, I made a commitment to the Metcalf, Robinson, J.Rose,
students and faculty of ACC Sanders, D.Williams. ·
who were concerned about
REPUBLICANS AGAINST:
governance;" he said.. "It's the Harris, Kelly, McGaha, Moore,
taking of UK from our com- Philpot, Roeding; Stivers, Tori,
munity that I couldn't sup- Westwood, G.Williams.
port."
Deskins, who has repeatedly
The 73-25 roll call by which
taken the House floor to rail the Kentucky House voted to
against the governor for reduc- pass the free conference
ing black-lung benefits, said version.
Patton's plan would be harmVoting "yes" were 55
ful to Eastern Kentucky. And. Democrats and 18
he acknowledged that, like Republicans.
movie boxing hero Rocky, he
Voting "no" were 8
felt "like I'm getting the hell
beat out of me."
"But I'm staying in the ring
because what· we're doing
Patton singled out a number
today is something that ought
not to be done to Eastern Ken- of people to praise for their
tucky," said Deskins. "We support, among them Sen.
ought not bend our knees to Charlie Borders, R-Russell one
of "the four Republican ~enacorporate Kentucky."
Deskins said ·the result of tors who withstood unbelievthe legislation would be a able pressure and never
focus on course work sought waivered."
by business, rather than by
students and their parents.
But another Eastern Kentucklap, Rep. Paul Mason, had
a different view.
"I don't believe this is a
blow for Eastern Kentucky,"
said Mason, !)'.Whitesburg. "It
offers an opportunity for Eastern Kentucky for work, not
welfare."

How they voted

INDEPENDENT FRANKFORT BUREAU

·

legisla-

tion.
"A journey of a thousand
miles begins with one ·step,"
Patton said as he prepared for
a ceremonial signing of legislation that received final passage Friday in the House and
Senate. 'Now is the time to celebrate our triumph. Tomorrow
is th~ time to go to work."
Flanked by staff and lawmakers as well university and
business-group representatives; Patton brought to a close
the three-week special session.
He called it to create a new
governance structure for postsecondary education, saying
he staked the success of his
administration on improving
higher learning in Kentucky.
Earlier, the House and Senate adopted the conference
committee report that contained all of the major provisions Patton wanted in the
bill. The House passed the bill
73-25, the Senate 25-13. Shortly
before adjourning the session,
both chambers also approved
legislation to fund Patton's initiatives.
, __
Sunshine burst through the
clouds onto supporters gathered on the Capitol steps for
the bill signing.
"It's a good day," said Morehead State University President Ronald Eaglin, a strong
supporter of the governor's
plan. "It's going to help all of
us."
Noticeably absent from the
ceremony were representatives of the University of Kentucky, who lost their hardfought battle to keep control of
the community colleges. That
fight generated the most controversy. Patton insisted the
divorce was necessary to allow
UK to grow in a new direction,
as a top-filght research institution.
The controversy put. some
Eastern Kentucky lawmakers
in a bind, in part because of
strong opposition from Ashland Community College faculty and students.
"I hope for the best," said
Ashland attorney Richard w.
"Sonny" Martin, who was in
Frankfort Friday afternoon for
the House vote. A member of
the ACC advisory board, Martin lobbied hard to keep the
two-year schools with UK.
About the bill as a whole, Martin said the governor "has
shown great vision."

In addition to bolstering UK,
the University of Louisville
and the state's six regional
universities, the legislation
aims to make technical educalion responsive to the needs of
business and the job market. It
remove~ Kentucky Tech from
the Cabmet for Workf~rce J?evelopment 3!1-d places 1t, with
the community colleges, under
a new board.

Democrats and 17
Republicans.
DEMOCRATS FOR:

R.Adams, Adkins, Alexander,
A.Arnold, Ballard, Barrows,
Bowling, Brown, Burch,
De.Butler, Callahan, L.Clark,
P.Clark, J.Clarke, Coleman,
Collins, Crenshaw, Curd,
Geveden, Gooch, D.Graham,
G.Graham, Gray, Hatcher,
Haydon', Hoffman, Horlander.
Jenkins, Johns, Jordan, Lee,
Lindsay, Long, Lovell, Marziar
Mason, McKee, Moberly,
Pope, Rasche, Richards,
Riggs, Riner, Scott, Simpson,
Sims, Stacy, Stein, Stumbo,
Thomas, Wayne, Weaver,
Wilkey, Worthington, Yonts.
DEMOCRATS AGAINST:

J.Adams, J.Amold, Bruce,
Damron, Deskins, Nesler,
Newsome, Palumbo.
DEMOCRATS NOT
VOTING: Kerr.
REPUBLICANS FOR:

Bratcher, Ow.Butler, Colter,
Crall, Crimm, Deweese,
Heleringer, Lile, Marcotte,
Miniard, Murgatroyd, Napier,
Nunn, Polston, Ratliff, Siler,
Treesh, Zimmerman.
REPUBLICANS AGAINST:

Allen, Anderson, Baugh,
Brandstetter, Cave, Cox, Ford,
Gee, Hogancamp, Hoover,
Rader, Reinhardt, Stewart,
Stine, Turner, Vincent, Walton
REPUBLICANS NOT
VOTING: Maricle.
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Legislators pass Patton's
bill bywide margins
Governor says
education council
must be tough
ByROBERTT. GARRETT
and TOM LOFTUS
The Courier-Journal
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Paul
Patton yesterday pushed to final
passage his bill strengthening coordination of the state's eight public
unive~ities and setting ambitious
goals fpr post-secondary education.
The.bill, which passed with wide
margins in the House (73-25) and
Senate (25-13), partially redeems his
inaugural pledge to be the higher-

education governor.

"We've made a commitment to

change," an ebullient Patton said in
a sun-drenched bill-signing ceremony on the Capitol's front steps.
"Our task is now to live up to our

commitment, not just this year, not
just for the term of one governor
but rather for the rest of our lives."
Patton acknowledged "the harder

part of the task lies ahead," as he,
lawmakers, future governors and
civic leaders try to make good on
pledges to provide better leadership
and funding for higher education.
The bill offers only a skeletal
glimpse of what the new system
could look like.
It leaves the task of putting some

meat on the bones to a new coordinating body, the Council on Postsecondary Education. Patton has said
he intends to name to the council 13
citizens who will make tough decisions and resign in protest if parochial interests successfully appeal
for relief to the legislature.
"We've got to stop people fighting to \let a bigger bite of the same
apple,' Patton told the state Higher

Education Nominating Commission,
a 4-year-old group that screens university board members. "We've got
to get them all workin\l together to
make the apple bigger.'
Several lawmakers warned, however, that they would be monitoring
Patton's appointments.
"The real test, I think, of this reform will be the appointments that
are made, the scrutiny to see that
the best and the brightest are truly
appointed to the council," said Sen.
Ernesto Scorsone, D-Lexington.
But legislators conceded they also
would be in the hot seat.
Senate Republican Leader Dan
Kelly of Sprin$field questioned
whether the legislature will have
"the discipline" to follow the council's long-range plan and resist
temptations to make exceptions for

UK President Charles Wethington,
who was pointedly omitted at the
signing ceremony from Patton's
lengthy recitation of "people who de-

ALL SEVEN Republican senators
and House members from Jefferson
County backed the bill yesterday.
One, freshman Rep. Kevin
serve credit," could not be reached Bratcher of Valley Station, felt neighfor comment. (For more than a week, borly pressure to side with UK out
Wethington has not 1/een seen at the backed Patton throughout the sesCapitol.)
sion. Bratcher told a reporter that
UK RELEASED a terse statement · five neighbors wearing UK sweatsuits
saying that although it "disagreed and carrying a UK flag visited him
with part of the plan to reform high- "to make a point that they were
er education, and made its views against" separating the community
known, it now stands ready to help colleges from UK.
in any way it can in the successful
"That was a powerful impression,"
and efficient implementation of the he said. But Bratcher said the preslegislation which has been enacted.''
sure to oppose the bill lessened after
Patton said he "could have glossed Patton "compromised," and more
over" and ducked the issue of sepa- people realized community colleges
rating community colleges from UK.
would still confer UK degrees and
But "it was vital that we have a were not "going to lose their liberal
community-based education system arts and have just plumbing instead."
that's responsive to both the workVeteran GOP Rep. Bill Lile of Valforce-training needs and the aca- ley Station said the bill was "almost

demic needs of communities ... and
businesses," he told the nominating

a non-issue" in his district. "There's

commission. "It had to be done. And
we had to demonstrate that the system could not be run politically.''
Patton actually won approval of
three bills yesterday.
One measure appropriated $40 million for higher education and literacy
and $4 million for juvenile-justice
programs in the 1997-98 fiscal year,
which begins July I.
Another was part of Patton's EMPOWER Kentucky initiative to
streamline state government. It aims
to cut paperwork and expand ways in
which the state can invest its money.
But the higher-education reform
bill, which is more than 200 pages
long, drew all the plaudits and brickbats hurled as the three-week special

to some degree,'' from fellow Senate

session ended.
AL THOUGH most Senate Republicans withheld support at key junctures - such as when Patton temporarily lost on the community-college
issue Wednesday night - the reform
bill drew "aye" votes yesterday from
about half of the legislature's Republicans. Eight of the Senate's 18 GOP
members voted for it, as did 18 of the
36 House Republicans.
Kelly, who voted no, said the bill

"relies very much on centralizing
power in a bureaucracy in Frankfort"
and creates greater rotential for "political interference m higher-educa-

tion policy.

11

Rep. Kathy Hogancamp, R-Paducah, said the bill places too little emphasis on liberal arts. "I fear that if
we lower our sights to job training,
which is what this bill does, that is
all we will get," she said.
Republicans were not the only critics. Pikeville Democratic Rep. Herbie
Deskins said former Gov. Bert T.
Combs' creation of UK's communitycollege system in the 1960s "gave us
hope in the mountains ... and now

narrow, regional interests to score

we see that has been taken away."

points back home.
Scorsone, who helped lead an unsuccessful fight to keep Patton from
removing 13 community colleges
from the University of Kentucky's
control and political power base,
challenged his colleagues to stick to
their pledge to make UK a great re-

But Democratic Rep. Gross Clay
Lindsay of Henderson, who said he
had taught courses at Henderson
Community College, said Patton's
plan will improve the two-year

schools with more money and auton-

omy. "They have been like orphans
at a family reunion. They get what's
search university, When future meas- left over and is fed to them," he said.
ures to aid UK are considered, he "And I think that is wrong."
said, "Will you all be there? ... Will

the governor be there?"

been fewer contacts from constituents on this bill than almost any other" major piece of legislation he
could remember, Lile said.
Republican Sen. Lindy Casebier of
Louisville, who heads the Senate
Education Committee, which finetuned the bill, said in an interview
that he received "the cold shoulder,
Republicans after he supported and
worked to advance Patton's bill. But
Casebier said he never felt pressured
by Kelly to oppose the governor.
At the signing ceremony Patton
singled out Casebier and three other
GOP senators as having "withstood
unbelievable pressure and never wavered" in their support of the bill.
IN THE SENATE, which has
been wracked by turmoil since the
Republicans and five brefkaway
~- - -·
Democrats seized control in January,
yesterday's debate was as much par-

tisan pingpong as it was discussion

of the bill.
Self-described "loyalist" Democrats Tim Shaughnessy of Jeffersontown and Nick Kafoglis of Bowling
Green said the Senate is in a sorry
state. Shaughnessy bemoaned a loss
of civility and trust; Kafoglis, what he
called the Senate's loss of "leader-

ship on education" to the House.
But Kelly denied Senate Republicans had tried to delay or nitpick the
bill. And GOP Sens. Tim Philpot of
Lexington and David Williams of
Burkesville recalled past controversies over popular bills being
squelched in secret Democratic caucuses and the BOPTROT investigation that led to convictions of 21 defendants on corruption charges. They

said the Senate is now more open

and deliberative.
A MOMENT of partisan confession came when GOP Sen. Richie
Sanders of Chalybeate in Edmonson
County said his vote against the bill
Wednesday night had been "wrong"
because he had cast it out of anger

over Patton's active support of his
Democratic opponent in two elections last year. ·

- -·"

---~
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Patton ·provided a subtle re~roach
within his own party at the s1gmng
ceremony. He noted that House
Democratic leader5-Greg Stumbo of
Prestonsburg and Jo~ Barr9ws of
Versailles, who had sided with UK,
"in the end ... provided support."
Stumbo, who help~d save Patton's
bill Thursday mornmg, roared will
laughter.
HIGHER
EDUCATION
A free conference
version of Gov.
Paul Patton's bill
on post-secondary
education.
Here is the Senate roll call of votes. The
bill passed 25-13.
Democrats For (17) - Bailey, Blevins,
Boswell, Bradley, Green, Herron, Johnson,
Kafoglis, Karam, Neal, Nelson, Nunnelley,
Pendleton, Saunders, Saum, Scorsone,
Shaughnessy.
Democrats Against (3) - Freeman,
Leeper, E.Rose.
Republicans For (8) - Borders, Buford,
Gasebier, Metcalf, Robinson, J.Rose, Sanders,
D.Williams.
Republlcans Against (10) - Harris,
Kelly, McGaha, Moore, Philpot, Reeding,
Stivers, Tori, Westwood, G.W~liams.
Here is the House roil call of votes. The
bill passed 73-25.
Democrats For (55) - A.Adams, Adkins,
Alexander, A.Arnold, Ballard, Barrows, Bowling,
Browl).i, Burch, De.Butler, Callahan, LClark,
P.Clan<, J.Clarke, Coleman, Collins, Crenshaw,
Curd, Gevedan, Gooch, O.Graham, G.Graham,
Gray, Hatcher, Haydon, Hoffman, Horlandar,
Jenkins, Johns, Jordan, Lee, Lindsay, Long,
Lovell, Marzian, Mason, McKee, Moberly, Pope,
Rasche, Richards, Riggs, Riner, Scott. Simpson,
Sims; Stacy, Stein, Stumbo, Thomas, Wayne,
We.Net, Wilkey, Worthington, Yonts.
Democrat• Against (8) - J.Adams,
J.Arnold, Bruce, Damron, Deskins, Nesler,
Newsome, Palumbo,
Democrats Not Voting (1) - Kerr.
Republlcana For (18) - Bratcher,
Ow.Butler, Colter, Crall, Crimm, DeWeesa,
Heleringer, Ula, Marcotte, Miniard, Murgatroyd,
Napier, Nunn, Polston, Ratliff, Siler, Treesh,
Zimmerman.
Republicans Against (17) - Allen,
Anderson, Baugh, Brandstetter, Cava, Cox,
Ford, Gee, Hogancamp, Hoover, Rader,
Reinhard!, Stewart, Stine, Turner, Vincent,

Walton.
Republicans Not Voting (1) -Maricle.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE EDUCATION BILL
STRONGER COORDINATION
A 15-member Council on Postsecondary Education will set
long-range goals for each of the state's universities, colleges and
technical schools. It will dispense money from newly created
investment and incentive funds and recommend to the legislature
how much operating money each college should receive.
The council replaces the current Council on Higher Education
and takes over its powers to approve programs, prevent .
duplication and set tuition. A nationally recognized educator with
the status and pay of a university president will head it. The
governor appoints 13 members of the new council. Students and
faculty each select one member.
COMMUNITY COLLEGES AND TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
The University of Kentucky will retain nominal control of 13 of
its 14 community colleges (keeping the Lexington college) but
delegate their operation to a new Kentucky Community and
Technical College System's board no later than July 1.
Community college students' degrees will still have UK's name
on them, and students will still be able to use UK's library and
Internet services.
Each community college will gain more autonomy, with a new
board of directors having a role in hiring college presidents and
drafting budget requests.
•
The new system also will run 25 post-secondary technical
schools now operated by the state Workforce Development
Cabinet. They will be renamed technical colleges and will be able
to award degrees, not just certificates and diplomas. (For now, at
least, 54 technical high schools will remain with Workforce
Development.)
UK trustees will nominate four of the regents on the new
system's board. Four regents will be picked by the governor,
using the current nominating process for university trustees.
Student, faculty and staff representatives from the community
college system and the technical school system will sit on the
board.
·
RESEARCH AND OTHER ACADEMIC GOALS
Research will be boosted at the state's universities, particularly
UK. The bill sets a goal that by 2020, UK will be "a major
comprehensive research institution ranked nationally in the top 20
public universities." The University of Louisville by 2020 will
become "a premier, nationally recognized metropolitan research
university."
Also, the six regional universities are urged to develop
programs for their regions and to offer bachelor's and master's
degree programs "of a quality at or above the national average."
And the new Community and Technical College System is
charged with providing "reasonable access" to two-year liberalarts and technical degrees and with offering remedial instruction
and non-credit self-enrichment courses.
INVESTMENT AND INCENTIVE TRUST FUNDS
Seven trust funds will be created to stimulate improvements. To
receive funds from one - to promote research at UK and U of L
- the schools will have to raise private money or free up money
within their own budgets by canceling programs. The same rules
apply to a second fund - to promote excellence at regional
universities.
Other funds are to encourage use of new technology; local
cooperation on work-force training; local cooperation and
innovation to erase adult illiteracy; improvement of campus
buildings; and expansion of student aid.
VIRTUAL UNIVERSITY
The council will create a "Commonwealth Virtual University" to
make academic programs available via TV, the Internet or other
new technologies.
LEGISLATIVE "BUY-IN"
The Strategic Committee on Postsecondary Education, or
"SCOPE" committee, will be created to oversee planning and
budgeting. Committee members from the legislature, executive
branch and the Council on Postsecondary Education will review
progress and shortcomings in the year before the General
Assembly's biennial, regular sessions. They also will select the
first president of the post-secondary council.
SEPARATE BUDGET BILLS
Spending bills also passed will allow an additional $40 million
on higher education and literacy programs in the budget year that
begins July 1. Of that, $23 million will go to community colleges
and universities, to boost their funding closer to levels in similar
schools in nearby states; $17 million will go into four of the trust
funds.
The trust funds on technology, buildings and student aid
receive no initial funding. However, Gov. Paul Patton has vowed
to increase overall spending on post-secondary education by an
additional $60 million a year by the year 2000.
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Governor. signs education
bill he wanted
in any way it can in making the implementation of it successful,"
Burch said.
FRANKFORT - For Gov. Paul
Former Gov. Edward T. "Ned"
Patton, yesterday was a picture-per- Breathitt, the chairman of UK's
feet end to a cloudy, stormy month. board of trustees. said he- will name
Gray skies turned blue and the an ad hoc committee to work with
sun came out on cue as Patton the Patton adminisrration to ease
flanked by flags, lawmakers and the transition.
children outside the Capitol - • · UK trustee Paul Chellgren, the
signed into law his overhaul of chief executive officer of Ashland
higher education.
Inc., will serve as the committee';
"I believe we've charted a course· chairman, Breathitt said. "I think all
to a n~w K~ntu?,kY _as we enter a sides had the opportunity to have
new millennium, said Patton, who !their viewpoint thoroughly considhails the bill as his legacy.
____ ered and debated."
The bill that won approval yes- · "I think all sides now need to acterday. bore a striking resemblance cept the will of the people and work
to the proposal Patton put fortlf.a to make the reform happen," he
month· ago. Lawmakers also grant- said.
ed his_ request for $40 million in l!!'Jl
Several lawmakers who had lobspendmg for higher educat,on. .
bied hard against parts of Patton's
. The gove1:1or got strong, bipar- plan, particularly the community
tlsan support m the House and Sen- college issue. ended up voting for
ate but perhaps not an overwhelm.
ing mandate to discourage future re- the bill.
treats from his long-term goals.
Chief among them was Sen.
"We've made a commitment to Ernesto Scorsone. D-Lexington, who
change," Patton said. "Our task is .got the Senate to vote to keep the
now to live up to our commitment, community colleges with UK on
not just for this year, or for the term Wednesday night only to see the
of one governor, but for the rest of provision stripped out the next day
our lives."
in a conference committee,
The main feature of the new law
"There's been some pretty seriis a revamped governing structure ous and ferocious battling over this
for higher education with the goals issue," Scorsone said.' "But now I
of increasing cooperation, reducing think it's time to see if we can make
duplication and discouraging in- this reform work."
fighting that has plagued the sysScorsone said he decided to vote
tern.
for the bill because of the long-term
The most controversial change commitment by Patton and lawis the separation of all but one of makers to improve higher education
the 14 community colleges from the with added funding.
University of Kentucky's control
And Scorsone reminded coland putting them with technical leagues of the bill's specific promise
schools under a new board.
to maintain UK's flagship status
The community college issue and elevate it to a national leader in
dominated the debate and, at times, research.
threatened to scuttle Patton's entire
"In the next few years, we will
plan.
see a real test of the promise both
But Patton and his supporters by the governor and the majority
offered enough concessions, such as members of these two bodies that
keeping the UK name on communi- they want to see UK be a great inty college buildings and diplomas, stitution," he said.
to bring on board many of the lawSenate Republican Leader Dan
makers \\ith community colleges in Kelly of Springfield criticized the
their districts.
bill. saying it will increase bureauUK never quit fighting to keep cracy but not efficiencv.
control of the community colleges.
·The Senate passed the bill 25-13
The tide turned two weeks ago with eight of the 18 Republicans bewhen UK President Charles T. hind it.
Wethington Jr. and Patton held a
Sen. Richie Sanders, R-Smiths
news conference that many saw as Grove, voted for the bill, saying his
a truce, though UK never conceded Wednesday night opposition had
agreement.
been a political payback for Patton's·
Wethington was out of the of- campaigning efforts to beat him in
fice yesterday and could not be his 1996 Senate race.
reached for comment. Joe Burch,
"I played politics into that vote,"
UK's vice president for university he said. "And I shouldn't have done
relations, said the universiry accept- it."
ed the decision.
The Senate also approved the
"Now that the General Assem- $40 million funding bill, which also
bly has enacted the education re- included $4 million for juvenile jusform bill, UK stands ready to help
BY CHAD CARLTON
AND ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITERS

tice programs, and another measure
,aimed at improving state government efficiency.
The House, which had already
passed the spending plan, overwhelmingly approved the higher education bill, 73-25.
A few House members who had
most vehemently opposed the bill
spoke out again, even as they acknowledged losing the fight.
"We're going to gear our education more toward what the big corporations say they·want rather than
what the students and parents
want," said Rep. Herbie Deskins, DPikeville.
~ 13u_t_ Rep. GrOSl! Lindsay, D-Henderson, called the bill a historic step.
"We have given community colleges
some authority over their own future," he .said to applause.
A handful. of UK officials looked
on somberly from the House chamber's balcony; then left soon after
the vote was tak_en.
Pattcinispoke to House Democrats in the-Supreme Court chambers
immediately after the chamber adjourned and called for a healing closure to the often contentious battle.
"This fight is over," he said.
"We're all on the same team now."

Highlights ,of:the.,state's
hlghi,r?~dui:atlon 'overhaul
- ■.si,111s:13 of 14_ community.

--colleges fron:, University.of.,
Kentucky,.creates separate board
to_ oversee them and technical
schools:_ UK keeps Lexington
Con,mtih!tY College. Colleges will
still bear UK name arid keep some
ties."."·, ·
' ·
,' Creates ne,;_ boards of directors
at college_s; adds more local autonomY. for'_e~ch. , ..· .
· .■ Creates·new Council on Post,
secondary Educatlori;_ a more powerful version of the Council on Higher
Educat~o_n t~. lncre(!Se schools'., cooperatlon·and,reduce duplication; - '
'ii
Committee

€~es-strategic

on Post-secondary .Education,

a 28-

member,!)oard of legislators and
state:o!ficials
for long.term
planning.
•-~. rr, ., ·
•
■ Establishes seven Incentive
funds to promote research; technol-

0©', workforce development; adult•
education.and other
programs.
.
.

c,;ai,;.-

■
Commonwealth.
Virtual .University to exparufclasses

and.academic.offerings through televislon,and computer technology,

.,:, ,-5,r,,~,'.- ,)'/• •..· .',..-,!'(,;.,,/,('~

·: ■ Ailds'$40'mllllon for higher.
eil~on_spendlng beginning:July

1;:including $23 mlllioncln base
funding· and $1l million jncincentive

ruri~!::'..~~S':;.C:·_ ':'..__ ,~~•"f.

(Y\ o,L ~
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Plaudits for Patton
Governor engaged in a fight for education, and won
atever you
hink of the
higher-education reform bill
the General Assembly .finally passed
this week, give Gov.
Paul Patton credit
for one thing:
. For six months or so, he has
made post-secondary education the·
·
No.l topic in Kentucky. It's because of
his interest in the
subject that the
state's politicians; its
people and its media
have been debating
the past, present and
future of our colPatton
leges and universities.
· It's because of Patton that we
have focused on the important contribution these institutions can
make to the state's economic wellbeing.
For reminding us of that, for
forcing us to pay attention to a topic we have ignored too often in the
past, for pressing an issue that has
long been considered too politically
hot to handle. Paul Patton deserves
the thanks_Qf all Kentuckians.
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Patton big winner
in special session,
2 adversaries say
By AL CROSS
C-J Political Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Democratic
Gov. Paul Patton was the big winner
in the special legislative session on
higher education, and Senate Republicans were big losers, two Democrats who tangled with Patton on the
issue of community colleges said in a
television interview yesterday.
"When Gov. Patton rolls up his
sleeves, you'd better watch out."

Senate President Pro Tern Walter
Blevins said on WLEX-18's "Your
Government,'' to be broadcast at
11:30 p.m. EDT tomorrow on Kentucky Educational Television.
"If the governor continues to win,
he's probably going to ~e the strongest governor this state has ever
had," Blevins said, referring to .Patton's earlier special-session triumph
on workers' compensation.
Sen. Ernesto Scorsone of Lexington, who appeared on the show with

'Almrinc_,
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strong governor. He's getting stronger by the day."
Blevins, of Sandy Hook. cast a
pivotal and dramatic vote Thursday
night for Scorsone's amendment to
let the University of Kentucky keep
day-to-day management of 13 community colleges. A conference committee appointed partly by Blevins
axed the amendment. and the bill
passed Friday virtually as Patton
wanted it.
Blevins, who as a Senate leader
votes on committee assignments,

said he stopped fighting for Scorsone's amendment because the
House voted by a wide margin Friday to reject it.
The bill had no major amendments from Republican senators, except $2 million for adult-education
programs added by Sen. David Williams of Burkesville - the only Republican who didn't join in the bipartisan coup that made Democrat
I;arrY ~a.un<!_ers of Louisville presi-

•
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Senate Republicans "missed a
golden opportunity," said Blevins,
who was elected president pro tern in
the coup. He said GOP senators
could have won more significant
changes in the bill if they had
"worked with the Democrats who
were willing to listen to them," such
as those who joined in the coup. In•
stead, they nitpicked the bill. he said.
"Many of their people tended to
look at it as a political opportunity;
maybe, to hurt the governor - a po•
litical opportunity, maybe, to help
themselves to some extent." Blevins
said. "But I think the governor out•
smarted them in that he was able to
pick up several Republicans on the

issue."
In the end, eight of 18 Republican
senators voted for the bill, but none
of their leaders did. Scorsone said
Patton, who left Saturday on a Far

East mission, "feels let down by
11

those leaders.
Senate GOP Leader Dan Kelly
said io._ a telephone interview that
Republican senators improved the
bill with 15 amendments that sur•
vived in the House but couldn't find

common ground with Democrats,
because Patton was "pretty insistent
that his major points were going to

survive."
Blevins said the session produced
more independence among senators
of both parties, but Scorsone said
most of the !5 Democrats who didn't
join the January coup still are unwill•
ing to grant party leadership roles to
Saunders and Blevins, contrarv to
what Saunders said late last week.
Scorsone said Saunders failed on
two standard measures of strength
- his impact on the bill and his abil·
ity to deliver votes. Blevins said that
Saunders is not weak, but that both
of them are growing into their jobs.
Blevins acknowledged afterward
that he stirred doubts about himself
by telling Patton and others that he
would vote against Scorsone's
amendment and then voting for it.
He said he later apologized to Pat•
ton.
"I don't think I actually double•
crossed the governor," Blevins said.
"Friends of mine asked me to be a
leader, and I thought I could be a
leader at the time, but after thinking
about the commitment that I made
to people who voted for me, and
sent me to Frankfort to represent
them, I had a change of heart."
Blevins and Scorsone disagreed
on the long-tenn effect of the community-college battle. in which UK
overshadowed other pans of the
plan with an advertising campaign to
keep the colleges and found support
from most people who told pollsters
that thev knew about the issue.
Blevins said the issue will still be a
factor in legislative races next year
and perhaps in Patton's re-election
bid in 1999, but Scorsone said, "I just
don't believe it will continue as a ma•

jor issue," because UK's trustees and
President Charles Wethington Jr.
have said they will try to make the
system work.
"I don't believe you will see any ef•
fort on the part of the UK administra•

lion to torpedo the refonn," Scorsone
said. "I think they will welcome it and
try to work the best they can with the

governor."

Also, Scorsone said, if students,
faculty and administrators at the com•
munity colleges see in a year or two
that "things are working out" in the
new system of community and techni•
cal colleges, it would not affect Pat•
ton's chances for re-election.
Patton "would have had a tough
time" passing his original plan for
complete separation of the colleges
from UK. Blevins said. He said Pat·

ton's willingness to "listen to reason"
was the main reason for his success.
Scorsone offered other reasons.
With leaders in both the House and
Senate divided on the issue, Patton
had "a friendly environment in which
he could manipulate better," he said,
and Patton isolated UK by making
alliances with. regional universities
and other interests.
While regional universities
may have gained because UK's politi•
cal clout in Frankfort has been
damaged, in 10 ·to 15 years, the most
clout may be wielded by :he
new community-technical college
system, Scorsone said.
Scorsone said Patton would have
had to compromise more if Sen. John
"Eck" Rose of Winchester had not.
lost the Senate presidency in the Jan•
uacy coup. Blevins said the outcome
would have been similar to Scor•
sone's plan.
Rose, who opposed Patton's plan, is
expected soon to join Scorsone, Lex-·
ington Vice Mayor Teresa Isaac, Lexington lawyer Jim Newberry, Madi•
son County Attorney Bobby Russell
and perhaps others in next year's
Democratic primacy for Congress m:
the 6th District.
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201 earn degrees at Centre College: A
national authority on higher education and voluntary
service told Centre College graduates yesterday to
make a difference. David Warren advised doing some•
thing to change the character of the country, making a
difference to their community and giving service back
to the college. Warren is president of the National
Association of Independent Colleges and Universities
based in Washington. D.C. Centre conferred bachelor's
degrees on 201. The class includes eight others expected to complete requirements during the summer.
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Democrats talk·
about reunifying
party in. Senate

1

By TOM LOFTUS
The Courier-Journal
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Behind-the:·
scenes negotiations are under way to
restore the unity of Senate Democrats, shattered in January when five
of their number forged an alliance
with Republicans.
Senate President Larry Saunders,
who led the defection and, in return,
won the Senate leadership job, said
he expects negotiations to succeed.
"I think this will succeed because
. :. I believe a number of Democrats
- those currently in and out of the
caucus - would like to see it hap•

pen," Saunders said in an interview

yesterday.
If successful. the negotiations
would mend the rift among the 20
Senate Democrats. The alliance of
Saunders and four other Democrats
with the IS-member Republican caucus created the largest voting bloc
,vithin the Senate.
Restored panv unitv also would

give Saunders greater' recognition
and stature as a leader of his party
and as the constitutional leader of
the Senate. It also would end turmoil

over who heads Senate committees.
Democrats had refused to serve as

committee chairmen under Saunders.
Republican vice chainnan have been
in charge.

Saunders said reunification would
be accomplished when most of the 15

so-called "loyalist" Democrats invite
him and his four allies back into the
party caucus. Tenns of that invitation
are the focus of the negotiations.

But negotiations suffered a set•
back Wednesday night when
Saunders ally Walter Blevins embarrassed Saunders by breaking a prom1s_e to Gov. Paul Patton to support his
higher education plan. Blevins cast
the key vote for an amendment that
threatened the plan.
And Sen. John "Eck" Rose, a Win•
chester Democrat who was ousted as
Senate president by Saunders in Jan•
uary. said he thinks most Senate
Democrats have rejected the idea of
readmitting the five. Rose said he be•
lieves the only way the caucus could
he reunited would be through an•
other election for Senate president.
Still, Senate Democratic Floor
Leader David Karem, of Louisville.
said negotiations continue. "I feel
!hat as majority floor leader that it is
important for me to make every reawnable effort to have all the Demo•
crats working together," Karem said.
In January, Saunders. of Louisville.
imd Blevins, of West Liberty, joined
wtth three other Democrats - Sen.
llenny Ray Bailey, of Hindman, and
rookie Sens. Glenn Freeman. of
Cumberland, and Gary Johnson. of
l'ikeville, They did not attend the
!ienate Democratic caucus at which
an ~lection was held for leadership
pos1lions.
Though the offices of president
and president pro tern are officially
!!lected by the entire Senate, the maJor1ty Democratic caucus has tradi!ionally held a closed election among
,ts members to select the candidate
later elected president by a majoritv
1•ote of their party.
•
Rose was seeking re-election and
was presumed certain to _get th_e job.

.

·.(\
-~,:\~·,
j -·

·'-._ •• '

Bl.it instead of artenoing the caucus. Saunders and his tour Democratic allies remained with the Republicans on the Senate iloor. With
15 -Senate Democrats off the floor,
the remaining coalition of Republicans and five Democrats elected
Saunders president and Blevins as
president pro tern.
The new coalition also adopted
rules to give the growing Repubhcan

minority more representatmn on
committees.

The coup was bitterly denounced
hy the other Senate Democrats.
But Saunders yesterday said bitterness may be fading. "I said in JanuHry that time heals. and it has done
that. It's continuing to do that."
Saunders said negotiations be~an
!-Orne weeks ago when an opposing
Democrat approached him, saying
some were interested in reunifying.
Saunders strongly supported P_atlon's higher-education bill - which
nose opposed. Saunders said he
thought that Senate Democrats
"made-great progress in terms of being able to work together" on higher

uducation.

Saunders said that in seeking to be
readmitted to the Democratic caucus,
he would not back away from any
promises he made to members of the
coalition that elected him. That
means· that Bailey, Freeman and

~-ohnson would retain the committee
chairmanships they received in Janumy. he said.
Saunders also said that Republican

representation on committees must
remain at the levels established in
January, and that Republican Sen.
l.indy Casebier of Louisville would
remain co-chairman of the Education
Committee.
But the other standing committees
would be taken over by Democrats if
the caucus is reunified.
Saunders acknowledged that many
Democrats still are upset with a

inove his coalition made in January
to add one Republican to the Rules
Committee. That gave that committee
- a legislative traffic cop that schedllles bills for floor votes or kills them
bv sending them back to a committee
.:. only a 5-4 Democratic majority.
Republican Senate leader Dan Kelly said that if Democrats reunify and
take back the committee chairman!,hips they initially declined, "it will
he somewhat unfair to the Republican senators who accepted the re!ponsibility and acquitted themselves
l'ery well during the past few
months.··
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Session shows
lawmakers
still love
to be led

But there is less
true collaboration
here than meets the
eye. Oh, Patton will
tell you how the lawmaker.; invariably improve his major proposals by making
, constructive suggestions. And they may.
Yet one senses they are hanging commas, not shaping history. Was it a l~slator who persuaded Patton to tackle higher
education? Which senator or representative used a cattle prod to nudge him to
strip the community colleges from . the
University of Kentucky, or monkey with
coordination of the state universities?
Looking back, I see only two instances
in which legislators arguably left a major
imprint on the bill: The first was-in March,
when House Speaker Jody Richards and
House budget-panel head Harry Moberly
uri;ed .Patton to retain the power to appoint university boards, and not give it to
his strengthened Council on Higher Education, as he was considering.
But given how.neither Richards nor Moberly says he had really strong feelings
about the matter, I suspected then (and
still do) that Patton's change of heart had
more to do with his war with UK President
Charles Wethington than with any legislator's druthers. (Think about it: Patton can
•et rid of Wethington faster, and leave
fewer fingerprints, via direct appointments
of UK trustees than via some indirect appointment process.)
The second example of "legislative input" of consequence might have been the
May 15 intervention by House Democratic
Leader Greg Stumbo, which produced the

so-called ''non-compromise compromise"
between Patton and Wethington over the
community colleges.
But, again, the legislator's influence has
been exaggerated. For several weeks before the special session, Patton had said
he was willing to let UK keep its name on
the coVeges and appoint some members of
the new board that will run them and .
technical schools. On May 15, Patton
agreed to put a little more such language
into the bill, to save face for Wethington.
He probably planned to do that all afong.
Stumbo's true contribution was more
political than substantive - he persuaded
Wethington that UK would lose the
House's scheduled vote on the communi-,
ty-college question on May 16, and that
forcmg House members to take sides in
public, all for naught, was a bad idea.
So what is the status of legislative independence in the reign of King Paul? (Long
may he live!)
There's a definite trend emerging. Each
time Patton successfully defies the wishes
of a legislative leader, we hear protests
that the executive is unfairly stretching his .
Constitution-given power.;, to overwhelm
the will of the legislative branch.
At the December special session on
workers' comp, Stumbo complained of gubernatorial abuse of the power to call special, sessions. Last week, Senate GOP
Leader Dan Kelly did the same.
For part-time lawmakers who don't
want to be in Frankfort during months
they had set aside for other activities, a
governor's ability to control the timing
and .agenda of such meetings is an aweSOl\le one, Kelly said. "It makes it very dif.
licult for us to resist," he said.
The question of whether Kentucky
should go to annual legislative sessions,
and sharply curtail use of special sessions,
is timely. Former Gov. Brereton Jones
called more than any governor in history,
and Patton may break his record.
Of course, the issue would be raised to
greater effect by someone other than
Stumbo, a lawyer whose firm stood to lose
a $1.65 million a year workers' comp practice; or Kelly, a leader whose idea of minority-party participation appears to be
finding technical glitches in gubernatorial
proclamations or bill drafts, and then

RANKFORT, Ky. - With_ his triumph on higher education last
week, Gov. Paul Patton has proven again that the legislature, despite all its talk of independence, loves to
be led by a strong execunve. . .
It's a new form of dornmation, of
course. No longer do Kentuc~ governors
send "cheat sheets" to the third floor of screaming, "Gotcha!"
the Capitol telling lawmakers how to vote·
Last 'wonk' awake wins
that day. Instead, Pat•
The best example of how gubernatorial
ton treats the legisla- power works these days was Patton's supture with endless, posed "concession" to Wethington that
unctuous deference, UK would nominate the president of the
stressing
how
it new system overseeing community colmakes the decisions leges and tech schools. If you take a look
and he merely puts
~~.t_!l~~fjn~ ~!11,-J'!U S<,e that, actually, UK
;,-1.,,!ll~ in frnnt nf it_

F

committee ordained for that purpose. Who
gets the other half? Patton appomtees and
"tech-school types."
Patton, who loves complexity, can make
such concessions till the cows come home,
and still, essentially, have his way.
To use a real-estate analogy, it's as if
Patton. picks the land and builds the
house, and then invites legislators to the
housewarming party to help him decide
on some final decorating touches.
You can say they had a hand in the final
product. And maybe they did. But it was
almost totally on his terms.
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'Historic change

·1ns

rare that vaulting rhetoric is justified in Frank. fort, but adoption of the
higher education reform
plan is such an occasion.
That it was done with a house
divided makes the achievement
all the mote remarkable.
Actually the House itself
wasn't so divided, after it became
that Gov. Paul Patton's assiduous _ preparation had positioned him to
beat back a
challenge from
¥aj9rity Lead" I'" Greg
Srumbo, on behalf-of the Univeijity of Kentuc~ hierar-

clear

chk

~ifi,eaker
Joc!Y Richards and Speaker Pro
Tern Larry Clark deserve credit
for holding the troops together.
On the first crucial vote, they
won half of the House Republi·
cans, including Richard Murgatroyd from Northern Kentucky
and Jim Zimmerman from Oldham County. That helped make
the House position bipartisan.
Among those who showed unusual courage were members
from districts containing commuriity'.: colleges - Frank Rash,
~les Geveden, Jimmy Lee and
MiRe Weaver. And freshman
Democrats, such as Weaver, Jodie Haydon from Nelson County
and Rob Wtlkey from Franklin.
carefully boned up on parts of the
bill in order to lead. discussion
during the floor debate. The
freshman caucus took this on as
a project. and succeeded.
It's the Senate that was divided
.:.... · between regular Democrats
llild maverick Democrats, between moderate Republicans and
conspiracy theorists.
Sen. David Karem, the Democrats' leader, said the day he
spent moving the reform bill was
his worst ever in Frankfort.
During this legislative debate,
we learned several things:
■ The state's best politician
currently lives in the mansion assigned to him at Frankfort, not at
Maxwell Place on the UK campus.
■ This is the
toughest governor since Julian
Carroll,
and he didn't
check his ethics at the door.
■ Kentucky
is capable of
---- •'--- -- -

VY\[',n,:?
\ ' ''--' -

major public
policy initiative

in a decade.
■ Progress is possible, even in
higher education.
■ Vocational education is not a
dull issue.
There's more, but perhaps the
most imponant thing to note is
that all this just might work. Cir•
cumstances are right.
The power with which UK has
been able to push past the Coun•
ciJ on Higher Education has been
reduced, a lot. The old lineup of
regional university presidents
~ho could manipulate the system
is changing, to be replaced by
folks who might learn to operate
within a strategic plan. We have a
governor with a vision, and lots
of time and opportunity to implement it. The General Assembly
could he!~ him, especially if mod·
erates gam control of the GOP
caucus and Democratic mavericks come home to their party.
This is historic.
This means something.
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,A tribute to several Republicans
0
!iE
NIGHT last week, I found my•
self walking down the capitol's

So did Republican Charlie Borders, the
third-floor hallway, watching re- real estate man from Greenup.
flections in the polished. marble
And if there is a place that's bluer than
floor and listening to Bob Stivers.
southwestern Jefferson County, it's north·
He is a freshman senator from Manchester eastern Kentucky, which Sen. Borders repre•
who looks like he could lift Jogs.
sents.
You listen to a guy like that.
Even his Democratic colleague, Tim
Especially when he is recovering from oral Shaughnessy, called Charlie Borders' vote
surgery and the painkiller is wearing off.
against the ripper amendment "one of the
. •
Bob Stivers is a Re- most courageous votes I've ever seen."
==c-"=c-~ .,. publican, and the Repub- Gary Cox, from .the Council on Higher
licans had just provided Education, called the speech Sen. Borders
most of the votes for a gave before casting that vote "really and truly
\ ripper amendment that eloquent."
would have gutted the
Sen. Borders talked about his own commuhigher education reform nity college experience, which prepared him to
bill.
seek more education at Morehead State Uni•
He once heard me versity. He understood the frantic calls from
joke that an editorial folks who had been convinced, by UK's endless
writer's job is to go on campaign, that the community college doors
the field of battle after were about to close in their grandkids' faces.
DAVID·
the firing stops and
Republican Charlie Borders reassured
HAWPE
shoot the wounded. so those who had been frightened by the lies
he was curious.
and misunderstandings. And, after his splen"Who are you going to did speech, he settled into the most visible
shoot?" he asked me.
seat in the place, shrugged off the pressure,
I told him. And he said, quietly, "You and voted for progress.
know, you might think about the fact that
At the end of the same row sits Republican
some people were doing what they thought David Williams, an attorney from Cumberwas right."
land and one of the most thoughtful members
. I hate it when people make me stop and of the General Assembly.
,
think.
He added something special to the debate,
Subsequently, we did fire some criticism at
Concerned that the legislature was about
the Senate Republican caucus _ at its mem• to work on higher education, while basic lit•
hers who voted to take the one essential eracy progranis languish, he made a dramatic
plank out of Gov. Paul Patton's proposal. we appeal for money to help the million or so
also leveled .a volley at their Democratic ally Kentuckians who can't read or write well
in leaderslµp, Walter Blevins, and at Sen. Ju- enough to function,
lie Rose, who voted for the ripper despite enIt's not often that an indlvidual can have
treaties from Louisville area leaders.
that kind of neck-snapping impact with a
What we didn't do, and what I propose to floor speech.
do in this column, is talk about some other
David Williams did.
Republicans - those who worked skillfully,
As a direct result, $2 million was added to
spoke candidly, acted courageously and con• the bill for literacy programs.
tributed significantly in the higher education
Friday, when the measure was up for final
special S:eSSion.
passage, Sen. Williams rose again.
Let's start with Lindy Casebier.
"I'm not completely satisfied with what
The soft-spoken teacher from Jefferson this bill does," he said, recalling that he had
County performed superbly, by just about ev- voted for the ripper amendment. But he superyone's r~ckoning, ~ chairman of the Sen- paned final passage.
ate Education Comnuttee.
, .
: He did warn, correctly, that the legislature
ThlS was no easy task, 11 was his first ~uch must be vigilant against parochialism and
assignment. The _comnuttee was split equally manipulation as the Patton plan is implebetw~n Rep~blican~ and Democrats. That mented.
made it esP.!"'1ally tncky to move one of the
Then there was Republican Richie Sand•
toughest bills_ of the modern era.
.
ers, from the barrens of Edmonson County.
. Sen. Caseb!er was a model o_f calm m leadHe gave the session its most disarming momg the comnuttee through a mmefield ?f pro• ment.
posed amendme!!ts- And he stood with the
"The Governor came down there and tried
Governor when 1t really counted, m the vote
,,
.
.
.
on the ripper amendment.
to beat m~, he_ said, recalling twn campwlll!"
In Sen. Casebier's distri~. there's a Wild- last year m which Gov. Patto?, sup~.orted bis
cat flag on every other pickup truck, so he Democranc opponent, John Jake. D1ckin•
was vulnerable to the (false) charge that re• son, It W!'5 no aCCide!'t that Dickinson got
form would harm the University of Kentucky 522,000 m contnbut10ns from the state
by moving its community colleges·into a sep- Democratic Party, the most.of ":llY challenger.
arate system with the vo-tech schools.
That would .make anybody·• little bit hot.
He did the right thing in spite of the politi•
cal implications.
.

As a result, Sen, Sanders voted for the rip•
per amendment on Wednesday.
Later, at supper with some of his buddies
he thought better of it. He was still thinking
about it on Friday.
"I played politics," he told the Senate,
"and I shouldn't have done that."
It'~ not often that_you get that kind of candor m Frankfort, without a grand jury.
. ~en the votes were counted on Friday,
Richie Sanders was one of eight in the 18member GOP Senate caucus who supported
final passage. of the Patton plan.
Julie Rose was one of those, as were Tom
Buford, Barry Metcalf and Albert Robinson.
The other 10 Republican senators either
bent to the fears of their constituents, bent
over backward to deny Gov, Patton a big
mandate, or had some bent concerns of their
own.
Some can be excused on account of their
apparent limitations.
Preeminent among these was Virgil Moore
a farmer from Leitchfield who complained
during the ripper debate that Gov. Patton was
up to no good.
"Amis are being twisted" on the first floor
he announced dramatically.
'
This was perhaps the least newsworthy
moment of the evenin1;1.
"This is not a beautiful day for Kentucky"
he growled.
"Kentucky graduates are running the
world," he claimed, in an attempt to prove
that our public institutions are already producing good results and need no reform.
. •:we do~'t have an education problem," he
1~1sted, with n.o ~ecognition that he served as
his own repudiation on the point.

•
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~entucky's private coueg~s dQ~ j1ls,t flne
T

here is a bright side to higher education in Kentucky. While Frankfort
politicians were fighting over the
-.poils of public higher education, and,
wlult:! no one was looking, Kentucky's independent colleges were doing it again.
This year, like years past, the private
in~titutions were enrolling 12 percent of
lhe Commonwealth's college students and
1,a·anting more than 20 percent of all bac- .
' alaureate de1,q·ees awarded.
Last year, students at Kentucky's 19
private colleges earn 30 percent of mathematics degrees, 33 percent of biology degrees, 28 percent of English degrees, 35
percent of history degrees, 54 percent of
general business degrees and 25 percent of
all teaching degrees awarded in Kentucky.
~With only 12 percent of the overall en-

private sector colleges ,ire mak1ng enonnou~ contributions to education
in Kentucky. While these contributions are
1101 often recognized, it is important that
lhis story be told.
These independent institutions play a
,'ilal role in the state's overall higher cdu:cation. If these private colleges closed to_clay, the cost to Kentucky's taxpayers to
•·ducate these 22,000 students in the public
system would be approximately $90 mil1 lion a year, not counting capital expt'.nses
I

. t nllment,

for more dassrooni
buildings and residence
halls.
Contrary to popular
belief, !he vast µiajority
of private college students are not from
wealthy backgrounds.··t
4
Over 70 percent of these PAT
students qualify for stu- FREIBERT
dent aid based on their .:...:..:.;:==::..:...limited family income.
CONTRIBUTING
The same economic
COLUMNIST
groups represented in
-----~
Kentucky's public institutions are represented in the private institutions.
I
Another myth abounds that the major-

One advantage these executives have. . tremendously upgrading Midway's faculis that they are more protected and rety. Most have terminal degrees in their
moved from political pressure and control
fields of teaching.
than their counterparts in the public sector
If you are looking for a "fini:.,;hing
and are more free to pursue student-cen•
school" or a college for elitists, you will
tered education goals. They are able to
not find either on the campuses or Kenwork in synergy with trustees, faculty and tucky's 19 independent institutions. What
students without the burdens of cumber- · you will find there are strong academies
some bureaucracies:
with visionary leadership, professors
Kentucky is blessed with a strong trateaching small_ classes and ~tudents acdition of excellent independent colleges
quiring knowledge.
serving important educational needs.
The mission for both public and priBerea's history in serving underprivileged
vate colleges is to serve the public interAppalachian students in legendary."Cenest. Kentucky's independent colleges do
tre. Transylvania and Georgetown are nathis, and Pl\blic institutions also do tl\is to
1
tionally recognized for graduating superior the !')\lent that politics allow:
scholars. Midway College, the CommonMuch of Frankfort's recent oratory on
wealth's only womens' college, has a
public higher education fo_cused on politi-

ity of these students are from out-of-state

unique role in preparing women for lead-

cal solutions for apparent political reasons.

or leave the state after graduation. In fact,
surveys show that 75 percent are from
Kentucky and 80 percent stay in the staic
after graduation.
The diversity in student enrollment
and governing boards among these independent colleges is truly impressive, as is
the ability of these presidents to stretch
each dollar to its fullest benefit. Scrutiny
of each and every expenditure is precise
and fiduciary responsibility is the hallmark of these college leaders.

ership. The other independent colleges are
strong in granting access for students in
undeserved areas of the state.
, Capable presidents like Dr. Charles
Shearer of Transylvania, Dr. Robert
Botkin of Midway and Dr. Michael Adams
of Centre have achieved lofty attainments
for their institutions. lij the case of Midway's Botkin, he steered the course of
Midway .to become a solid four-year col- ·
lege with dramatic enrollment growth over
a short period. He also was successful in
.

It should be obvious that narrow political
interests can impose destructive changes.
Kentucky cries out foi- visionary leaders to be agents of strategic change and
thoughtful academic corrections to a publie system in need of substantive change.
Meanwhile, there·are 19 good alternatives.
Pat Freibert of Lexington was a Republican state representative from 1979-93.
She has also served on the board of Midway College.
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Learning opportunity
Newland,
who served as
i'MOREH
chapter president for a year,
• . . .
Y.l\rorf!lg1tiUP.t9mote ;ao
ip~itt,~~at!
-~- ..
bot!_rd'.!;'for?.m11ssages~ said, "Nobody gets paid in the
1)
qy~r;m@tf.!t,o
.,, ,, .., .. 1time and temperature for the fraternities so it really teaches
people:'_Jaso . . . _wlaii b~ side of a building on campus. you a lot about human na'.'forehead ~e".;'t:Ji~e~tyj He sai~ his initial idea was too ture."
IS ,no stranger•to.:leaditig,llj expensive, so he downgraded
While ushering the Miss
~qup. or·p\s,P'.e!11~·.)i~t-J~ the cost ~o $20,000 fro~ $50,000. MSU pageant in March of 1995,
pres1den~of'MSU's:St:u4euti He received a donat10n from Newland· heard some talk
Go".eJ;llP,ieiitt.t\.sm~!i;<i:J\:~~l the Office for University Ad- about student government. He
has-}earned,more0-thiln'.'lli vancement for $5,000 and the decided to run and was elected
1
tli·o. u'_gm_·.,•·-.lie.•_,_w_' bu1_•_li...:!!_'~ ._f!1{)!. t~~-;_ MSU Family Association gave secretary. He served in the poi ;~•BemghU,Jgf&!u\iiRmslde]it $5,000. MSU President Ronald sition for a year and decided to
fia_s:,fi~iio~negi~,;t~y~ G. Eaglin donated $3,000, so run for student government
to"the1 rl!jil;- vffi'fJ<lf?:r,Newl.aft'l1 the student government only president. He was elected and
s~id;:~!_!~~2~1.l~j~i~l!,;~d~,' ~ad to provide $7,000 for the took office in May 1996,
witli':li(!methj_ng,;Iik~la•,mi' light board, now on campus.
The position requires the
ciorosril';iif ;rne~re.iFWorld.
Group involvement for New- president to be the voice of the
An thec'iis~p~<;;'n"(;:societyj land started in high school. He students in many instances.
are're resf/nfed?~d,~"i-eg! was senior class president in Along with the title of SGA
ident ft'is·mf dµty'.'tii·pdeitD 1993 at East Carter High president .comes the title stuwitJi'.· all"'tlie·,).ssues\thatl School. He graduated and dent regent. Newland's yearcome ·witlf'.tli\l\!1!,li'$~:'(f!Jl headed for Eastern Kentucky long term as the stude_nt liai_:Newland;·,:22::;wastratse"J University in Richmond. For son will end in July.
in;·Graysonjb~!~Js;m,othet~- the first semester at E~ he
"I am the youngest person
Toni:'.Newlatlli;,r,ro1,afl(4Wf~~ stay~d to himself and _did l!Ot on the bbard. The second
Kelly Newlalfd',c:1,wJ::\c>.113re get !nvolved. The umvers1ty youngest person is in their 40s.
now divorced:',• · ,:, ;-.pt :t01 :Vas Just not what h_e _was look- It is a little overwhelming to
"l have always')iY,M.iwithl in_g for. Then he VISlte~ some think I could have anything to
my mother and I .thipk she fr!ends at MSU and fell in love say to people who are at least
was a-little 'relaX:etI:pn.me] with the_ sc~ool.
two decades my senior."
as I was grciwing·ul!;"'New-] He said 1t was not so much
Newland said he has learned
land said.'s)tfyly_~o~her, th~ locat10n, but the r~lat10n- much from the other board
would disciplih\f,me .when I ship the faculty had_ with the members and is happy to have
nee~ it bJJt.overa!i'sli~:let'_ student ·body th_at 1_mpressed had the experience. The chairniel av,'etfue;:ft~edOlll'l¥f!e~ him. 1-!ewland s~ill did not be- man of the MSU Board of Re1·' c'·hli',.i;::.';;l;;,Jt"'·•·..ir ·~ come involved in campus acI!,\tW;)'.'"' ¥~;~~11-ff0.'.1~:J,,, e i°_r, tivities until early 1995. He felt gents, Sonny Jones, who has
a,reauy;run,cn
Wlood.
. h'1gh sat on the board with Newland
','- ·: · .•, : ;;,,; .""'
,_,• ., · · , ""'•?.]l h e h a d pa1'd h'1s dues in
the past year, gives him a
school by joining many organi- for
lot of credibility and respect.
Being.-the;soi('of,ia't small\• za~10ns and clubs.
. .
"Jason did not only focus on
._ .... _.,•. _., · -'h•'i'' ed... N '··.1!
One day I got to thinking
busmessman
e p . ew-:/ b
h
I
dt
the issues like dorms and
1 d,;leaml': · lit"' •inhi 'dif- a out o~ W!3-nte o remem- parking, he focused on the real
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ber my time in college and I
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~,-there:~ere.l}O/J~hannels doing nothing but playing exceeds his youthfulness and
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games in his dorm." Newland he did his peers well. He never
get somelli!Ilg·don,e. ,E~ther,: said. "l found out about the lost sight of the awesome reyou>nidiifibn,yciur:o:wfi-or itJ1 fraternities on campus and de- sponsibility of governing an
didil;t g11tfj.llispe_d;~;~,J'~· · · I cided to join one. I joined institution of higher education."
"MY.: father ,owrts,JMK! Sigma Phi Epsilon."
Electrie;;'.'W1ii~li' '·is_4ia'!fsmalll The fraternities were more
company bUk of'.,Grayson. involved than he had imag- Travel Involved
We"s~ihliie' fit1ccimtnercial ined. Anytime there was a ser- Not only has the position of
work. :lik:e ,h,ospj~s•'.an)i vice project, it seemed the fra- student government president
xhim1$;'li;A\"if: sa.i~l,tl,i,!ia11~ ternities and sororities were given him experience; it also
wdrked'for'.hlni:'a11:.'ffi.1-ough, doing it. Newland thinks the has taken him places. Newland
c<ille-ec' "' ·
movies' portrayals of fraterni- has traveled all: over the state
ve'_ '._' _ _ .-·.
.:t-en_•·1_,,_• ties don't show the good they for committee 'meetings and
events. He also flew to San
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had been past Paducah," Newland said. ··rt really gave me a
chance to expand my mind."
Fellow student government
and fraternity member Gerald
Slone thinks Newland has
been one of the best student
presidents the school has had.
"I have seen Jason go out
and personally give out surveys to see what the students
want." Slone said. "He tries
very hard to represent the students accurately to the administration and to be a clear
voice for the students. He does
his job and does it very well."
Newland also is involved
with Phi Alpha Thetta (a history club), Sigma Gamma Rho
(a scholastic club) and the
Order pf Omega (a Greek scholastk honor society). And
Newland still manages to find
time to study and work parttime for his father.

Future op~n
Newland, who is scheduled
to receive a bachelor's degree
in history in December, has visions of going into law and
possibly politics.
He has jokingly told people
he would be a U.S. senator by
the time he was 50. Although
that's not a solid goal yet, he's
certainly not ruie_d it out
"I think the ·most important
thing is to leave your mark,"
Newland said. "I have worked
hard to accomplish my job on
campus, which is to represent
the students. If I miss a meeting or don't go to a committee
then something may happen
the students may not like."
The way Newland envisions
it is that all 8,000 students are ·
sitting behind him and he is
the only one there for them. It
may sound overwhelming, but
he said he takes his job seriously.
"I look at what this year has
meant to me and I realize this
has been one of the best years
of my life," Newland said.
"Sometimes people will throw
something out there and you
just have to be the one to
bite."
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Reform just begins

\

Higher-ed plan faces political and practical obstacles
nto the celebration of Paul Patton's latest legislative victory,
let us drop a few words of caution: Passage of the governor's
higher education bill does not
equate to higher education reform.
At best, it gives Kentucky a
chance to achieve that worthy goal
at some undetermined point in the
future.
Yes, we know there are-those in
the state who are already declaring
- erroneously -, reform a reality.
Fortunately, Patton is not among
them. He knows that, as difficult as
the fight over community colleges
was, the really hard part is still
ahead.
That's true because the only
concrete change in the new law is
the change in governance of community colleges and technical
schools. There is also some extra
money, with the promise of more in
the future. It's a promise that might
be difficult to keep, given the status
of state finances.
The rest of the work is left to a
revamped and renamed Council on
Post-Secondary Education, and history provides reasons to be somewhat skeptical of the panel's ability
to succeed at the task.
Previous councils have tried to
take control of higher education in
Kentucky - to end the needless
duplication, the wasteful emQj_rebuilding, the scratching and clawing over every available state dollar. Each time they tried, legislative
friends of the universities slapped
the councils down. If it happens
again, the governor can kiss reform
goodbye.
Patton knows this, of course. On
Friday, the day he signed his bill
into law, he appeared before the
commission that will nominate
members of the new council and
asked the group to send him the
names of some rawhide-tough candidates.
·

I

"I want people that'll stand up
and say, 'You are doing exactly
what you said (you) weren't going
to-do, and I won't be a party to it
... I resign,' " Patton said. "Those
are the kind of people I want you to
recommend to me."
They're the kind of people he'll
need to make this work. You see,
victorious though he is, the governor is still in something of a bind.
At some point along this reform
road, Patton apparently made the
decision-that the most important
step to take immediately was to
separate the community colleges
from the University of Kentucky
and pair them with the tech schools
in hopes of producing a bettertrained work force for the state.
Achieving that end put Patton
in something of an unholy alliance
with the University of Louisville,
the six regional universities and
their respective legislative chums.
As a result, the law enacted last
week made no demands on the regionals and U of L. Bringing their
excesses under control is-left up to
the council.
.
Think of it this way: You're
headed toward a goal when you
come face-to-face with a big old
lobo and seven smaller wolves. If
you're smart in the ways of animals, you might exploit green-eyed
envy and past antagonisms to tum
the smaller ones against the lobo;
and they might bring him down.
But you're still left facing a pack of
wolves.
That's Patton's position today.
His new council has to tame those
wolves, tame them fast and hard,
make them set up and beg like lap
dogs. That's why he needs council
members who will tolerate no foolishness. Without them, the higher
education reform he has staked his
administration's reputation on will
be nothing but wolf food.
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Nominees are sought for education boards
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The Governor's Postsecondaiy Education
Nominating Committee is accepting nominations through June 10 for
appointment to a variety of boards, including two created during the
recent special legislative session.
The boards include the new Council 9n Postseconda,y Education
and the Kentucky Community and Technical College system board of
regents. Nominations are also being sought for the eight state university governing boards, the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance
Authority and the Higher Education Student Loan Corp. board of
directors. .
·
•
For nomination forms or additional information, contact Bill Beam
Jr., director of boards aod·commissions in Gov. Paul Patton's office.
at (502) 564-2611.
·

i
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Studies reveal KERA elements
successful

By GEORGE Wol.ff'ORD
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Kentucky's
schools have become a stalking
ground for poll-takers and psychometrists, now that the ef-'
fects of the Kentucky Education Reform are taking hold.
At least three spring reports
indicate KERA is work4:tg the
way it was meant to.
-A Morehead State University
teacher has surveyed nearly
1.400 students and their teachers to conclude that the writing done in high school portfolios has helped students who
went on to college.
Another study, across the
state. says that punctuation
and spelling are not declining
among fourth-graders, as has
been argued by some who
don't like KERA.
And a third study, announced by a University of
Wisconsin researcher, says
that schools in the commonwealth that earn rewards
are distinctly different from
those that do not.
Kathryn Mincey, assistant
professor- of English at MSU,
said her continuing study of
college freshmen and their
teachers suggests that portfolio
experience has honed the writing skills of those who went on
to college.
Freshman writing teachers
found overall improvement in
student understanding of the
writing process. Today's students also communicate better
when aiming writing at a specific audience for a specific
purpose, they said.
"We ,wrote more in high
school than non-portfolio writers," one freshman commented, "and that has paid off
in helping us learn, become
more comfortable with writing, become better writers and
prepare for college."
Mincey .said 63 percent of
students said portfolios were
useful learning tools - not distractions to learning. She
added that 73 percent believed
their writing abilities were improved.
And 68 percent of the faculty
said student knowledge of the
writing process and comfort
with writing had improved.
"Contrary to some popular
opinion, we've seen freshmen
writers fairly evenly holding
their own or improving in
basic skills," Mincey said.

Observations at Ashland
Community College have been
less structured, but Barbara
Nicholls, dean of the fine arts
department, said teachers
there have drawn similar con- ·
clusions.
"Writing skills are improving, based on what I see and
what other teachers are saying. It's evident the students
we're getting now are more experienced in writing than in
the past.
"Half of our students are
non-traditional, but for the
other half (coming directly
from high schools), our consensus is that writing skills
are improving."
The fourth-grade study, conducted in part by Advanced
Systems in Measurement and
Evaluation Inc., the state's assessment contractor, concluded that writing mechanics
skills are coming up across the
state.
"Results of the study do not
support a conclusion that capitalization, spelling, punctuation and subject/verb agreement are declining among
Kentucky's fourth-graders." it
concluded.
That conclusion was drawn
from examination of 300 random responses given by
fourth-graders in 1993 and
1996. The study's administrators said spelling improved
significantly while other writing skills declined only slightly - not enough to be statistically meaningful.
Boys showed marked improvement and clarity improved for both genders. ··At
the same time, students wrote
longer responses and used
more complex writing structures," the study said.
Carolyn Kelley, senior research- associate at the Wisconsin Center for Educational Research, said successful schools
i;~ Kentucky had taken specific
actions to achieve success.
Kelley studied 16 schools
across the state - most with
high proportio.ns of lowincome students - to reach
her conclusions.
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The first step
Reform education alone will not
improve higher education in state
In signing a higher education reform bill that gave
him virtually everything he
wanted, Gov. Paul Patton
was quick to caution that the
task of improving postsecondary education in Kentucky was just beginning.
The governor is right. In
and · of itself, the legislation
adopted during an oftencontentious, three-week special session of the General
Assembly does little to assure Kentucky's universities,
community colleges and vocational-technical schools
will do a better, more efficient job of educating students; it merely creates a
new structure that should be
more conducive to change.
A key to the ultimate success of the legislation may be
the quality of people selected
to serve on the newly created
Council on Postsecondary
Education. The governor will
appoint the 12 council members from a list of candidates
submitted by the Postsecondary Education Nominating
Commission, the new name
for the existing Higher Education Nominating Commission. In addition, the governor will appoint the commission chairman, whose term
will be the same _as the governor's.
Although the. new law dictates that members of the
council be appointed from
throughout the state, it is important that those named
have a statewide vision for
postsecondary education in
Kentucky. This council cannot meet its potential for• creating a more uniform approach to higher education if
it is dominated by members
whose vision does not extend
beyond their part of the state
or beyond their alma mater.
The Council on Postsecondary Education has many

of the same powers as the
Council on Higher Educationthat it will replace. However,
unlike its predecessor,- the
new council will have the
:teeth to enforce its power.
' The new council will hire
a president who should beIcome..the most ihfluential individual in higher education
in Kentucky.
The council also will at
least partially control the
purse strings- in higher education in Kentucky, a
.power the old council never
enjoyed. The council will
control money that will be
distributed to the universities, community colleges and
technical schools based on
their ability to meet specific
goals.
Although the separation of
the community colleges from
the University of Kentucky
and the creation of the Kentucky Community and Technical College System created
the bulk of the controversy
during the special session.
we consider the creation of
the Council on Postsecondary Education- the most important change mandated by
the new law. We realize
thei;-e are many in this community who fear the loss of
the UK affiliation will lead to
the "vocationalization" of
Kentucky's community college, but we think those fears
are unfounded.
The. community -colleges
and Kentucky Tech vocational schools will continue
to be separate entities, and
the community colleges will
continue both to prepare students for four-year degrees
and to offer two-year associate degrees. However, the
new system does require the
community colleges and vocational schools to work clos- ·
er together in meetil)g common goals to prepare their
students for the workforce.

Much work still needs to
be done to assure an end to
the costly competition and
senseless "turf battles" that
have hampered higher education in this state for decades. The governor deserves
much credit for risking his
own political future by boldly attacking'this issue.
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Sen. Charles Borders was quoted ·.
C, h u.c.\'<, u.-( I' e I' I' e<
l "' m "
as called Senator Blevins "a liar."
·Now, I can't help but like Charlie beLEXINGTON HERALD-~EAOER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■
cause he's a very personable fellow,
This has been a trying time for
but we sent Charlie to the same SenWEDNESDAY, JUNE 4, 1997
Ashland Community College, its fac- ate, with the same instructions, andi
ulty, staff and students. Tl}e advihe totally ignored his constituents. ··
sory board, upon which I serve,
Charlie feels he knows more than
■ Again, for the
unanimously adopted a resolution
the voters, that he should ignore the
100,000th time (or so), it is
endorsing the governance of the col- hundreds (perhaps thousands) of ·
delusional in light of relege by the University of Kentucky. phone calls, and other messages he r
cent roster moves at
)received against Patton's plan and ,;
Morehead State to say colThe General Assembly adopted
.;,
lege athletics are for the
Governor Patton's postsecondary ed- vote the way that he feels.
How many hundreds of tlmes ha~~
student-athlete. They are, of
ucation plan with minor amendyou read a letter or article, or had acourse, for wincing, and at the baments, and the three-decade legacy
conversation with a friend or co- .:
sis of the fault lie you, me and the
of Bert Combs ended. I thank local
worker, or watched something on ~
rest of the public.
legislators for their support: Sen.
· Walter Blevins, Reps. John Vincent, the news or on KET? Did you know:,
that you are so stupid that you
~
Hoby Anderson, Walter Gee and
haven't understood· a single word ~
Rocky Adkins. They carried out
their promises. I also thank ACC In- that you heard or read, or that when
terim President Roger Noe and facyou called Senator Borders or wrot'
ulty board representative Jim Miller him a letter, you just didn't know '.;
what you were talking about?
:,
for their efforts. .
Sen. Blevins jeopardized his posiThank you, Senator Blevins, for .:
tion as Senate president pro tern listening to me and all the other pe'?.
and more - when he cast the tieple who called and wrote you. Many;.
breaking vote for the Scorsone
thanks also to Reps. John Vincent, :!
amendment to maintain UK's-gover- Haby Anderson and Walter Gee, wl:!9nance over the community colleges. voted for Ashland Community Col- i
He· did"s'1>'for·our·community, ·believ, : lege every single time.
~~;
ing his constituents wanted ACC left I
John B. McCl1111aban JG,
with UK. He acted with great cour·
.bhlan§l
age and conviction. Sen. Charles
Borders, on the other hand, spoke
on the floor and voted against the
amendment.
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When the vote went back to the
House, all our local members voted
in support of the Scorsone amend■ OWENSBORO
ment, but the amendment failed.
Finalists named for college presidency: The
The final bill has some UK connecpresidential search committee at Owensboro
tion retained with our college
Commul)ity
College has selected three finalists:
thanks to the efforts of Rep. Greg ·
Jacqueline
Addington,
George D. Edwards and Robert
Stumbo, Rocky Adkins and others.
Khoury. The committee forwarded the finalists' names
Sen. Borders called ·Sen. Blevins a
to Ben Carr, chancellor of the University of Kentucky
liar for telling the governor he
Community
College System. Carr will interview the
would vote against the amendment
three
and
make
a recommendation to the UK Board of
and then reconsidering his vote.
Trustees,
which
will make the final decision.
That characterization is inappropriAddington,
55,
is
assistant vice president for academic
ate. Many times men and women of
affairs at Western Kentucky University. Edwards, 45,
good conscience have changed their
is dean of instruction and student services at Lord
votes in the course of debate.
Fairfax Communiey College in Mid~letown, Va.
Now's the time to pray that the
Khoury, 46, is district vice president for academic
legislation proves to be beneficial affairs
at Hillsborough Community College near
or at least not harmful - to our
Tampa, Fla.
community, its college, students, faculty and staff. It's also time to thank
our friends and assure them that
THE COURIER.JOURNAL• WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4, 1997
they will be remembered.

Most legislators. in
area backed ACC

C.

I

~

Richard W. Martin
Ashland

a-orders Ignored
wishes of people
Sen. Walter "Doc" Blevins is soft
spoken and appears to be a meek
and mild-mannered gentleman. He
indeed is quiet, but he has the heart
of a lion. He approved his courage
when he stood up against Paul Patton and for the city of Ashland and
Ashland Community College and
cast the tie-breaking vote in favor of
keeping the community colleges
with the University of Kentucky.
One of his friends in the Senate
called Doc a liar because, in the
final analysis, he listened to the vot
ers, his friends and constituents,
and voted against Patton's plan to
strip the community college system
away from UK.

ffiood deal on tuition
OOD sense is busting
out all over when it
comes to higher education.
Last week, as Gov. Paul Patton
was wincing approval of his historic reform plan, the states of
Kentucky and Indiana agreed to
cooperate more extensively in
serving each other's students.
They broadened the deal under
which residents of selected counties in one state are charged lower, in-state tuition rates when
they enroll in the other state's
colleges and technical schools.
Of particular importance is the
big expansion of cross-river cooperation planoed for the Greater'
Louisville area, where the University of Louisville and Indiana University Southeast have pledged to
include all their undergraduate
and graduate programs within
four years. Also in the program
for the first time are Jefferson

G

Co=unity College, the Purdue
Statewide Technology programs
at IUS and three of Indiana's Ivy
Tech regional campuses.
As with anything involving
money, such arrangements are
tricky to work out, especially
from the standpoint of the individual institutions that struggle
for every dollar and that justifiably view each other as rivals.
But the benefits to the border
co=unities affected far outweigh the difficulties. Communities such as Louisville, Evansville
and Northern Kentucky have
much more to gain through bistate partnerships than through
competition, and the states, too,
can get more bang for their
bucks by pooling resources.
Education leaders in both
states have shown admirable
foresight in pursuing these benefits of cooperation so steadily and
so successfullv.

c.,_,
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Form.er professor, wife
file suit against MSU

1

Charge university with race, age discrimination
By AMANDA GILMORE
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - A former
Morehead State University
professor and his instructor
wife have filed a racial discrimination lawsuit against
the university, its president
and board of regents.
Mbibong and Yahne Nchami
allege in their suit, filed May·
27 in U.S. District Court in
Ashland, that the university
and its officials discriminated
against them repeatedly in
1994 and 1995.
The couple, who now live in
Davidson, Tenn., said the actions of MSU have "irrevocably damaged our ability
to make a decent living for
ourselves and our young children."

They filed their suit pro se- without assistance from an
attorney - aird asked the
court to appoint a lawyer to
represent them. Their suit is
currently ~der review by a
law clerk in Lexington, who
will determine if the pro se
status is suitable.
Mr. Nchami, a native of
Cameroon in Africa, was a
professor in the education department. His wife was an instructor in the provisional
studies department.
The federal suit is similar to
one the couple filed in March
1995 in Rowan Circuit Court
that was dismissed last vear.
They claim their cons.titutional rights were violated because of their race - both are
black - and opposition to "racially motivated practices and
procedures" at MSU.
Mr. Nchami's complaint centers around the way MSU officials disciplined him following a student's sexual harassment complaint in the fall of
1994 and then fired him in February 1995.
The specific acts of discrimi •
nation against Mr. Nchami include: being barred from a university building; monitoring
his arrivals to and departures
from campus; and encouraging
students to make frivolous
complaints against him. Nchami claims he suffered humiliation and embarrassment

through the university's "intentional and negligent" infliction.
Mrs. Nchami claims the university failed to rehire her because of her young age and
race and has caused her humiliation and embarrassment.
Mrs. Nchami's age could not
be determined.
While employed at the university, Mrs. Nchami alleges
officials there did not support
her when she reported that a
student had harassed her. She
eventually filed a harassment
charge in Rowan District
Court against the student,
John Parks of Ashland. A
judge ruled in May 1995 in
Park's favor.
When reached at home Tues, day, Mrs. Nchami declined
comment. Her husband was
out of the country, she said.
The suit seeks an unspecified amount of damages for
lost wages and benefits, as well
as punitive damages. The
Nchamis also are seeking reinstatement to their former positions.
Defendants include MSU,
President Ronald Eaglin, Affirmative Action Officer J.
Michael Seelig, the 11 members of the MSU Board of Regents and various department
heads.
Before filing the suit in federal court. the Nchamis first
had to take their complaints to
the Kentucky Commission of
Human rights and the Equal.
Employment Opportu'lity
Commission. The latter group
issued them a right to sue notice on April 8, records show.
The university has denied·
wrongdoing.
After their employment at
MSU was terminated, the
Nchamis and the university
signed an agreed order in
which MSU agreed to pay Mr.
Nchami the money owed to
him for reimbursement of funeral leave and sick leave. In
return, he and the student who,
filed the sexual harassment
complaint agreed to avoid con-·
tact.
·
Mrs. Nchami received an undisclosed sum as part of the
agreement.
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Former professor
sues Morehead State
ASHLAND, Ky. - A former Morehead State University professor and his wife have filed a racial dis·crimination lawsuit against the university.
Mbibong and Yahne Nchami allege· m their suit
that the school's actions have "irrevocably damaged
our ability to make a decent living for ourselves and
our young children."
The couple, who now live in Davidson County,
Tenn., filed the suit May 27 in U.S. District Court in
Ashland. ·The suit alleges that the university and its
officials discriminated against them repeatedly in
1994 ·and 1995. Defendants include MSU, President
Ronald Eaglin, Affirmative Action Officer·J. Michael
Seelig, the board of regents and various department
heads.
Nchami, a native of Cameroon in Africa, was a professor in !he education department. His wife was an
instructor in the provisional studies department. The
federal suit is similar to one the couple filed in March
1995 in Rowan Circuit Court that was dismissed last
year.
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UK.to focus,on-becoming top graduate,
research school
Wethington: Fight
over 2-year colleges
'is behind us'
By RICHARD WILSON .
The Courier-Journal
LEXINGTON, Ky. - With the debate over revamping higher education completed, the University of
Kentucky is ready to tum its attention toward becoming a top-flight
graduate and research school, UK
President Charles Wethington said
yesterday.
In his first public comments since
the special legislative session on
higher education ended last week,
Wethington said the community college issue "is behind us."
UK had fought - and lost the
battle - to retain control of its
community colleges under the higher-education plan pushed by Gov.
P I p
d
au atton and a opted by the
General Assembly.
Wethington declined to dwell on
that yesterday during an interview
with The Courier-Journal.
He acknowledged that in losing
all but nominal control of community colleges, UK came away from the
session without what it wanted, but
he said he believes most Kentuckians respect UK's efforts.
"Obviously, we got half a loaf in
terms of the community college issue," Wethington said. "The General Assembly reached a political
compromise on a political issue."
Now, UK will focus on embracing
its new research responsibilities under Patton's plan, Wethington said.
"By accepting this challenge to
become a top-20 research university, (UK) has already taken action
on a couple of fronts," he said.
The plan. which calls for better
coordination of the state's post-secondary college, university and tech-

nical programs, also calls on UK
and the University of Louisville to
become· leading research institutions.
Wethington said he has appointed a 30-member faculty task force
to identify graduate and research
programs on the Lexington campus
that could receive additional support and be raised to national status. The panel.will make a report later this,y~ar,Wethington said.
A Ftlild · for. Excellence drive is
planned·to'raise at least $4 million to
match research dollars the legislature
has allocated for UK. Wethington
said at least one major gift' will be
announced soon to get the fund drive
s(arted.
. Also, a UK trustees' committee will
bl) named next week to oversee the
transition for administration of UK's
community colleges by. a new state
board. Trustee Paul Chellgren, chief
eiecutive officer of Ashland Inc., will
head the committee.
The legislature adopted a
compromise between
Patton
.,
and Wethington
that lets UK
keep its name
on the community
colleges
and
award
, many of the de~- grees. But daily
,,,__....__.,...,,"", management of
Wethington
the schools will
be shifted to a
new Kentucky Community and Tech·nical College System board, which
also will oversee the state's post-secondary technical-schools.
· •·Patton's original plan called for
complete separation of 13 community
cpUeges from UK and a long,range
coinmitment to build the university
·iljto one of the nation's top 20 public
research institutions. He argued that.
UK could not properly reach its potential as a graduate and research
universily while running the far-flung
c-ommumty colleges.

•·, Wethington said UK welcomes'
lroth "the challenge and•opportunity"
for national research status but that
!he goal carries a high price tag he
.hopes the state is willing to help pay.
"We will continually remind our
legislators and governors about the
·commitment they've made and encourage them to appropriate the resources to help us make it happen,"
Wethington added.
·
, Wethington said he did not believe
tis battle with Patton over UK's con,rol of the community colleges would
affect his job as UK's president, a
post-he has held since 1990.
·
"I anticipate no change in my fulure," Wethington said, adding that
he expects to lulfill his current contr.act, which runs throu~h· June 30,
2001. UK's trustees earher this year
gave Wethington a strong vote of
confidence.
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OVC cle:ars way for_WKU
football to rejoin league ·
BY RICK BAILEY

OVC)," Kidd said: "Western has always

HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

I been competitive, and they put more into

Western Kentucliy soon might be ,re- 'their game with us than our kids. I wish
joining the Ohio Valley Conference- as an: they'd wake up and bring their whole proassociate member in football.
·
.1 gram back."
·
!'
The OVC presidents voted yesterday at
For now, the Hilltl\ppers are happy at
their summer meeting in Martin, Tenn., to the chance to return in football. Western
amend the league· constitution and allow was a charter member of the OVC and won
the admission of associate members in cer- seven football titles. The Toppers were 6-4,
tain sports.
., 4-4 in the league, in 1981, their last season
That could enable Western to end its 1in the OVC.
status as an NCAA Division I-AA indepenWestern reached the I-AA playoffs in
dent. The Hilltoppers have been w!thout a ·1987 and '88 but had problems as an indeconference affiliation in football smce the pendent in the '90s. The schqol almost
1981-82 academic year when they left !he 'dropped football, but the sport managed to
OVC for the Sun Belt Conference, which survive.
doesn't sponsor football.
.
"The last five years have proved very
· Western Athletic Director Lewis M1_lls, difficult for scheduling and recruiting,"
reached at the Sun Belt Conference meetmg_ Harbaugh said. "The only thing that makes
in Orange Beach, Ala., promi~ed_ to get in sense in I-AA is geography and not havmg
touch with Ohio Valley Comm1'?510ner Dan to travel too far."
;;
Beebe by Monday at the latest.
Western has maintained its rivalry with
"They know of our interest," Mills said. Eastern Murray State and sev~al other
"We'll definitely be talking with them about OVC schools. The Toppers will face EKU,
it. It would have a big imp~c_t DI? our pro- Murray and Tennessee-Martin this fall.
gram, and we could be a pos1t1ve impact on Morehead and Austin Peay also are on tlie
the OVC."
schedule.
Hilltopper football coach Jack Harbaugh
Beebe said associate members would
said, '.'I'm e~static to know !here's a cha~ce pay dues, and other issues would be rewe will be m the OVC. This 1s somethmg solved. No timetable was announced, but
our football program_ desperately needs, Beebe said the. presidents want to hear
and we can be a pos1t1ve part ?f the OV~; from prospective schools by Dec. 31. _ .
The perfect match for ~estern 1s t_he OVC.
Kidd said Samford, a I-AA mdepenEven Coach Roy Kidd of archnval East-· dent in Birmingham, Ala., also has exem Kentucky supports Westem's return to pressed interest in joining the OVC for
the OVC.
.
.. . football. Samford is a member of the
"I couldn't say that unul recently, said Trans America Athletic Conference m
Kidd, who played and coached agamst other sports.
"I'm ecstatic to know there's a
chance we wlll be In the OVC. This
is something our football program
desperately needs.

I

JACK HARBAUGH,

Western Kentucky football coach

Western when the schools were fierce OVC
rivals.
But changes in the OVC changed
Kidd's mind. Morehead State and Austin
Peay are moving to non-scholarship football and no longer compete for the OVC
championship. Middle Tennessee is moving
to Division I-A for the 1999 season.
"In the past, I ·felt Western needed to
bring their total program back in (the

,.
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It
is my determination that the historians of
this era will record that it was another leader

faculty and staff to take up to
six tuition-free hours per term.
A transition team to implement changes launched by the
from the mountains, Paul Patton,
legislation is composed of variwho laid the foundation of change·
ous state and UK officials,
in post-secondary education that
headed by state budget Direcbrought Kentucky out qf the
tor James Ramsey.
.The legislation contained an
backwoods of economic opportunity
emergency clause allowing it
·and made our people prosper in a
to go into effect when the gov1
way that only the dreamers could
ernor signed it just over a
· week ago. Some elements will
imagine· today.
Paul Patton not be completely in place for
Dec. 1~, 1995 about a year. Here's a closer
look:

New· council
The Council on Higher Education officially is extinct, al•
though its members -are continuing to serve until a new
and expanded Council on Postsecondary Education is appointed. That must occur within 30 days of the effective date,
of the legislation. The job of
the council is vast.
The 16'member CPE will be
composed of the. non-voting
commissioner of elementary
and secondary education. Voting participants include a fac-ulty member, a student member and 13 °citizens appointed
by the governor and confirmed
by the House and Senate.
A nominating committee
must submit nominees for the
citizen appointees by the end
of this month. The nominating
"I think ·we have .. passed a committee, identical to the exhigher education bill that will Thting higher education nomimeet the needs of the 21st cen- nating panel. is composed of
tury,". said Rep. Rocky Adkins, seven members representing
D-Sandy Hook. shortly after each of the Supreme Court disthe House gave its c,verwhelm- tricts. Its members are aping approval to legislation Pat- pointed by the governor with
ton has said would be his lega- the ·consent of the House and
cy to Kentucky.
Senate.
The governor must make apWhile much of the public - pointments to the CPE to asand legislative - attention sure broad geographical and
was focused during the three- political representation. equal
week special session on wheth- gender representation and •mier the University of .Kentucky nority membership that rewould keep control of the com- fleets Kentucky's racial ·cor.ipomunity college system. the 204- sition. Each member will serve
page reform bill contains sub- a six-year term and can be restantial changes in the way all appointed just once.
facets- of post-secondary edThe council is charged with
developing a strategic agenda
ucation are governed. And it for post-secondary education;
contains. as Patton said. the reviewing, revising and apfoundation for funneling mil- proving the missions of the
lions of dollars to universities · state universities and the new
and high-tech programs.
Kentucky Community and
The bill also contains some Technical College. System;
'interesting tidbits. like a pro- identifying degree programs
hibition against any post- that can be standardized
secondary institution award- among universities; and guarding an honorary degree to a ing against unnecessary dupiisitting governor; payroll de- cation by promoting the transduction of dues and third-party ferability. of credits among inappeals for employees of the stitutions.
new community college-tech
system; and provision allowing

Base, laid,
s£ys diligent· work
awaits citizens, leaders
By SUSAN WARREN
INDEPENDENT FRANKFORT BUREAU

FRANKFORT - Barely 18
months after Gov. Paul Patton
delivered an inaugural address
outlining his hopes for his administration, he succeeded in
laying his "foundation of
change" for post-secondary education.
Whether or not the new
foundation translates eventually into a prosperous Kentucky remains a question . . that
the governor has said. can be
answered in the affirmative
only with years of commitment by citizens and political
leaders.
"Change is never an easy
thing to accomplish in government, particularly when you
deal with huge organizations,
like universities,". said' House
Majority Leader Greg Stumbo.
Welfare reforms· will- push
50,000 Kentuckians .. off. we)fare
rolls later this year, salC!Sruin;:o, D-Prestonsburg. So the
transition needs to be "smooth
and--orderly" as Kentucky sets
out to create a system that can
meet the needs of the· un:
dereducated and unemployed.

606-783-2030

.,.
The council also is charged
with establishing regional advisory groups to develop strategies fcir work-force development. Community organizations and citizens groups will
be among those represented on
the regional panels.
The president of the council,
who is expected to be selected
after a nationwide search to
begin soon, will be the primary advocate for postsecondary education· and top
adviser to the governor and
lawmakers on the topic. The
legislation requires the president to be paid more than a
university president, and to be•
awarded a contract not to exceed five years. It will be renewable at the pleasure of the
council, which will select the
president from three nominees.
The president will be responsible for determining staffing
and organization of the CPK
All personnel of the current
Council on Higher Education,
except the executive director,
will be' transferred to ·the new
coun1:il.
Except for budgetary -appropria tions, the CPE essentially is the last word in
most post-secondary decisions,
at least in Patton's vision.
Still, budget and political matters will reside, as always,
with politicians.
SCOPE

The Strat~gic Committee on
Post-secondary Education is
the 28-member panel composed
of political leaders who will
"serve as a forum for the council and. the elected leadership
of the commonwealth to exchange ideas about the future
of post-secondary education in
Kentucky."
·
Patton said he felt strongly
that, without legislative input
into the initial planning and
budgetary stages, higher education would probably not get
its fair share of funding.
The legislation requires Patton to keep SCOPE abreast of
the financial condition of the
state, while the CPE keeps it
apprised of how higher education dollars should be allocated. SCOPE, in turn, will
advise CPE on "general budget
parameters."
SCOPE also will serve as the
search committee for the first
president of the council.
KCTCS

The Kentucky Community
and Technical College System
is another new entity prescribed by the legislation to
oversee 13 community colleges
and the state's technical
schools, now known as Kentucky Tech. Lexington Community College will continue
to be controlled by the University of Kentucky.
The new system will be in
place by July 1, 1998;. when
Kentucky Tech moves out. of.

the Cabinet for Workforce Develo.pment. But initial ap-;
pointments and hiring will.
begin over the next two·
months.
·
To help assure that the University of Kentucky retains its
ability to confer degrees
awarded by the community
colleges, the legislation sets up
a line of authority allowing UK
to delegate control of budgetary, management and other
matters involving the two-year
schools to the KCTCS. Delegation of those responsibilities
must be made rio later than
July 1, 1998. But it could come
sooner, on completion of the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools "substantive
change" accreditation process.
The legislation also stipulates that, should a problem
arise concerning SACS accreditation and UK's degree,
conferring ability, it be resolved by the KCTCS and the
UK board of trustees within 30
days.
The new system will be composed of two branches, the
Technical Institutions' Branch
and the University of Kentucky Community College System, with all but Lexington
Community College. Each
branch will have· a chancellor
at- its helm recommended by
the president and appointed by
the KCTCS board of regents.
The ffrst chancellor for the
community college branch will
be the current UK community
college chancellor, Ben Carr.
The KCTCS will be governed
by a board of regents, similar
to those in charge of the regional universities. Appointees, who must be selected
by July 31, will be chosen by
the governor, four from recommendations of the UK board of
trustees and four from the governor's nominating committee.
The board also will be composed of two .student and two
faculty members. as well as
two non-teaching staff appointees. UK must have its
nominees submitted by Tuesday.
The system will be headed
by a president selected by the
governor from nominees chosen by a six-member search
committee of the board. Two
members of the search committee will be controlled by
the University of Kentucky.
The KCTCS will be charged
with increasing the basic academic and literacy skills of
adults: increasing the technical skills and professional expertise of Kentucky workers:
increasing access for students
to pre-baccalaureate degrees;
facilitating transfers of credits
among programs; promoting
the cultural and economic
well-being of Kentucky communities.
Requests for new programs
will be developed by the
KCTCS and approved by the
council. But the council can-

not limit or abolish eltisting
programs without approval
from the General Assembly.
Faculty senates at the community colleges will have primary responsibilit1'"'tor curricula development and academic policy. The president of
each community college will
have authority over the budgets approved by the KCTCS.

Funding for excellence
Goals of the legislation include establishing UK as a top,20 research instittttion and the
University of Louisville as a
nationally recognized metropolitan research university.
Regional universities would
have at least one nationally
recognized program of distinction or program or applied research.
. Patton has pledged $100 million over the next three years
to begin the process, but has
said millions more will be
needed to make the plan succeed. He has said that as much
as $18 million will be needed
every two years solely for endowed chairs, to be matched
with an equal amount in private funding.
The. legislation sets up several trust funds. The CPE is
charged with recommending
how much of the total higher
education dollar goes to each
fund.
The trust funds include: research challenge trust fund, allocated two thirds to UK and
one third to U of L; regional
university excellence trust
fund. allocated to the six regionals based on their respective share of total General
Fund appropriations; technology initiative trust fund, to development electronic technology for the post-secondary
schools; physical facilities
trllst fund, for unexpected contingencies; student financial
aid and advancement trust
fund, for student assistance, 25
percent of which must go to
:hose at or below 100 percent
of poverty.

Virtual University
Commonwealth Virtual University won't have a basketball
team or dormitories, but under
Patton's vision it will bring
post-secondary education to
every corner of Kentucky.
Presidents of each of the
state's universities will serve
on a Distance-Learning Advisory Committee, along with
representatives of Kentucky
Educational Television and the
Association of Independent
Kentucky Colleges and Univer-·
sities. Together they will establish policies to control and
promote distance learning systems to be used by CVU.
The regional universities
will be the "primary developers" of baccalaureate and master's degree programs. but the
others will not be precluded
from making offerings.

The Council on Pos1
secondary Education will d1
termine course offerings, tt

ition and technology ta b
used.
·
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~ayonara; Joe B.
Fonner UK coach Joe B. Hall
retired as a banker June 1. He'll
stay on at Central Bank as an assistant to the bank president and
serve on the advisory board.
But Hall. 68, also plans to be
involved with basketball, too. He
hopes to help his most celebrated
UK point guard, Kyle Macy, get
established as Morehead State's
new coach. For instance. Hall said
he might critique practices.
Hall will also be going to Japan
in September to serve as interim
coach of a professional women's
team in Kyoto. He worked two
years ago with the Sekisui team,
the same team that had former UK
player and assistant Dwane
Casey as its coach.
·'They are really respectful, ea•
ger to please." Hall said of the
women pros in Japan. "They are
fun to coach in that respect."
No, Hall said.·he has not ac•
quired a taste for sushi. "I like mv
fish fric-d in corn meal." he said. ·
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■ BOWLING GREEN

~ committee talks

to president candidates

A search committee has completed interviews with
six candidates for the presidency at Western Kentucky
University, the school said yesterday. WKU Regent
Cornelius Martin, chairman of the presidential search
committee, said the panel interviewed the candidates
Ffiday and yesterday in Nashville. One of the original
seven semifinalists withdrew before the interviews, the
school said. The committee will provide the board of
regents with an unranked listing of three finalists by
the end of June, the school said. The 11-member committee is working with the search firm Lama!ie Arnrop
International to find a replacement for Thomas C.
Meredith, who left Western to become chancellor of
the University of Alabama svstem. Barbara Burch
vjce president for academic affairs, is serving as '
WKU's interim president.
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UK's challenge
F THE folks who fought ly powerful combine, useful for
Gov. Paul Patton on the binding together a disparate,
community college issue balkanized state. Important as
can be mobilized to raise; that mission has been, it must
money for research ·and- scholar- yield, in some respects, to the
ship at the University. of Ken- new goal: providing Kentucky
tucky, then the state's flagship students with a truly competitive
education, and the state with acinstitution has a real future.
At one point in the "struggle, cess to a better economic future.
UK national alumni President
Hank Thompson sent 90,000 letters to UK
The, Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
graduates,
asking them to
deluge
lawmakers with
opposition to
the Patton
plan. He said
that if only 10
1
percent re-

I

sponded,

Friday, June 6, 1997

ethington: UK shifting
ts~. attention. to, research

"it

will be stun-

Says community colleges no -longer an issue

ning."

How much
more productive it will be if
thousands of
alums help raise the matching
money that will qualify UK -for
millions of dollars from the new
Fund for Excellence: That really
would be stunning.
How much better it is for
UK's president to be talking,
now, about "accepting this challenge," rather than continuing
his dismissal of the Patton, plan
as "fundamentally.• flawed~,. and.
''ill-advised."
President Charles Wethington
is right to. empliasize}he,cost:of:
an erfort to putoUK m cthe:front
rank nationally. He warned in the
heat of hyperbolic debate tliat excellence would be expensive, requiring a one-time outlay of $700
million and an annual increase of
more than $100 million. But those
figures were intended as incendiaries. They proved to be duds.
Still, it's true that excellence
will not come cheap.
Nor can it be bought with
money alone.
.. .
A 30-member UK faculty task·
force has been told to identify
programs that mi,mt be raised
to national"status. That will produce a long list. The UK administration then will have to make
hard decisions - as the University of Louisville began to do under former
President Don
Swain and is
continuing to
do
under
President John
Shumaker's
strategic plan.
"I anticipate
no change in
my

future,"

Mr. Wethington told one of
our reporters.
But if. he remains
in
charge· at the
university, he will have tt>'
change his perspective. UK's· ex•
tensive reach into all Kentucky.
counties will continue, through
its agricultural extension service, athletic programs, student
recruitment and some of its academic offerings. It also will have
a continuing relationship with
the community colleges.
But the Governor and the
General Assembly have challenged UK to think of itself as

so_methinj; more,tban a,pollti,C!ll"

LEXINGTON (AP) - Having
lost the battle to retain control
of its community colleges, the
University of Kentucky has
shifted attention to bolstering
its stature as a research
school, UK's president says.
The university will focus on
embracing its new research responsibilities under Gov. Paul
Patton's higher education plan
approved last week in a special
legislative session, UK President Charles Wethington said
Thursday.
Wethington, making his first
public comments since the session ended, said the community college issue "is behind us."
"By accepting this challenge
to become a top-20 research
university. (UK) has already
taken action on a couple of
fronts," Wethington said during an interview with The
Courier-Journal.
The plan, which calls for better coordination of the state's
post-secondary college, university and technical programs,
also calls on UK and the University of Louisville to become
leading research institutions.
Wethington said he has appointed a 30-member faculty
task force to identify graduate
and research programs on the
Lexington campus that could
receive additional support and
be raised to national status.
The panel will make a report
later this year, Wethington
said.
A Fund for Excellence drive
is planned to raise at least $4
million to match research dollars the General Assembly has
allocated for UK. Wethington
said at least ohe big gift will
be announced soon to get the
fund drive started.
Wethington said. UK welcomes both "the challenge and
opportunity" for national research status but that the goal
carries a· high price tag he
hopes the state · is willfng to
help pay.

Also, a UK trustees' committee will be named next week to
oversee the transition for administration of UK's community colleges by a new state
board. Trustee Paul Chellgren,
chief executive officer of Ashland
will head the committee.
W~tJiingtqn declined to dwell
on the community coliege controversy during his interview
with the newspaper. However.
he acknowledged that in losing
all but nominal control of its
community colleges, UK came
away from the session without
what it wanted, but he said he
believes most Kentuckians respect UK's efforts.
"Obviously, we got half a
loaf in terms of the community
college issue," Wethington
said. "The General Assembly
reached a political compromise
on a political issue."
The legislature adopted a
compromise between Patton
and Wethington that lets UK
keep its name on the community colleges and award
many of the degrees. But daily
management of the schools
will be shifted to a riew Kentucky Community and Technical College System board.
which also will oversee the
state's post-secondary technical schools.
Wethington said he did not
believe his highly visible battle with Patton over UK's control of the community colleges
would affect his job as UK's
president, a post he has held
since 1990.
.. , anticipate no change in
my future:· Wethington said,
adding that he expects to fulfill
his current contract. which
runs through June 30. 2001.
UK's trustees earlier this year
gave Wethington a strong vote
of confidence.
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Work on national level
may give Adams edge
BY SHERYL EDELEN ·
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU

DANVILLE - Word next week from Georgia
could mean the beginning of a search for a new president at Centre College.
Michael F. Adams, president of the 1,000-student
college since 1988, is one of three finalists for the president's position at. the, University of Georgia•. Ahd ac-cording to his colleagues, his success at,Centre and his
political experience make him more than qualified.
Georgia's search committee whittled,.\the original
field of 61 candidates to 14 by mid-May,'.:irt1l,t9 three
by May 28. The new president is expected to Be' iiamed
Wednesday.
The University of Georgia enrolls more than 29,000
students and ranks in the top one-third of research institutions in the country.
Adams, 49, has declined to comment until the final
decision. On announcement day, he will- be in France,
attending a staff planning session for his,school's international program.
" ; ·

ADAMS: Centre
president up for
spot at Georgia
FROM PAGE C1

Since he came to Centre from
l'epperdine University in California,
where Adams was a vice president,
staff and faculty say the institution
has become more than just a small
liberal arts school with a solid curriculum.
"One of President Adams' goals
was to be an educational leader in
Kentucky," said Mike Norris, Centre's director of communications.
··The other was to be grouped
among the very best liberal arts institutions in _the country."
According to an annual survey
conducted by U.S. News and World
Report magazine, Adams can consider his goals achieved.
In the magazine's 1996 .-\meri,:a•s Best Colleges Guidebook, experts said Centre College students
get a lot of knowledge for their
buck: the school ranked fourth out
of the top 40 national liberal arts
colleges, when weighing costs
against academic offerings. The average Centre College student tuition
is $18,600 a year.
. But will Adams be able to
achieve the same degree of success
at a public university far larger
than Centre?
Definitely,
said
David
:vlerkowitz of the American Council
ori Higher Education.
• While presidents of smaller colleges are not usually considered bv
universities the size of Georn:i,i.
\ierkowitz said Adams comes ,.,
t~ table with more experience t ban
most small-school applicants possess.
; In addition to his educational
background. Adams has served for
Mo years as a senior adviser to
then-Tennessee
Gov.
Lamar
..\lexander and worked for three
vears as chief of staff for then-U.S.
S•nate Minority Leader Howard
Baker of Tennessee.

Michael F.
Adams has
been
Centre College
·since 1988.

at

; Nationally, he has served on
various higher education committe:s, including the NCAA Presid~ts• Commission and the National
Association of Independent Colle~es and Universities.
• Through the years, Merkowitz
sa)d, Adams has earned a solid repuqi.tion in national higher education
ci(cles.
: "Mike Adams has really been
iU¥olved, on a national level, with
tlre challenges we in higher educati@n face," Merkowitz said. "He also
has a lot of solid political experi-

ence.
"At a flagship institution like
Geprgia, that, is a key element of the
job}"
· Centre officials also credit
Adams for improving the college
through everything from faculty
raises to fund raising.
: During Adams' presidency, Centre'.officials said the average salary
for; full-time professors has increased more than 47 percent. and
the school's endowment value
jumped from about $40 million to
more than SlJ 1 million.
Due in part to a revamped financial aid program and addition of
fol!!" degree programs, officials say
student enrollment has increased 20
percent.
. Adams also spearheaded the
scliool's international studies program. Within six years, Centre had
established overseas residential
study sites in France and London.
By· 1996, more than 50 percent of
Centre's graduating students had
srudied abroad through the program.
:-/orris said Adams' success not
only is rooted in his educational ex•erience. but in his thirst for knowldJ.J:,. 1bility to quickly understand
_-,::hie:,, and refusal to micro-manage.
··He soaks up information like a
-::pon1r:. ~!nd retains it like a clam,"
:-/orris said. ":\nd he has the abilitv
t•l focus on the details without geit ing bogged down in them. He sees
the big picture."'

Preston ~ liles. assistant chemistry proiessor ~nd a Centre graduate. agreed. sa1,ing Adams' use of
those qualities has been a driving
force behind the school's success. •
·•Liberal arts colleges. in general. are very conservative in terms of
how they handle change. This is a
nice school. We could have made do
,·ery nicely:· he said. "'Mike has
been good in staying alert "in seeing
the need for strategic changes, and
addressing them."'
Georgia officials said a specific
salary amount for the new president has not been determined; the
figure will be negotiated between
the new president and school's
Board of Regents. Now, President
Charles Knapp earns about
$165,000 a year. A salary survey
published in the Chronicle of Higher Education in October 1996 listed
,\pams' 1994-95 salary as $156,609.
Knapp. who's served as Georgia's president for the past 10
years. will leave the position to become director of the Aspen Institute. a Washington, D.C., think
tank.
Whatever the outcome of the
search, Norris said Centre College
will remain strong and competitive.
But because of Adams' work,
the school's public reputation has
changed for the better, he said.
"Before, Centre College wat
pretty much a well-kept secret,"
Norris said. "People in the field
knew about the high quality, but
the public generally did not."
But now, Norris said the school

recn1its ns much. if not more, academic talent that anv other school in
Kentucky.
·
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Michael: fc~~·Adanis,,.
Age: 49
.
Horitetown:.Grew up in ·

.towns throughout the South; : .
but considers home ··· . · . ·
Chattanooga,.,Tenn;,·
Education: Bachelor's in .
"l)eech and history, magna
laude, David Lipscomb College;
Nashville, 1970; master's and
doctorate in communications
,vith an interdisciplinary_ empha,.
sis in educational administration
from Ohio University. Post-doctoral work iii comparative edu,
rational systems, Oxfora
University,London,.1983.., ... ,
Work History~Centre
College president since 1988;
vice president ofuniversify; .
affairs, prgfessor ofpolitical'.'
communication,· Pepperdme
University; 1982-89; senior .
ad\'iser to then-Tenn. Gov.
Lamar Alexander, 1980,82;
staffer with U.S. Senate Minority Leader Howard Baker
of Tennessee, 1974-1976; Sen.
Baker's chief of staff,1976-1979.
Family: Wife; Mary; sons,.
David. 19, Centre College junior,
and Taylor, 17, a-1997-graduate
nf Danville High School and'premed major at Emory University
this faU.

cum ·

•••

Herald-Leader news , esearchers
Linda Smith-Niemi and Linda

.lTincli contributed to this report.
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Territorial discord
of Murray, PCC
at issue in meeting
The C-J Western Kentucky Bureau ,
PADUCAH, Ky. - Murray. State
University and Paducah Community
College began to put their differ•
ences behind them yesterday and
.face the future needs of their com•
munities,
·
A regional· advisory board appoint,ed to resolve the differences and promot~. cooperation met· yesterday for

the first time. Members seemed ea• ,
ger to end the _years of territorial :
bickering between the two schools. ,
Created as part of a 1996 political i
compromise that gave Murray State a ,
larger presence in Paducah while al· ,
lowing the University of Kentucky to
offer chemical and mechanical engi•
neering courses at an extended campus center built at the community
college, the panel has been charged/
with assessing educational needs and
finding ~ to fill them, ·
Though it took no formal action to- ,
ward that goal yesterday, Murray
President Kem Alexander and PCC
President Leonard O'Hara, the board
co-cluiirmen, pledged to make the region a "hotbed" of progress in higher
education and encf the feuding that
marred the schools' previous relationship•
. "Any time you see anyone picking
up sand to throw in the gears, ask
them to put"the sand down," O'Hara
said. ''We have been our own worst I

MOREHEAD, KY 40361-1689

606-783-2030

Alexander said cooperation would
generate more state education and '
training money for the region, and he
ple~ed to double Murray's academic
offenngs in Paducah. ·
·
Alexander also pzesented results of
a $9,000 study of area industries and
high school seniors in the region. It
showed· that many · high school
graduates wanted more academic of- I
ferings and that 20 percent of indus- .
trial emplaxers were dissatisfied with
the educational level of job appli• I'
cants,
Mllffllf officials had op{IOSed the 1
engineenng school, saying it was the
first step toward· offering four-)'ear ·
classes at Paducah Community College. Mllff!IY lat~r won the rij!l_lt to
teach half of the upper-division
courses in the engineenng program.

I

enemies."

He asked members to "resist the
temptation to say bad words" about
either schooL

lHE COURIER.JOURNAL • KENTUCKY • TUESDAY, JUNE 10, 1997

Search committee· has ·talked
to 6 finalists for WKU chief
Little information
released, drawing
campus complaints
By NIKITA STEWARI'
The Courier.Joumal

The buzz about who will be the
next president of Western Kentucky
University was more like a low hum
yesterday.
"I don't know a thing," said
Charles Bussey, a history professor. .
Community leaders and university
employees laughed and complained
yesterda_y that they are in the daik.
The s,x candidates still in the run.ning to succeed Thomas Meredith,
who left to become chancellor of the
University of Alabama system, were

interviewed by a search committee
over the weekend.
The candidates had been narrowed
from a pool of 75. A seventh candidate dropped out before the interviews.
The committee is narrowing the
pool to three, whose names will be
given to Westem's board of regents at
the end of this month.
James Ramsey, the university's vice
president for finance and administration, told The Courier.Journal yesterday that he was one of the six candi•
dates.
He said he was interviewed Satur·
day in Nashville by the searcli com•
mittee. He said he did not know who

any of the other candidates are.
This pzesidential search bas been
unlike those of the past in that the
public bas been _left clueless.

"This'bas been as close-knit as any
search I could remember," said John
Parker, a history professor. "I have
not known a single name." ·
;
State Sen. Nick Kafoglis, D-Bowl- ·
ing Green, said that usually he would
have heard something by now but
that the committee members and regents are keeping information "close
to the vest."

The search that produced Meredith,
who gained statewide respect after a
rocky start in 1988, was conducted in
a cin:us atmosphere in which much
information was leaked to the public.
The regents said at the beginning ·
of this search that the process would
be professional and discreet Lamalie
Amrop International, the search firm .
that helped find University of Ken• 1
tucky President Charles Wethington,
was hired to help with this search. \

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTq~, KY. ■ SUNDAY, JUNE ts, l~=f/

CORRECTIONS ·AND
CLARIFICATIONS

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■ TUESDAY, JUNE 10, 1997

An article in yesterday's HeraldLeader should have said that average tuition"for a year at Centre College is $13,000. The figure that was
used, $18,600, includes such costs
as room and board and activities
fees, according to Mike Norris, director of communications at Centre.

Despite; rosy job market, ·graduates still paying dues
sizing the work. fore/of their par- · fering parents - originally had in Kevin J. Nutter, the career services
ents' genera_tion. ·
· mind. For ·them, it is 'not always. director at the University of MinAs sure ·as the promise .of a
But even in such upbeat times; clear why an expensive education nesota in Minneapolis. The problem
spring day, _millions of proud par- the jobs can be far from glamorous. was needed.
·
for people in this group_ isn't that
ents have.been descending lately on For instance, Rachel D. Gunderson
"None of my friends ever told they won't find work, "but that they
the i1ation's campuses, snapping is busy making sure there .is ·. me about the car-washing part," may not find what they think is
pictures of their daughters and sons enough dirt on the shelves in Tar- ·. said Julie A. Schenk, 22, who turned good work," Nutter said.
collecting college diplomas.
get ·stores. Target's parent, Dayton down two other offers to work as a· · ,If the experience of recent gradParents and students alike have Hudson, hired 1,150 at starting pay management trainee at Enterprise uating classes is any guide, many
been preparing for this moment for · from $30,000 to $34,000.-After grad- Rent-a-Car after graduating in De- in this year's crop will quickly
decades, before many parents took uating from the University of Wis- cember from the University of Day- grow dissatisfied. Members of the
out second mortgages and the typi- consin, Gunderson landed a job'or- ton.
Class of 1994 at the University of
cal graduate piled up $11,500 in dering potting soil for the chain.
In the Class of 1997, 5,000 are Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, for
debt to help cover bills for tuition, ·
Many new ·graduates are fast expected to sign up with Enter- example, were asked a year after
room and board that average learning a lesson that their prede- prise, where cleaning is just one of they graduated whether their col$10,000 a year.' Now it is time for cessors have had to accept over the the dues-paying chores (salaries lege training was being put to good
that steep investment, as much as decades: They have landed at the· ranged from $22,000 to $30,000 for use.
$130,000 in the case of some elite bottom of the workaday ladder, the new hires).
"Almost 40 percent considered
private schools, to return dividends. with plenty of dues to pay before
Some parents can be left horri- themselves underemployed," nearly
Overall, the job market for the they step up to the next rung.
fied that their children don't have double the percentage of recent
1.2 -million graduates this year is · And for a growing number of more to show for all the financial. years, said David S. Bechtel, directhe strongest 'memory, partly be- · graduates, that ladder isn't even the sacrifices.
tor of the university's career sercause cbnipanies have been down- one that they - or their long-suf"It is like sticker shock," said vices center.
BY ROBYN MEREDITH ·
New YoRK TIMES
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UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

-Budget gives
pay increases
■

Wethington also displayed
charts that showed that Kentucky
was near the bottom of the Southeastern states in the amount of
money it spends for each full-time
student.
"UK is not, funded competitively," Wethington said. "It is virtually
impossible to be competitive if you
are not funded competitively."

to professors ·

Wliat's'lii'tlie .new ;_,,;..;~;,., .

.·tiUdg
~t!ffo~i(Uit-:.;.,~ia':~-~,_HC~
. _ . ,., ::_ .• , _t,·... . _;i>r;·!~\v.:,.:'r::·~

.~ie afli'.s~ma of th~ major.pro" '';~

$1.2 billion figure
is 3.3% more
than last year
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERAU>LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

Most professors at the University of Kentucky and community colleges stand to get pay raises this
year, under a new budget approved
yesterday by the university's board
of trustees.
The nearly $1.2 billion budget
increased by 3.3 percent over last
year's budget. It - - - - contained
far On Page B3
fewer construe- ---==--lion projects and ■ UK Board works
new
programs on transfer of comthan last year.
munity colleges.
"It's a fairly
lean one," said UK President
Charles T. Wethington Jr.
This also will be the last budget
in whicll UK has complete management of the community college systern. Under a higher education bill
approved last month by the General
Assembly, UK will not manage the
community college system, except
for Lexington Community College.
That means that $181.3 million
next year will be taken out of UK's
control and instead administered by
the new Kentucky Community and
. Technical College System board,
which is yet to be chosen.
In this year's budget, most of
the new money available is being
funneled into pools of money earmarked for faculty pay raises.~Faculty ~~;;;-hers at UKstand
to get raises averaging 3 percent,
while those in the ·community college system will be eligible for raises, averaging 5 percent.
UK uses a merit raise system,
meaning that professors do not au_ .
tomatically qualify for Jhe rais~.~
Some will receive raises below o.
above the average.

i The raises are an effort to make
more competitive with compaa le schools in other states - a
,. e factor in recruiting teachers.
Ed Carter, UK's vice• president
f anagement and budget; said he
o ed this year's raises would push
U above the median of what other
stdtes pay professors.

1
.
. I
t~rget keeps movmg
.~ling, he said,
· , The budget also contains meney to equalize the amount that the
ii iversity pays toward retirement
e 1efits for its non-faculty employe . In the past, UK had contributed
re to faculty than to staff.
The budget does not include an
itional $1,480,000 that was earrked for UK during last month's
p •cial legislative session on higher
d cation.
Wethington said that the GenerAssembly's budget actions, at
·ih end of May, came too late for
UI~ planners to revise the university's 157-page budget.
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■ $8.S"inllllon for" two new bllildlngs,·
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UK's billion-dollar budget
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For the 1997-98 budget year, the University of
Kentucky has a budget of nearly $1.2 billion.
Figures are in millions.

The UK board will be asked to
approve" a plan on how to spend the . .Where the money comes from
additional money at its August
~!S1ateii~?•m~1
meeting, he said.
2 Studentfees

In the next year, UK also stands
to receive $4 million in research incentive grants, also created under
the higher education plan. But that
money will be awarded by the new
Council on Postsecondary Educalion, and therefore isn't given directly' to UK
. ..
·
, Wethmi:t:on also _used th~ budIgel.presentation to reiterate_ his ~ontent\on that t_he state ~as_ h1ston_cal11Y given UK short shrift m fundmg.
i About 30 percent of the UK
'budget - $358.5 million - comes
from state appropriations. Wethington noted that the proportion has
'fallen every year since 1991, when
it was 41.1 percent.
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begins on tr~er _:
UK chief says Work
of UK community colleges.
the big time
costs big bucks
BY ANGIE MUHS

HERAU>l.£ADER EDUCATION WRITER

.But he says school
is ready to aim
for national role
By RICHARD WILSON
The Courier-Journal

LEXINGTON, Ky. - University of
Kentucky President Charles Wethington told UK's trustees yesterday
the school is ready .to raise its sights
toward national status. But he also
told them the effort will be costly.
''Tbe extent to which we can
move rapidly will depend on our
abilities to generate resources and
the ability that the state has in its
commitment to provide resources to
make this a better and better university," Wethington said. "We will
continue to remind the governor ,
and the General Assembly of the ·
commitment that (has been) made
to the University of Kentucky."
Wethington's comments came
during the first meeting of the trust•
ees since the General Assembly enacted Gov. Paul Patton's higher education reform bill last month. The
bill calls for UK to become one of
the nation's top-20 public research
universities.
Wethington said he was ready to
begin raising money to match the
$4 million provided by the legislature to start improving UK's research programs. He also pledged to
raise whatever additional money is
needed to match future state money.
.s CLASH 'th p
AS FOR HI
.
wt
atto'! over UK's_ continued opem!ion
of its "!)mmuruty colleges, Wethington said that battle was over and
that UK was P!'"Pared to begin the
orderly transition of the two-year
schools' manageme~t to a new state

lion called for the community .col•
leges to remain under UK, but for
their daily operation to be delegated
to the new Kentucky Community
and Technical College System
(KCTCS) board of regents.
IN A RELATED MATTER, former Gov. Ned Breathitt, the trustees' chairman, named a panel of
board members to oversee the tran•
si!ion of the community colleges. It
wtll be headed by Paul Chellgren
chairman and president of Ashland
Inc. Other members are James Hardymon, chairman and chief execulive officer of Textron Inc. of Providence, RI.; Lois Weinberg of Hindman; Merwin Grayson, regional
president of Huntington National
Bank in Covington; and Georgetown
busmessman C. Frank Shoop.
Also as required by the new·law,
the trustees nominated 12 Kentucki•
ans, three for each of four seats on
the community-college/technical
school board. Patton will appoint
eight members, and six'others will
represent community and technical
college faculty, staff and· students.
Wethington sai~ the nominees'
names were furnished by presidents
of the , community colleges. The
trustees nommees · are: John R
Banks, Hopkinsville; Richard A.
Bean, Lowsville; Mitchel B. Denham
Jr., Maysville: Melvin M. GO<iby,
Somers~t: Martha C. Johnson, Ashla,nd: Diana L !,Utz. Madisonville:
Richard W. Martin. Ashland: Thomas R Mc!Y!ahan, Campbellsville; Dr.
John D. Miller, Harlan County; Alois
M. Moore, Hazard; John R. Triplett,
Warfield; and Agnes B. Whittington,
Henderson.

The trustees approved a nearly
$1.2 billion UK operational budget
for the new fiscal year, up 3,3 percent over this year's. About 30 .percent, $358.5 million is state money
Michael T. Nietz~l. chainnan of

bo~ that _also will oversee the the psychology department, was ap-

st~!e s techrucal s<:hools.

.

.

pointed.dean of the graduate school.

. That ~as a •~nous pubhc-pohcy A UK professor since 1973, he suc1s~e y,h1ch we disagreed about, and ceeds Dan Reedy, a recently elected
this disagreement should have been faculty trustee, who has returned to
res~lv~ by t~e Gen~ral Assembly,
which it was, he swd. The legisla-

teaching in the Department of Spanish arid Italian.

The University of Kentucky
board of trustees, having lost its
battle to maintain sole control of
the community college system,
turned its attention yesterday to
working out the details of transfer,
ring the colleges to a new board.
The General Assembly last
month approved Gov. Paul Patton's
proposal to delegate management
of 13 of the 14 community colleges
- all except Lexington Community
College - to a new, independent
board .. UK continues to keep some
legal ties to the community colleges, which will still bear its name.
Patton originally wanted a complete separation, but agreed to a
scaled-back version.
"The result was a political compromise - half a loaf," Wethington
told the board. "But it's time to
move forward now.•
But Wethington also added that
UK intended to stay involved with
the community colleges. "This university does not intend to desert
them," he said. "This tie continues

'

to exist."
Yesterday, the board approved.
12 nominations t<i the new Ken:
tucky Community and Technical
College System's board. Patton will·
select .four people from that list. ;
The nominees were John R:
Banks, Hopkinsville; Richard A;
Bean, Louisville; Mitchel Denham
Jr., Maysville; Melvin Godby, Som•
erset; Martha C. Johnson, Ashland;
Diana L. Lutz, Madisonville;
Richard · W. Martin,. Ashland;
Thomas McMahail, Campbellsville;
Dr. John D. Miller, Ages-Brookside;
Alois Moore, Hazard; John Triplett,
Warfield; and Agnes Whittington,
Henderson ..
The names were submitted Iii'
community . college · presidents;
Wethington said.
Former Gov. Edward T. "Ned'.'
Breathitt also appointed five
trustees - Paul Chellgren, James
Hardyman, Merwin Grayson, Frank:
Shoop and Lois Combs .Weinberg
- to a committee that will work
with Patton's administration on
transition i8'j\les,

"' ""''~
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Centre ,president•
cho5e11"to head ·
U. of Georgia
Danville college to name interim head, ._
conduct national search for a successor
BY CHAD CARLTON
·

CENTRAL KENruCKY BURfAU

Michael F. Adams, president of Centre College in
Danville for the past eight years, is leaving to become
president of the University of Georgia.
· Georgia,
· w1·11 leave · the
Adams, wh? ·grew up m
1,000-student pnvate college Sept. 1 to lead the 29,000student state university in Athens, Ga
Centre College plans to ·appoint an interim presi.
..
dent for th~ commg acadellllc year and conduct .a
leng_thy i:iattonal s~arch for Ada~s• successor, said
David ~nssom, chamnan of Centres board of trustees.
"Weve go~ t~ ~e the ne:ct step and find someone
as good as he 1s, Gnssom saJ~.
. .
.
A<l:m15·andmostof~trestopadmin1stratorsare
- -ath_tt~?inll_g .~ -~taff;retreat _mna!Strasbod ur!l', France, one of
e co ege ~- two mternat10 stu Y~1tes. •
In a wntten statement, Adams said, "There's never
a good time to leave ,an institution that one loves, but
Centre is in its strongest position ever and I am tonfident that the college will continue to move 'Onward and
upward."
·
.
.
Adams, 49, has developed a national reputation for
himself and increased stature for Centre since he came
to the liberal arts college in December 1989 from Pepperdine University, where· he was vice president .for
university affairs.
" . . . ..
Durii:ig Adams'. tenure, t~~ college's .endowment_
nearly tripled, salanes for full-time facu_lty_m~ by
nearly ?O per~ent and t~e c_ollege built mternational
connections with study sites m France and England.

~ :tn 1996, more than 50 percent of Gov. Lamar Alexander and worked
Centre's graduating class members for'three years as chief of staff for
""d studi'ed abroad as part of the'· h us s
M' · L d
""
u
t en- d. Bak
. enatef r: monty
ea er
undergraduate
work.
,
H
· -O
- ,Grissom said Adams has im- owar .
er
: ' · · ed Ce tr . a1m t
. Nationally, he has served on
· ~Tmh.v
lnl e mh os every wabeeyn. ivarious higher education commit. e co ege as never
· I d'
h Am ·
Co
! stronger than it is this afternoon," ;t~, me u m~ t e . encan u~· Ke:~id.
. .,
_
.c1l o~ Educai10~, the NCAA f'.res1-·~Eric Mount, a religion professor dents ._Co_mm1ss1on and the National
qt;Centre for 3l'years, also praised Assoc1at10n _of I_n_dependent Colti\~ departing president,
leges and Umvers1ties.
..
-a~"Michael Adams has made a
·Adains_brings ·"the, perfect
lasting and very positive contriliu- blend of academic, adniinistrative
f t Ce tr • h 1•d "H h
. and political experience" to the job,
ion
n e, e ~ · e as ac
. --..
.
_
co~pbshed ~Y! ~- not an, of the ~rgia Chancellor Stephen Partch
things he proJ?!sed.
.
. saJd at yester~ay's ~ouncemen~
Mount said he's not surpnse.d
Adams will· be _paid $249,500 m
that.. G~rgia chose a small college salary_ and expen~ ~llowances at
president to ··nead a .nationally Georgia. He was .niiiking more than
known research university.
$160,000 at Centre.
_
Adams' high-profile roles in
The. University..of Georgia is the
higher education and his political former home of the. University of
experience increased his.· stature, Kentucky's newmen's liasketball
Mount said.
.
coach, Tucby,$mith..
.
_
Adams served two years as a
Adams has'family connections
senior adviser to then-Tennessee in Georgia. His parents live in Stone
Mountain, an Atlanta 'Suburb, and
his son, Taylor, is a rising freshman at Emory University- in At'·
lanta.
· . .-

ennessee.

°.
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Centre's president to head University
of Georgia
Michael Adams goes
from 970 students
to school of 29,000

Because of a revamped financial
aid program and addition of four degree programs, officials said student
enrollment has increased 20 P.ercent.
' Adams also led the school s international studies program. Within six
By DICK PETIYS
years, Centre established overseas
Associated Press
residential study sites in France_ and
London. By 1996, more than half of
ATLANTA- The president of Cen- Centre's graduating students had
tre College in Danville, Ky., will be- studied abroad through the program.
come president of the University of
In Danville; Centre spokesman
Georgia on Sept. I
Glenn Osborne said the school had
Michael F. Adams, 49, beat two set no specific time frame for finding
other finalists for the post - Debra Adams' successor.
W. Stewart of North Carolina State,.
Osborne said the school's regents
University and Bernard Machen of will appoint a search committee and
the University of Michigan. The an- select an interim president. That
nouncement came yesterday.
meeting has not been set, and the
Adams will succeed Charles Knapp, board of regents has not issued a
who is leaving after 11 years to direct statement.
the Aspen Institute, a WashingtonAdams said in his statement that it
based think tank for policy-makers.
was difficult for him to leave Centre.
Adains was traveling in Europe and "There is never a good time to leave
was unavailable to reporters, said Ste- an institution that one loves, but Cenphen Portch, the university ~em's tre i!!_ in its ~ngest p<JsitiOll___llver,
chancellor. Adams plans to VISit the and I am confident that the college
Athens campus June 26.
will continue to move onward and upAdams issued a statement through ward in the years to come," he said.
his office in Danville saying he was
Adams was praised by a prominent
honored by the selection and thought, Centre alumnus for his work.
with facul!f support, he could move
"Centre was a strong liberal arts
the university "to even higher nation- college when Michael F. Adams beal regard than it already enjoys,"
Centre is a small, private college of came president nine years ago," said
about 970 students. The University of Pierce lively, a senior judge with the
Georgia enrolls more than 29,000 stu- 6th Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals.
dents and ranks in the top one-third "Today Centre is much stronger in
of research institutions in the counny. many ways, and it enjoys a signifiPortch said thosewho know Adams cantly wider reputation for exceltold the search committee thaf Adams lence."
Adams was born iri Montgomery,
is a man who could lead "any scale of
Ala., and spent much of his youth in
operation and -complexity.'
Adams is known as a successful Georgia. His parents live in Stone
fund-raiser, in part for tripling Centre Mountain, Ga., and his youngest son
College's endowment to more than plans to attend Emory University in
$120 million.
·the fall.
Also, during Adams presidency,
The new presideht will be paid a
Centre officials said the average sala- state salary of $177,000, plus $59,000
ry for full-time professors has in- in private funds from the University
creased more than 47 percent.
of Georgia Foundation and a $13,500
subsistence and travel allowance.
1
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ACC board pledges support for Patton's
education reform law
By GEORGE WOLFFORD
O F THE D AILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - After losing
a legislative battle over
management of Ashland
Community College, members of its advisory board
resolved Wednesday to do
the best they could with the
system they got.
And they agreed the
school could be better off in
some ways with Gov. Paul
Patton's plan for reform of
the state's post secondary
education system.
" I fought it hard, but now
!'11 fight hard to make it
work." said Jimmy Jack
Miller. faculty representative on the advisory board.
Mill er was the co mmunity college representative on the University of
Kentucky board of trustees
until Patton signed the
higher ed bill May 30, abolishing that position. He said
benefits of the law would include additional funding for
the community colleges.
Miller and Interim ACC
President Roger Noe said
the law would give ACC
greater autonomy in choosing courses and new power
to re-budget in midyear.
The advisory board will become a board of directors
with increased powers -

including the right to recommend future presidents and
develop local curriculum based
on local needs.
Miller said current teachers
will hold their tenure and
those moving toward tenure
track will remain on their current track. New employees will
be hired under policies of the
new Kentucky Community and
>rechnical College System.
New benefit programs for
ACC employees will emulate
those of UK. Advisory Board
Chairman Bruce Leslie said.
"That means a known set of
benefits." he said.
Employees hired before July
1 will work for UK until community colleges are reaccredited by the Southern Assoc iation of Colleges and
Schools, which is expected to
be completed by July 1, 1998.
Those hired after July 1 will
go to work for the Community
and Technical College System.
and that's a major reason why
ACC wants to hire a new president by June 30, Noe said.
Miller said the Southern Association may tell community
colleges not to put UK's name
on diplomas, a key and emotional issue throughout the
legislative fight over reform.
Leslie said if that question
arises again, it should be resolved by the General Assembly.

All 10 members of the ACC
board voted for and signed a
reso lution Wedn es da y to
" work with the University of
Kentucky and a new Kentucky
Community and Technical College System to develop new
programs which will enhance
the employability of our students and the economic viability of Northeastern Kentucky."
Noe and board members said
their next step would be to
mount a public relations campaign telling the community
"that we still have the same
excellent teachers and administration here. that outstanding students are still learning
here, and that we hope to improve on that. "
Miller reported that seven
faculty members have retired.
but added that those were not
related to the legislative action. They are English teachers Nancy McClelland, Carol
Griffiths. Tom Allemang and
Bill Sadler; business teacher
Ada Salisbury; physics teacher
Bob Halliday and math teacher
Bob Scott.
Noe said that while the m11nber is higher than originally
a nticipated. ACC will s till
have to review demand for
classes before rehiring some
teachers who had earlier been
notified their positions would
be cut.
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2 ACC board members
state panel nominees
ASHLAND - Two members of Ashland Community
College's Advisory Board
are. among a dozen nominated by the University of
Kentucky to serve on the
first Kentucky Community
and Technical College System board.
Martha C. Johnson and
Richard "Sonny" Martin
were on the list presented
Tuesday to the UK board of
trustees by school President
Charles Wethington. June
10 was tlie deadline for UK
to come up with its list.
Johnson is director of corporate communications and
public policy analysis for
Ashland Inc. Martin, a lawyer, serves as Ashland's city
counsel. No other community had two nominees.
Also included was John
I R. Triplett, Inez lawyer and
member of the advisory
board at Prestonsburg Community College.
Johnson and Martin said
it's unlikely that two people
from one community will be
chosen when only four seats
are open statewide.
Four people will be chosen from the list of 12 to
serve on the new board,
which is charged with hiring a president ·to• ·oversee
community college and vocational education. The
board also will set policies

\

and oversee operation of the
schools under the new postsecondary education law.
Also nomin·ated were
John R. Banks of Hopkinsville, Richard A. Bean of
Louisville, Mitchel B. Denham Jr. of Maysville,
Melvin M. Godby of Somerset, Diana L. Lutz of Madisonville, Thomas R. McMa-·
han of Campbellsville, Dr.
John D. Miller of Ages,
Alois M. Moore of Hazard
and Agnes B. Whittington of
Henderson.
The board also will include four representatives
from vocational/technical
education. Delmus Murrell,
deputy commissioner who
oversees that department,
said that group has more
time to make nominations.
"We're still accepting
names from the technical
system and telling principals and directors to let people in business and industry
know about the committee.
That's where our membership will come from," Murrell said.
In addition, the board will
have one teacher, one nonteacher and one student
from both the community
college and vocational
• ·school ·population; but those
representatives each have
only one-half vote.
:
~,.,..~~
George
Wolfford
•···.... -
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MSU
R!'gerits
OK
budget,
salary
.
increases
.

By TOM I.Ewis

-~:.

The university will internally reallocate $736,000, primarily from salaries of vacant
MOREHEAD - The·. More-· positions that won't be refilled.
head State Board of Regents on' The money will be used to pay
Friday approved a $69.9 mil- for certain strategic initiatives
lion budget for fiscal year 1998- and other· fIXed costs, Martin
99 that contains more money said. No employees were fired
for faculty and staff raises or laid off.
than any other spending plan
During Friday's meeting, Dr.
since Dr. Ronald Eaglin be- Bruce Mattingly, who reprecame university president in sents MSU's faculty on the
1992.
Board of Regents, said the use
. Eaglin and other MSU. ad- of funds from vacant positions
ministrators say the higher-' skews the actual amount of
education reform package money allotted for salaries.
passed last month by the GenHe said while the salary
eral Assembly is largely re- raise pool is S.7 percent, most
sponsible for the pay hikes.
of MSU's colleges will have
"We feel like we've built this only 2 or 3 percent more
budget twice," said .Angela money for salaries in 1997-98.
Martin, MSU's director of -bud"If we want salaries to go
gets and m~agement informa- up, we have to have fewer peotion. "We really had a. signili- ple doing more, and academics
cant change as of May 30."
can't go untouched," Eaglin reThat signilicant change was plied.
brought about when Gov. ·Paul. The budget item debated
Patton signed a controversial' most heavily by MSU regents
higher-education reform plan• was a proposed increase in the
approved by lawmakers. That student activity fee of $10 each
measure boosted MSU's 1997-98 semester. The board ultimately
state funding from· $644,100 to voted to eliminate the fee hike
$1.97 million, with the poten- from the budget.
tial for more which would reJason Newland, outgoing
quire matching funds from the student representative on the
university.
Board of Regents, said MSU
MSU's budget for the next students already pay $175 in
fiscal year includes an ad- fees, the most of any regional
ditional $2 million for salaries. university in the state.
That's 5. 7 percent ·more than
Mattingly also opposed a
the school's original 1996-97 plan to designate half of the
spending blueprint, according proposed fee increase as a
to Martin.
.
credit to intercollegiate athletJust under half of that ics revenue.
amount will be used for
"We're taking money · from
across-the-board raises. The the masses and giving it to the
rest will be added to employee few, and I can't go along with
pay based on factors like joli that," he said.
performance and longevity;
Staff Regent Gene Caudi!I
Martin said.
' said it seemed activity fee revBecause of the various for: enues were being used for
mulas used on campus, pay iriJ things that don't directly bencreases will vary from person efit students.
Eaglin said after the meeting
to person, she said. ·
that
school administrators
"The thing I'in most pleased
about is gettingJ)!e raise .11ack- should be able to make the adage up," said Eaglin: "it'sthe justments needed to make up
first time since I've been here for the estimated $150,000 lost
that we've been able to do ~hen the student activity fee
something significant (with increase was defeated.
MSU's 1997-98 budget· consalaries)."
·
Despite $2 million in state tains $100,000 to cover shortfunds and another $1 million falls, if enrollment does not
in new revenues for the next meet projections.
fiscal year, MSU adThe budget also contains a
ministrators are still tighten- $30 per semester increase in
ing the institution's financial t_uition for MSU's in-state stu- ,
belt.
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT

dents, as set by the state Council on Higher Education. It
also includes a_ 5 percent increase, amounting to ·about
$38, In residence haU rates.
"The thing we overlook at
~is meeting every year is that
higher education in this state
is still a hell of a bargain "
said L.M. "Sonny" Jone;
chairman of the regents:
board.
In other action Friday
M~U's i:3oard of Regents voted
to rescind locked-in housing
rates as of May 30, 1998.
The policy, adopted in June
1994, permitted fJXed rates for
students who maintained ·continu~us residency in campus
housing. But MSU housing officials said Friday the marketing tool has not been effective
and any -loss in students which
results from the elimination of
locked-in rates should be offset
by the school's ability to increase rents for students who
remain.
The board approved a bachelor of science degree in radiologic science. Retiring MSU
Executive Vice President for
Academic Affairs John Philley
said there are only 50 such
programs in the nation 'none in Kentucky.
.
MSU has offered an associate degree in radiologic technology for more than 15 years
and has most of the equipment
and faculty needed to offer the
proposed bachelor's program
according to Philley,
'
MSU would collaborate with
the University of Louisville to
offer various advanced areas
within the program.
·
The Council on Higher Education has set a moratorium
on new degree programs but
Philley said the council might
be willing to approve a select
group of programs at its July
20 meeting.

l
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Student fee Increase rejected: Morehead State
By TOM Lewis
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - The master plan that drives development of Morehead State's
campus has had a face-lift.
MSU's Board of Regents on
Friday approved an updated
version of. the master plan
originally authorized in 1988
and adopted in 1990.
Porter Dalley, universi\y
vice president for administration and. fiscal services,
said school 'officials have
been working on revlsio'ns to
the plan fcir more th~ a
year.
·-·• ""'' ' _: • '···"·\c ·
A major change involves
MSU's enrollment expecta·
tions, which affect many
other facets of' the plan, ac•
cording to Dailey.
_
The original -plan I was
based on an enrollment of
10,000. That figure has peen
scaled back to· 8,800 by,_ the
year 2000. MSU's enrollment
last fall was 8,344. ·
·'
MSU officials also reduced
year-2000 projections for oncampus dormitory residents
from 4,550 to 3,300.
"We really 'shrunk' the
(master) plan, based on enrollment trends," said MSU
President Ronald Eaglin.
Based on projected· enrollment, the university's
need for more classroom
space has been drastically
cut, Dalley said,
__
Maps from the 1990 plan
pictured four new academicadministrative buildings.
Dailey said by· making better
use of existing facilities on
campus, "we now project the
need for no more than one
new classroom building."
Dailey said universitymaintained faculty and staff
housing has been removed as
a master-plan objective, and
provisions for new student
housing for families and oncampus fraternity and\ sorority hou~ing have been ~caled

MSU

do.;~~ ~pdated ·
\pta~
also pares down the amount
of private property neai\ the
main campus that the \miversity wants to acquire,~t
parking on the perimete of
campus remains a priority
The revised plan calls r
pedestrian overpasses evehtually to cross Wilkinsdn
Boulevard and-U.S. 60 to give
MSU students safer access to
parking lots south of campus.

An approved campus master
plan is mandated by the Kentucky Council on lligher Education and the General Assembly for. use in the Commonwealth's capital planning
process.

University's board of regents yesterday approved a
$69.7 million budget for next year, which includes a 5.7
percent salary pool for fa91lty and staff raises. The
regents rejected a recommended $10 increase in the
student activity and services fee. The proposal would
have provided $150,000 in new revenue. Several board
members, including student regent Jason Newland of
Grayson, said the-increase would amount to a tuition
increase. University President Ronald Eaglin was
giyen a $10,000 raise, bringing his salary to $145,000
for the new fiscal year, which begins July 1. His contract was extended through June 30, 2001.
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New budget gives raise to EKU fa!!ulty, staff
RICHMOND, Ky. - The Eastern Kentucky University board of regents
approved a 1997-98 operating budget yesterday that includes an average
~alary increase of 6.8 percent for faculty and staff; . · •
·
The total operating budget will be $149 million.
._.:7'.. -,,,.. ,• -, ·"From a.resource standpoint, this budget is·sigriificantly better than
other recent ones,'' said EKU President Hanly Funderburk. "This is because of the increased importance placed on post-secondmy education by
Gov. Paul Patton and the General Assembly." .. -,-.---'--'-'- .-·---- ---·
. lncreas~ in· the ~udg~t. come from additional funds allocated by the
state and mcreases m·tuition and-fees,
· . ·'
· ·-·· . ·
The Council on Higher Education had previously set tuition at EKU at
$900 a semester for undergraduates, a $30 increase.
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EKU faculty to get 6.8 percent raises:
The Eastern Kentucky University Board of.
Regents on ~aturday _approved a 1997-98 operating
budget that mcludes an average salary increase of
6.8 p~rce~t for faculty and i;taff. The operating
budget will be $149 million. "From a resource
standpoint, this budget is significantly better than
other, recent ones," said EKU President Hanly .
Funderburk.
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'Festival makes
top 20 list
,
MOREHEAD - If you're
looking for Appalachian
culture, the Southeast . . . .
Tourism Society says . '. '.- .;
Morehead is a good place to '
be this summer. · --~:.,•-.:> ' '
Morehead State
University's Appalachian
Celebration; slated for June
22-28, has made the Society's
1997 Top 2o.J.ist.2.f ev1:nts. .
that best represent the•· ·t~~~ of the Sout4e~tern
The Appalachian
Celebration, a tribute to the
region's cultural past,:
present and. future, consists
of an Appalachian arts
market, concerts, dances,
W@l'kshops, tours, lectures
and exhibits.

The Southeast Tciur1sm
Society ls a· non-profit.
organization whose goals
are to develop, market and
. promote travel to and
within the Southeastern
us
Ab
· " out 440 members
represent the states of
Alabama, Florida, Georgia:
Kentucky, Louisiana
Mississippi, North ~olina
South Carolina,
.
•
Tennessee and
Virginia.
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The. Texas wa)' ol'I ·university
admissions'
.

.

.

'

..

·
The Texas
State doesn't-.
plan is an excel.
·
lent way to level
m;etend that aµ · :~!:J!i~lt
schools
are equal
:~~:l:nd poor, rural or inner· ·'
city school districts that simply ·

BY MYRIAM MARQUEZ
Idon't have the amenities - be they
exas, barred b~ the federal
sufficient computers, books or ex- ·
1
'
courts from usmg any stuperienced teachers - that students
dent's race as a factor in c?l· in the 'burbs usually enjoy.
lege admissions, has come up with
It focuses on rewarding kids_
an ingenious way to ensure that . who do their best within the limits
top-achievers of all races are admit- of what life has handed them ted to that state's public universiwhether it's a lousy family life, a
ties. The new law, which was
Icrime-ridden neighborhood, or a
signed last month by" Gov. George lack of positive role models.
W. Bush, a Republican, guarani~
· The new law is truly an equalthat students whose grades are m opportunity proposition because it
theche top 10 percent _of gradua~es guarantees that any child who tries
at their high school will be ~dmt\· hard enough within the conditions
ted to a public college or un1vers1ty he or slie faces will get the opporin Texas. After tho~ qua)ified
· tunity to go to college.
·
graduates make !hell' chmces, pubTake the kid who attends a
lie universities will accept other
high school in a crime-ridden
students according _to their aca_dem- 'neighborhood, who has to fear for
ic performance, !hell' extra.cum~- his life every day he walks to class,
lar activities or other special abth-. whose studies are interrupted once
ties.
or twice a month by the sound of
The smart thing about the ·
gunfire outside, whose teachers are
Texas plan is t~at it focuses_ on_ ·.
mostly new to the profession and
equal opportunity based on md1v1d- ,feel "punished" for bemg sent to a
ual academic perform?nce at ~ch "problem" school.
"!Sdmol. That should silence crtttcs
Despite all of those obstacles,
of affirmative action and "group.
that kid manages to make A's and
rights," but I don't imagine that it B's and graduates in the top 10
will.
.
...
percent of his class.
·
The new adm1SS1dns plan
Is it fair to compare that stuwould seem to keep to the requir~- dent's performance on a standardments set by the U.S. Fifi~ Circmt ized test with that of kids who live
~0.1/fl of Appeals - ~ i:nlmg that
in better conditions?
~PJl!ies to Texas;Lo~1s1~na and
I don't think so. Yet the appelMississippi in that c1rcmt ~ that- late court in the Texas case seemed
col!~ges cannot _use _race to deterunbothered by the use of .test
mine whom to admit. ·
scores as a determining factor in
..... ,.Last year, the U.S._Supr:me
admissions. Standardized tests are
,CQur_t let stand the i:nlmg without good tools. to keep everyone's.
heanng the _case. It m".olved a
sights high, to compare Amencan
,11?.\\'ed adm1ss10ns pohcy that the · students' knowledge with that of
Unjversity of-Texas Law School
students in other parts of the
h;w.;scrapped years before. The
world, nation or even different
{o)!f white sU!dents who sued arneighborhoods. But just as r~ce
gued that their test scores were b~t- should not be the sole factor m deter, than those of sev1;ral black_stu- termining who gets into a college,
.dini!IS who were adµutted.
one test score cannot be considered
, ,; ,: What's strikin~ about ,the
I a true gauge of a student's poten1;\;Xlls law is _that 1t doesn t pr_etend . tial.
.\h<1t the publ_1c-school srstem itself
Texas has found an admirable
sijpplies "equal" educat10n to all
way to ensure that its university
·students. The very nature of how system will get a socio-economic
Americans pay for public schools ·: mix of students without ever playensures unequal opportunity. Local- ing the race card.
ly financed school systems, with reliance on property taxes to pay for ■ Myriam Marquez is an editorial
education, have
page columnist for the Orlando
a built-in bias:
Sentinel.
voters in suburban districts are
willing to spend
more on their
schools tlian are
residents of aging, inner cities.
-:
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Role model for Kentucky
I

AM sony to see Mike Adams go.
He has been an outstanding leader
at Centre Colle , and he has added
. importantly to
public policy debate
in Kentucky.
He played a critical role in supporting
Gov. Paul Patton's higher education refonn
plan. His testimony sh111ply rebutted the
claims of those who said the community colleges might lose accreditation if the University of Kentucky lost management control.
Mike has been good on television too,
As a fellow member of our KET election
coverage team, he offered the sensible perspectives of a moderate
Republican. He developed those, in part, as a
staffer for Tennessee
Gov. Lamar Alexander
· and Sen. Howanl Baker, two exemplars of
what the GOP can be in
,the absence of moral
bullying from the
Christian Right.
Mike's 1V commenDAVID
tary was a nice contrast
HAWPE
to the predictable
twitches of a wearied
liberal like me on the
other side of the studio.
Now he is off to head the administration
of the University of Georgia, but he leaves
behind an institution that bears the marks of
his tenure. You can see the imprint of his
aspirations for Centre in eveiythil)g from
salary schedules to building projects, from
enrollment reports to endowment accounts.
He gives Kentucky something to think
about as its public institutions enter a new
era, some of them under new leadership.
The values and capabilities of a college or
university president tend to define how far
the institution can reach.
Under Mike Adams, Centre has boosted

iJr.

the salary of full professors and associate
professors by almost 50 percent. His fundraising added 15 endowed professorships,
bringing the total to 22. Foundation and corporate support rose about 120 percent during
his time in Danville. The marliet value of the
Centre endowment more than doubled, to
$110.5 million.
·
The campus was renovated in important
respects, and an aging warehouse gave way
to a new Greek park and student center. A
$60-million capital campaign passed its goal,
ahead of schedule.
. ,
By 1995, Centre Colleffe ranked among
the top 25 teaching Institutions listed by U.S.
News & World Report. No wonder enrollment improved and geographic diversity increased.
Mike has worked smart and worked hard.
You don't achieve all of this by sitting back
in your leather chair, picking .at the loose
threads on rour tweed Jacket and lamenting
your constituency's failure to .understand
and cooperate.
You know that approach. . .
It was implicit in the complaint by fonner
UK President Otis Singletary during the
struggle over the Patton plan. He w6ined,
"The reason the state of Kentucky does not
have a siJmificant state university of the first
order is because .it has never supported a
significant univers~ of the first order."
In other words, 'Don't blame me if this
state was too dull-witted to understand the
possibilities and too niggardly to meet its responsibilities."
Great educational leaders lead They don't
sit around and dismiss their P,Olential sup. porters as people who just don I get it. Rather than blaming the victims, they wave a
signup sheet. They offer a destination Iowan! which somebody might want to march.
Would Mike Adams-have been so successful at Centre if he· had given ·the futui'ii"a.
grudging embrace or if he had tried to leverage progress with threats? Certainly not.

Centre's Michael Adams In 1989.

How does President Charles Wethington
expect to use. those tactics in an effort to

lead the University of Kentucky toward what
ii should become?
1n his first appearance before the trustees
after the special session, he was both grudging and threatening.
He grumbled, "The extent to which we
can move rapidly will depend on our abilities
to generate resources and the ability that the
state has in its commitment to provide resources to make this a better and better university."
OK. Right. It takes money. Evetybody
knows that. Why not tell us, instead, how
~ I it wijl t,~ fQr our kids when UK finally
has the money ii needs to rise?
He warned, "We will continue to remind
the Governor and the General Assembly of

the commitment that (has been) made to the
University of Kentucky."
If he felt the need to warn somebody, it
shouldn't have been the Governor or the legislators, who have done the state the huge
favor of canceling UK's community college
management contract and ordering it to seek
greatness. The objects of his reminders
should have been the hangers-on, who luxuriate in their intimate relationship with the
institution but who give no real money for
academic uplift. Tell them the new deal: "No
endowed chairs for professors, no seats for
you at center court or at the president's pregilme buffet."
President Wethington told the trustees
that he was ready to begin raising money to
match the $4 million approved in the special
session for more and better research and
scholarship, and to match any future appropriations of that kind.
Instead, he should have focused far ahead
of that goal. His academic visfon should
have extended beyond the political limits of
the Governor's plan. He should have showed
a little enthusiasm, some ambition. If the
subject had been a new basketball ~na, he
surely wouldn't have been content to limit
the university to what the Governor would
pay for.
He should have challenged the board to
lead rather than lounge in the exquisite pleasures of appointive power. He should have
offered a vision of UK as the state's most
important center for higher learning, as a
partner with the University of Louisvil!e in
connecting Kentucky to the information
economy.
If that's not in his head, and heart, he's
not the man to lead the state's flagship institution. We should at least try for a great leap
f11_rw"111._not a great.crawl...
David Hawpe's column appears Sundays
and Wednesdays in The Forum.
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Professor_ i·s teaclJ_in·g,

arid; recording, hisfo~Y

Ernst is an associate profes- case. "We've had people say,
sor of history at MSU and spe- 'Thank you. I didh 't think any-cializes in American foreign one wanted ;to listen," Ernst
MOREHEAD - When John policy. He also teaches Asian, said.
·
Ernst attended college he military and recent American
More_ than 150 people have
wasn't sure what his major history. He team-teaches a responded so -far, and the· inwould be.
spring class on the Vietnam terviewing process will con"! made more A's in history War and Watergate with Dr. tinue for another year or so.
than anything-else," he said.
Yvonne Baldwin.
"I hope this will be a _healing
Now, Dr. John Ernst not
The spring class has a differ- project," said Ernst. "While we
only teaches history at -More- ent slant because all the infor- do not want to bother anyone
head State University, but is mation comes from soldiers who is not willing to talk, we
making it by gathering oral and participants in five or six are here to listen. We want to
histories of servicemen, nurs- books compiled through oral hear from anybody who was
es, spouses, protesters, .par-. histories, using thei_r own profoundly influenced by the
ents and anyone else whose :words, Ernst said.
·· ·
war."·• · · •· ·
·
·
lives were changed "'or im- ; They also use novels that
Some of his earlier inpacted by the Vietnam War.- · gortray the era. Students read, terviews · included a soldier
It wasn't until· his ·'junior lead discussions and research who served on Navy patrol_
year at Eastern Kentucky the war for a class paper.
boats in Vietnam, a lieutenant
University, after. _atte11<j,ing a , : Baldwin has strong connec- colonel and his friend - a war
foreign policy class and read- tions to the war - her hus- correspondent who went
ing a book by noted historian "band, both her brother.s_and__lhrougb_the_same.experiences.,.. _____ ., _ . . . .
and'. ·university of Kentucky. :s,everal friends were in ser- and have remained friends for
professor Dr. George C. Her- 1vice.
30 years - and a Red Cross
ring on the Vietnam War, did : It was through the students' volunteer who was active in
Ernst realize that he wanted papers that the two educators the USO.
to be a historian. ,
realized there were so many
Donna Roe,- a non-traditional
Ernst says Herring's book, Kentuckians who were part of MSU student and mother of
"America's Longest War," in- the history of the Vietnam four who was in one of Ernst's
fluenced his future.
War era, Ernst said.·
history classes, said he is a
"His book set it. The Viet- : "At times it is a very sad teri:_ific teacher:,. "I can talk to_
nam War facinated me," story but a very rich story him ... he's interested in what
Ernst said. "It was the first that i think needs to· be told" you have to say."
time I understood the- war, Ernst said
'
She took the Vietnam class,
other tha~ ,,how Hollywood : He and Baldwin made an ap- in p_art: because she lost a
portrayed 1t. .
.
plication to the Kentucky Oral cousm. m the war and had a
The Lomsv1lle native went History Commission and MSU best friend who was a war proon to ~et his bachelor's and and were awarded a grant ear- tester at MSU. .
.
!'last~r s cj_egrees at_!!,KU. He_ lier this year of nearly $1l,000
_She also can identify more
cred1 ts professor Nancy to pursue the oral history with what her husband, Tom,
Furde:hase's ope_n-~oor policy J:iroject.
went t~ro~gh in his t~o stints
for h1~ own: w1llmgness to : The project is critically im- of service m the war.. I under.
spend time with students.
,
.-stand why he says what he
"She has such a love for porta~t aod timely_becau~e the says about Vietnam," Roe said.
1
teaching and studen~, an<j, no
c:i~~~:1:~~ ag;g;;r:~~ Drf
~oth will give oral ~istories
doubt she passed that on to MSU's D rtm' t f Ge O _ th!s s~mer, somethmg Roe
~e," Ernst said. "I '19v~ _c;om- phy, Gov!~men~nan~ Hist~~~ thmks will be good therapy for
mg to work. The students en"It .
.
rt t ti
them.
ergize me when they ask
IS very impo an
peoThe results of the oral histoquestions "
pie_ ··· to ~et an opport~mty. to ries are being transcribed and
· .
. ·
, relive their personal h1stor1es
ill b
il d · t b k
After earnmg
h~s master s of that era ., Mitchelson said. w .. e comp e m o a O? .
degree, Ernst _applied to grad: "Oral histocy is very popular
Ern~t ~as be~n p~blls~ed
~te sch~ol HavPf·, Jtd_wa~ and pe:mits common folks to :n:a~fuidf~!~~~?~e
. ere, un er rr_mg s rrec tell their story."
• •
·
· ·
· ·
hon, that E!Jl_St' pursued his
B
.·
M1ch1gan State Umvers1ty m
th
Ph.D. "':, -~;y,,·,:c' ·:.' ::::,,;-,,· . ecause many will have e the· Development of America's
He feels fortwiate'ff6•-have c~ance to talk, th~ Kentucky Vietnam. Policy," is .. _coming
. . . tli..,.
. ., Ihistory record will have a out in early
,,<cc,- . •'.
gott. en into. e P.ro!!!'llm, I, more. realistic story than or-· · ·, · ",. · ·1998
. -· ·· ,-::i,,-'",~""':,;1
was one of th
ti
K
•• ·
-.
Ernst and"'Baldw1n · witness
.
· ~ very. ew . e~: lf1c1al stat~m~nts am! ar~hlv(r~. lhisforyi:'as,'.;fhe'':-:h ar· 'ar0
tuck1ans_ WQrk~g Wlth ·him, of,the era, M1tchelson said:",- ,
fl{fs;,, 11,c,t'"J! · ..
Ernst said, addmg that he not
At first, Ernst and Baldwin"
J?.l!n ~ ,. (L.. ,. ~Ir mos ~OIIlonly found a mentor, but a life~ feared no one would talk with pellmg, s~ones mto a microlong friend in Herring.
: them but that hasn't been the phont~·s lalts .t<!ffllt
.. culth.not to get
•
'
emo 10n . a.. lllles,. e says.
N\D c-Q. 7
By DEBRA PETKUS

FOR THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
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Some "who ..speak donate
items and-papers--that eventll'
ally will go into the MSU archives, as will all of the audio
tapes.
While the project wilt .keep
him busy.. fo_r. sever[il years,
Ernst, 34, says he ·is careful to
balance being a scholar; teach,
er; husband to Joanne and new
father to Sonny.
-,<,
Anyone interested in receiving a preliminary questionnaire for the oral history
project can call Ernst- at his office at (606) 783-2484 to set up
an interview, or. mail him a
letter or cassette tape with details or" their experiences in
careofMSU.
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By DAVE KOERNER
The Courier-Journal

■ With one open date on a schedule
that included visits to Louisville, Cincinnati and North Carolina State, he
MOREHEAD, Ky. Kyle added a season opener at UK, which
Macy's basketball memories date he used as a recruiting tool. , .
to·age 3 when, dressed in his own
■ He brought in five solid prospects
uniform, he sat alongside his that include Owensboro guard Brancoaching dad on the sideline. "I !don Davenport, the first Kentucky Mr.
was the team mascot," he re- Basketball since 1946 that Morehead
called.
has landed.
If the urge to coach wasn't
■ He made hard 9ecisions, telling
planted then, it certainly was in reseive guards Heston Beverly, Kyle
the inteivening years when he of- Sherman and Mark Spurlock that
ten accompanied his dad, Bob, ,their scholarships wouldn't be reon drives to scout high school ' newed. "It's a tough situation for a
·new coach, but that's part of the job,"
games.
"I can remember when we went Macy said.
Meanwhile, sophomore-to-be Lee
on'trips,just_h_e_ Bil~_ I in_the car
Coomler, who started 15 games and
talking," Macy said. '''We would averaged 10.l points, left school and
be talking strategy ... what type has transferred to. Olivet Nazarene
of offense would you run if a University, an NAIA school in Illinois.
team was playing a 2-3 zone, or
"It gave us all a wake-up call;" junhow would you go against a 1-2-1- , idr guard T~ Docks said of the roster
1 full-court press. Just all kinds of changes.
situations."
Senior forward Chris Stone said:
But it wasn't until March, after "He's a new coach and this is Divi10 years of professional .ball and ,sion I basketball; which is a business,
seven more in the business world, Coach has to do what he has to do,
that the former University of Ken- and there's not much you can do
tucky All-,',merican guard became about it."
·
a coach - at Morehead State UniMacy, a former Indiana Mr. Basket- .
,versity.
.
iball at Peru High School, acknowlMacy had worked for a Lexing- .edged that his name probably opened
ton bank, owned a sports-flooring doors among recruits. In Davenport's
company and done color analysis case, honesty also helped.
_ fo~ UK., . _
. . __ ~ ___ _"Coach.MacyJooked me in the eye
It was probably no~ o~ never. and said, 'We need you.' After that, it
If I bad not taken t11!5 JO~, rd was just like a feeling I had to go
probably never gotte~, mto 1t, b~ there. Just intuition," Davenport said.
cause I Just turned 40, he said. I
Macy also signed Ballard guard-fordido't want to look back down th,e ward Aaron Knight, Anderson County
road 10 and 20 years and say, I forward Jonathan Beasley, Allen Cenwonder what would have hap- tral guard-forward Thomas Jenkins
pened if .. .' I enjoyed what I was and Northfield, Ind.,· center Dewayne
doing, but at the same time I Krom.
knew this is ·something I always
Macy said the haul makes a· geowanted to do."
graphic statement about Morehead's
The Morehead job, however, recruiting.
· .
,
does not promise to be easy.
"We feel we got the best player out
Under Dick Fick, the Eagles of the western part of the state, if not
were 64-101 in six years and three the entire state (Davenport), one of
times won eight or fewer games. the top players · out of Louisville
Al one time during Fick's stay, (Knight), the best player in central
Morehead was last in Division I Kentucky (Beasley) and the best playaccording to a computer ranking. er in the mountains (Jenkins)," he
The Eagles haven't reached the said.
·
NCAA Tournament since 1984,
Macy said three of the five freshwhich was also the last time they men could start.
woo the Ohio Valley Conference
"It's ~ood because it creates comchampionship.
'p~tition, ' said Docks, who started 21
''Yeah, it's pretty much rock- games last season. "I know I'm workbottom. But .I think the way you ing harder this summer to keep my
have to approach that is the fact spot.'' · -· -- ·' '
that there,_ really, is one way to . Macy said he plans to run :'I' upgo, and that'~ up," Macy said. tempo offense "-!'d an aggressive d~"And that's our goal, to get it 'fense but_ that 'his style probably will
back to the respect it had in the be a hybnd. He played for Joe B. Hall
early 1980s.''
at UK an~ for a variety of coac~es_ in
He ·also pointed out that More- seven National,Basketball A!isociatton
head once was ranked.14th nationally seasons and three seasons m Italy.
in· a preseason poll. Of course, that Ma.i;y has bt!!!ll a c;_andidate for 0thwas 40 years ago.
er coaching jobs, including Murray
Macy, however, said he relishes State, but said, "I didn't need to jump
challenges. "We are serious about at the first opportunity and go to ...
turning this program around," he Northern Alaska just to say I was a
said. · .
·=-==cc
basketball coach.''
Proof of.that has come early. --- The longer he waited,.the-longer it
■ Macy hired two impressive assis- ·appeared he would wait some more.
,taots: W~e Breeden, a former- UK , "For. some reason the feedback I
;assistantaitd'the-head-coach11t-1996 kept !letting is that I bad no bench
,state.runner-up Ashland Blazer High expeneoce," he said. "To me, that
School; and Darrin Hom, a ~arting •doesn't hold a can of water, from all.
1
guard on ·Western Kentucky's 1993 my experience on the floor and my
NCAA Sweet 16 team and an assist8Jlt feel for the game.'' ·
· ··
·
at Western.
. ...... : ; Said ·Docks: "He doesn't just tell
you ·something. He can do·it- and he
still has it. He. knows the.game.''.

LEXINGTON HERA~D-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY.
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Eq~ty law for women in sports turns 25
-~-~-.,;~•··.;.,:-:

,

.
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For all the progress women·
have made, not. all colleges
and universities comply with
the law. The NCAA calls
results of Its gender equity ··
study "disappointing."
BY

MARCIA CHAMBERS

NEW YORK TIMES NEWS SERVICE

Twenty-five years have passed since the federal
government ordered that women's athletic programs in
schools be equitable with men's. President Clinton and
female sports pioneers will commemorate the anniversary in Washington today.·
,.
But the celebration is no victory party. For all the
progress women have made, they are still far behind
the men on the playing fields.
,
Rollin Hafter is well aware of the persistent gap.
Haffer, whose legal battle with Temple University in
the 1980s helped define the federal law called Title IX,
will be at the Old Executive Office.Building, celebrating the original spirit of the law with President Clinton.
But her excitement is tempered by the knowledge
that the vast number of colleges and universities are
still not in compliance with Title IX, which prohibiis
discrimination at any educational institution that receives federal funds. Title IX applies to all educational
programs, not just athletics, although it has becqme
the standard-bearer for women's equity in athletics.
"I think it's a very positive message that the Clinton administration is showing support of Title IX i,n
this way," said Hafter, 39, a physical education teacher
for developmentally disabled children in Huntingdon.
N.Y.
__ !faffeds. concerned, though, that '.'so few .schools
are in compliance" decades after her lawsuit was settled.
.
Even the National Collegiate Athletic Association'.s
executive director, Cedric W. Dempsey, called the results of the group's recent follow-up study to its 1992
gender equity survey "disappointing,"
·•

'I thought I had been handed the world'

Not enough progress
Jeffrey Orleans, who as a young lawyer
for the Justice Department helped draft the
regulations for Title IX and now administers
intercollegiate athletics for the Ivy League,
said, "We. have made some progress, less
than we could have and less than we should

have." .:.;.,;;~;:_;:j;\·

.. •.
A' less 'charitable assessment was given
by Christine Grant, who is director of
women's ·athletics at the University of Iowa
and one of the leading experts on Title· IX.
""I:he results are pathetic," she said.
· Why is it so hard to get to gender equality in athletics? The law's requirements, as interpreted by the· Office for. Civil Rights,
which enforces Title IX, are seemingly
lstraightforward. . •·
. .
"'. :..
' . There 'is a three-pronged test A· college
may show that the ratio of female athletes to
male athletes is substantiallyj)roportionate
to the ratio of female students"to'inale stu,
dents. Failing that, the college am·show that
it is moving in the..right direction ·ana has ii
plan to get there in a reasonable Iiumbei: 6{
years. Failing that, it can show that there is
no unmet need among the under-represented
class, which is usually, but not always,
women.
·
Overall, there have_ beet} t]rree mairl problems in trying to· achieve gender equity in
athletics: an initial lack of leadership and
foot-dragging by the NCAA and its schools;
initially feeble enforcement efforts by the Office for Civil Rights and, until recently, a
cloudy understanding of what the· nation's
top appeals courts would require of schools.

re-

Hafter, a badminton player from Long Island,
ceived a tuition scholarship to play for Temple in 1977.
"I thought I had been handed the_ world," said Hafter,
who was the first member of her family to go to cqj.
lege. "Then when I arrived at Temple I heard what th~;
guys were getting."
:
She led class-action federal lawsuit three years·
later that was settled by a consent decree in 1988:
Temple agreed to a number of changes, including:
adding teams, making scholarships more• equitable,:
upgrading equipment, providing trainers and training;
facilities for women and equalizing travel and meal ex-;
penses.- The judge h'eld that Title IX applied to inter-•
collegiate athletics programs regardless of whether:
they_receive.financial aid.. At the time, Temple faced:
the loss of $19 ·million in federal funds if it did no. t:
comply.
..
· :.
__
Nineteen years later, women represent half of all'.
students in the nearly 300 Division IA colleges. Thirty-:
four percent of all athletes are women, up from 29 per-:
cent fiveyears
ago,
- -··
----·-- - - - --·
_ :
But the NCAA's gender equity study, releas1;d· 1ast ~onth, f?und that the funding for
mens athletics continues to dwarf the money
spent on women's sports. The. money each
college spent on women's athletics rose from
an average of. $263,000 a _year to $663,000
over the last five years, ~u.t .men's budgets
soared_ft:om about $1.5 m1lhon to more than
$2.4 mdhon.

a

-.°" Dempsey said he is concerned at the di-'
rection some schools are moving in. Men's
playing opportunities actually declined, as
many schools cut so-called minor sports such
as golf and wrestling so they could pay_for
women's programs without cutting into the
football budget.
.,.

Early hostlllty to the measure
Title IX met early hostility from the
NCAA, which at the time represented men
only. In 1974, the NCAA supported a congressional amendment to exclude intercollegiate sports from Title IX. When that failed,
the NCAA sued the Government to get Title
!X's regulations declared illegal. That case
was dismissed. In recent years, the NCAA
has taken a more hospitable view of Title IX.
The colleges and universities that com,prise the NCAA are under the control of their
'presidents, but as a practical matter, athletic
affairs in Division IA are largely in the hands
1otathletic aitectors and coaches, p;rrticularly
in football ari.d inen's basketbaU:'l'.h
hhis is the
world that larg_ely finances the NCAA, whose
,major source of income is television con.tracts, especially from the men's basketball
/tournaments in March.
. _.
· Gran
· · t. h as ca lied on the NCAA to· ·erea
.. te a
'panel that would recommend true cos1::i-ectuc; tion reforms.·in athletics. For one tqng, she
'said the so-called revenue producing college
, sports, like football and basketball, are usually not revenue producing at all.
."
. "They never tell you what expen;es they
incur. to make whatever profit they
·and,
few earn a profi!,"-she said
;~';: .._, ,:::.
· --- ·-- 0 ~~
If

earn;

•

-

-

•
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Borders defends vote
to sepal"ate, 'C'OI1eges
'The. right thing to do,' senator says
Before and during the special
session, Borders said most
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
of the letters and telephone
calls he· received contained
RUSSELL - Charlie Borders
two messages: First, don't
said he supported Gov. Paul
make people leave the area for
Patton's higher education retheir first two years of higher
form package when most of his
education, and second, keep
fellow Republicans in the state
their lcical college associated
Senate opposed it because he
with· the University of Kenthought it was the right thing.
;:' · tucky so all credits transfer
to do for his constituents.
,.,.::·,' · when they move to a four-year
"I was on the task force for
··· · · · school. · .
postsecondary education," · he
"When I called and talked to
told the Russell Kiwanis Club
them, they realized that (credit
last week. "!..voted. in the peotransfer) _is already possible
pie's interests:"
'
and· will" stay possible," BorThe plan was controversial
ders.s!!jd., .••·.
because of.a provision to sepa.He compared the community
rate the state's community colcolleges .a~d · state technical
leges from ._the UniversitY.. of Charlie Borders
. ).;,,;_:~tJ!4tiSYSt!!m_s,,1(),_SuperAmer_ica and
Kentucky. Borders said he
,;,, .,,:-,.,,,.,,,,Valvolirie.. The two, while sepa,
spent some time alone to de- then voting against it ~ sh~rt "'·rate · entities, need to have _a·
cide whether voting opposite time later. Blevins wound up co~~n governance ~o thenthe opinion expressed by a ma- voting for the plan in the end.
activ1ties can, be coordmate~.
jority of his constituents was
Borders said putting the . Borders sa~d ~e weak lmk
the right thing to do.
community colleges and tech- 1!1 Kentucky s higher educa"I asked God not to let me
. . schools under a single hon system comes _from stutry to be a little god," he said.
mca1
.
.
dents at the community college
- - ____,_.-·Borders~said -the-change _ new board would. give th0 se and-technical-school-level1~;-·-·~·- ~ - ,makes sense because now Ash- sc~ools t~e auth onty to deter''These are the ones that
land Community College· mme which classes and pro- need separate attention," he
doesn't have to "go to the UK grams_ beS t 1!1-eet the ne_eds of said, as opposed to students
board of trustees to get ap- local mdustnes and residents. who go straight into four-year
proval for that welding 101 At the same time, Borders said schools. "Why are they_ there?
class." •.· ·,. ·. .f,,
· the plan allows UK to concen- That system is failing."·
Borders said he did regret trate on its own mission. of
Borders said the real work
one action during last month's providing bachelor's, master's has just begun. Setting up .the
special• session - calling Sen- and doctoral education.
new governing bodies and fiate colleague Walter Blevins a
"I'm nqt putting down that nancing the new structure
"liar" after Blevins told Patton welding 101 class, but UK ptoperly will be far more difhe would support the UK- needs to have a different ficuJt than passing the legislacnmmunity college divorce, focus," he said.
tion, he said.
By KATHY REDING
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HIGHER" EDUCATION:~JUST' A. BEGINNING,\
BY ROBERT F. SEXTON
'The writer Is executive director ol Iha. leges into vo-tech schools and that such
Prichard Commmee lor. Academic .. education is inferior. That's ·a· "grave
Excellence, a s1atewlde parents and- disservicetoalargesegmentofourpopcitizens• organization advocstlng , . ulation," says Morton .Holbrook;
Improved education.
Owensboro attorney and fo1D1er chair.rnv
about
·. man of the Council on Higher Educa-,
D
HE =• news·
'post-. tio!L
·
50C!'ndary education in. the
Well-designed, well-taught;. · welllegislature may~ subsid':(l, planned vocational and techriical educabut the sto'o:1 t over. Legis-· .tion.is as important as any other-post-·
lative enactment of
. Paul Patton's secondary education. Such education
postsecondary education reforms is only includes, if it's high ~ty, liberal arts
the beginning; It puts in place the appa- , education in substantial doses. The goal
ratus to plan and fund great~- of the new Kentucky legislation is to
secondary education, but ii doesn t es- ~ e n vocational and technical
tablish it
leammg, to make it desirable, timely
For those who missed it, we in Ken- and available to the hundreds of thoulucky are finally getting serious about · sands of people who need it. Pepple
universities, community colleges and with such knowledge and skills now do
vocalional/lechnical schools, •pushing much of the work of our economy, and
for excellence at all levels, Such a pusli the need• for their skills is increasing. It
has been difficult before because no will be a terrible shame for Kentucliy if
"crisis" is obvious to most
,
citizens. Backin !980, fo1D1er , ... ,,.>
.. ''/. ., ... ·"·
Gov.BertCombstoldthel'ri- <Xi"ij~t·"ai"'"w_·· ·.

T

>' ·• ·•·

t.:t~::J:-~:~ ;~·el&Mt1~wtv! .....

,,,.

ise of this legislation we need:
:,· ·.
.
. ■ 'Strong, independent people wiih The Daily Independent, AshJand.
~backbones (wit~ know turf-protect• Kentucky Wednesday, June 1l
mg when they see it) on the new post.
'
secondary and vocational and teclu!,i~ 1997
• councils.
.,

■ Aboldandsensibleplanandbudg:

et to match the bold and sensible rhefor· f th lat """"'= dary fo
e e .,.,,~n
re lDl ~..:
■A moratorium on the turf-protecting by legislators and uovernors that has
created the mediocrity in Kentucky's
postsecondarysystem.l.etthenewpost;
secondary council prepare and imple.
men! its plan - see whether it woilis
before it's rewritten.
·
■ Tough but lair perfolDlaDce sii,;j:
· dards to push teaching excellence on it;~
e,y campus.
· "·'
■ A lull-scale war on adult illiteracy:·
■ A president for pqstseconda!y education and
chancellors· for vocational,

~fgn

~~~°:10~';'~~~~~
~~m~ ~~,:\,!~~ the °,".-

:.i~m!:"::;.;~-=r!i: ~t~9hd.q(~!}iJ?;~ ~p~c,blt)¥:!1°\ . . ·lli; ,(t ~·
to invest in higher education.
,./~UL t.i!tl,U',w..Stl'lt
, Jl../!fl.!)~!!§if tl,;'i+!i
■ The strategic Investment
But unless hard work
lsto /'.Yof"iiew dctslmii:l!.neWrli·T.
and Incentive l'unding Pro~~~~: :l:i:d ;;jq~fr¢~~~ll?Y1'49i~t~if;Y"~a~(l.~11'.IT¥ ~1~!;'1~=~~ :0:
1

rn~:

~
~ .r.•.·1. ·,.·,r.e. ·.~e. ·u.:. .11>th~rd".':"'•f!:/'
. . .··.tldn.•.·.~
. : .. ·.~.Jl',
t:2¥-'peop
e'>'Y,HO,gener

=

~~i;::,e~e'll~~~e~
eat our educational seed
com. Som,eday, when .it'.•

11

.:.·.r;;
. . •. ".·~
.t.'.·.····.·..·.arc.·
. y,·.:."'1•.·.·.,•.··•.. . .•.·.~. . .·. fr.·.·."...

...d"·.'
. . . . ·~.·.·.

1111:M.1!~<:liusett~ .bf
.
@a;sri
1:. ~~;;~;!fg~i~!'.;,;i;l,~1:iil(::;~1;1tt;l::.;;li;}. :!1;

:des: : e
debate, people said their aim
was to improve communi~ colleges, vocational schools and public universities.
Much of that debate centered on reorganizing postsecondary governance (the
creation of a new council on postsecondary education, for instance), The
public and students asked, ''What does
this have to do with improved education?" The job now is to prove to folks
who don't think often about arcane topics like higher education governance
that improvement is on the way. The
plan promised in the legislation, the
plan that fleshes out the improvements,
has to be challenging, innovative and
clear.
And then there is the healing of
wounds. Al least two casualties were left
on the battlefield in the verbal contest
between supporters of Gov. Patton's
1plan and the University of Kentucky ad'ministration.
1
One casualty was the reputation and
image of vocational/technical education.
Rumors were spread that the Governor's plan would tum community col-

!I

di~ ::~~:d detennination the new vocational/
l:.1ead:g;~~:

'i :~

~:o~ between these two
■ Immediate and thouimtthe toxic impression laid down by the lul attention to stretching state do[ars
university's advertising campaign is al- by eliminating program · duplication,
lowed to pollute further.
·
forcing cooperation and introducing
Second, and more subtly, research quality instruction through technology
and scholarship got short shrift in this
■ Executives and board members
discussion. Kentuckians missed a with a single-minded detelDlination to
chance to hear how high-level university get academic quality, people who make
scholarship can enricn their lives and no accommodation to mediocrity
their state. Unheard was the story of
■ An honored pledge to meet finannew products and new jobs created by ciaJ commitments to the University of
university-based research entrepre- Kentucky and the University of Lowsnears, the kinds of people who generate. ville to enhance research.
the jobs in Massachusetts, North CaroliFifteen years ago, our citizens organina and California Missed were stories zation proposed a Fund for Academic
of how brilliant artists, historians and Excellence to build a first-rate university
poets, attracted in- large numbers to in Kentucky; The law was killed by the
great universities, can enrich Ken- legislature, the victim of institutional
tucky's life and culture. Never did uni- paranoia An editorial called that 1982
ve1S1ty leaders explain what's possible aecision a "defeat for excellence; a viefor undergraduate and graduate educa- tory for ignorance."
tion if smart investments are made to
It tool< almost a generation, but rebuild a nationally recognized flagship· cent refo1D1 sets Kentucky back on a
university for Kentucky.
forward track. Tough, smart decisions
As the dust settles, then, it's essential now will tell whether ignorance or exto tum attention from rhetoric to sub- cellence wins out.
stantive next steps. To realize the promSpecial to TIie courier.Journal

A'CC, MSU."shai'e
/in $3.2 miUion ·
ASHLAND - Colleges in
Norlheastern Kentucky will
share in·$3.2 million in
federal funding, U.S. Sen.
Wendell Ford, D-Owensboro
announced Wednesday.
Ashland Community
College will get $182,104 and
Morehead,State, University
will get $2il,656 to be used
in support services, Ford
said. That includes
academic.counseling,
tutorial services:and other
instructional services
deemed necessary for
success beyond high school.
Students who take part in
the programs must meet
eligibility requirements,
The grant extends from
Sept. 1, 1997; through Aug.
31, 1998.
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Transition team named
for· new college system·.
The Courier-Journal
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Paul Patton announced yesterday the nine
members of a panel that will try to
smooth the integration of state community and technical colleges into a
new system.
Appointed to the Kentucky Community and Technical College System
Statewide Transition Team were: Ed
Ford, deputy secretaiy of the governor's Executive Cabinet; state Budget
Director_ James Ramsey and 'Deputy
Budget Director Ron Carson; and Ben
W. Carr, chancellor of the University
of Kentucky Community College System, Jack Jordan, the gystem's VIce
chancellor for business affairs, and
Anthony Newberry, its vice chancellor for academic affairs.
·
Also appointed were three officials

--=-.

of the Workforce Development Cabinet, which previously governed the
technical schools. They- are: Delmus
Murrell, the technical-education commissioner; Beverly Haverstock, the
general counsel; and Sandy Gubser,
executive director of the Office for
Policy, Budget and Personnel.
The state's new post-secondaiyeducation law, enacted last month,
gives the transition team authority
over pQlicies and plans necessary to
set up the Community and Technical
College System. The transition team's
powers will end once the first president ·of the new system is named. by
its board of regents, which has not yet
been constituted.
The transition team is to hold its
first meeting.at 10 a.m. today in Room
no of the State Capitol.

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■ FRIDAY, JUNE 20, 1997

1926 graduate· leave~
UK $1.1 million· gift "'
nated $4 million for ihe matching
grants to UK as part of the recent
A 1926 graduate of the Univer- higher education reform, universit;<
sity of Kentucky has left the school . officials said.
::~c
nearly $1.1 million for scholarships
Wethington said he doesn't yet
and student research projects.
know how much of Ribble's gift
UK President
Charles
T. will be matched by the state.
,., "
Wethington Jr. announced yesterRibble, a native of Nicholas,
day that Gertrude Flora Ribble, County, graduated from UK withaa,
who died last year at 92, bachelor's degree in education. She
bequeathed the money to the uni- taught biology in Pike County allGf.
versity's School of Biological Sci- later retired in Lexington. ·
'
ences.
Ribble approached the universi"She has shown herself as a per- ty in 1978 about leaving a gift anti
son with her eyes on the horizon, a last year visited the biological sci-·
person interested in the biological ences school, said Philip Crowley!
sciences, a person interested in this director of the school.
university," Wethington said of
"She wanted to continue the tJia:,
Ribble.
dition of passing biological knowJ;·.
Ribble's gift is the first for UK's edge on to students," he said.
Fund for Academic Excellence, deThe biological sciences schodl'
signed to raise private dollars for · has 30 faculty members, more than,
the university to be matched by the 900 biology majors and 60 gradll!lte
state. The General Assembly desig- students.
,"
BY LORI BECKER

HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER ,
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$1 mil-iott is first big.gift for new UK fund
ID

=i:::.

named fiir, Thomas Hunt Morgan,
the (UK) reseatcher whose work in
the field :pf genetics won him the
1933· NolieH'rize in h 'ol
and
medicine," · . said
~dent
Charles.-'.T- Wethington.
\i_,iw,_.ethington said. UK welcomes the
p!iimlsed new state funding, but he
aildi!il that private gifts like Ribble's
will'be essential.for the university to
lithieve tlie higliest standards in its
iesearchj1ro~. Another sizable
giifis.:'expected to be announced iri
CQming weeks, ,said Teny Mobley,
UK's chief development.officer..
UK wlll'riot set atarget for its excellence fund until sometime next

fessorships, graduate fellowships
and other research-related efforts.
"Obviously our intention is to ensure that we will be able to match
whaiever.. (state) funds are set aside
and be atile to .compete, given whatever-guidelines are established."
· The new state Research Challenge
Trust Fund also contains $2 million
for the University of Louisville.
Yesterday one student spending
her summer doing research at UK
called the j!ift good news and said
she hopes 11 will. help ,others.
\'This Is a,:wonderful experience,"
said Elizabeth. Otte; il Fort Thomas
senior who .Is using a summer stipend to cover living expenses while
conducting.l!IIZYl1le , ~ h . ,
Aily -fmailcilll assistance for sci:,
ence ·students, especially for re-

Morley~ hei~
;:~i:°ma~W
~:
state moliey. Gov. Paul Patton
UlllVefSlty
meet
y.,ants to prii~~l UK tow~ tOJ>:20
'
.. '
.
status as a putilic-research umvers1ty:
.
r·
ese":l"'C·
h
goals
, ::_11, Is ,l!PPfO!lrlate. that. we ~~-e
Ile•n .
this announcement the building
,,

•

•.

.

11'17

UI.' .

.

•: "
.•
By RICHARD WllSON
The Ccitirier-Jou111al
LEXINGTON, Ky. -The University of Kentuc!!f received a gift of
nea.rly $.1.1 million yeste_r<!ay- a big
first ,. step • towerd... matching state
money intended to, buck ,Jip its research programs. · · ·
.i •
The gift rrom Gertrude l;lora Ribble,al926UKgraduatewhodiedlast
year;-;will be ,.used for iicliolarships
.and.research in UK's Thomas Hunt
Morgan Sthool of Biological Sciences. It Is the first major contribu'
tiori. to a new Fund for Academic Ex-

ID

Mr'

~Y:J~~":a~~

~::c~·

~it~sain!~~~ii:~

tract money for endowed chairs, pro- Russellville, Ohio. ,

I

"I'm a Berea (College) graduate. I
lm!)W ,what it's like to get he.Ip," sajd

Se1pelt, who earned her doctorate m
microbiology and immunology from
UK last year. Berea offers Appalachian students, who might otherwise
not be able to afford school, a college education in exchange for working 10 hours a week.
Chuck Staben, a biology professor
and director of undergraduate studies at UK, said the scholarships were
the first to be earmarked for biology
majors. But he and Philip Crowley,
director of the biologicaI,sciences
school, also.said the school, which
has about 900 undergraduate iliajors, has many other pressin!J financial needs, including new eqwpmen~
larger laboratoiy budgets and funding for graduate students.

uif;~'1~ f:t:

1t~lefo~~:~e.:!
taking graduate courses in botany
and zoology before becoming a biology teacher in Pike County. She later
married William Heniy Ribble, an
engineer, and lived in Virginia before returning to Lexington after her
husband's death.
Officials said Ribble first approached UK nearly 20 years ago
about leaving a sizable gift to the
university. Her decision to leave it to
the Morgan school came nearly a
year and a half ago after she visited
the school and met with students.
"She said she wanted the bulk. of
her estate to go to biological sci-'
ences, especially to support Kentucky students at the university,"
Crowley said.
The number and amount of scholarships and research grants from the
Ribble gift will be determined later.
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Committee starts:work. on
.commJin,1~ csleg~s, teeh, seltoqJ.~
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Transition teamattempts to calm,i....;~ .,.-,_
fears aoout c)J$g¢•
•

'_;..... .
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By MICHAEL JENNINGS
Tile Courier-Journal~
·,
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·1

•.
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'
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FRANKFORT, Ky;..:Apanet'tbat,is
taklng,some of the first'steps toward
Implementing Kentucky's· law-

re::

vamping post-seco!}d&IY . ~u~n,
engaged y...........,.,,.,,owbat,omounts.,
....:""'ba!'"'•~"!fll1~1.l-·•;;Ji;,1'_-';, ,,..... '·::.
.•, ..~._,._.
to. a de,m.a1.e;
On the-one, lland~0the4JCe~~~
Community and· Technical College·
Statewide·Trmsltton·Team·mustp11W·
the way for dramatic cllange..
On the other band, It wllI try,to reassure,the,stu_dents,,facult~Huiil· staff
at COllllll_llll!WeeUeges~• Keiituclw
Tech,~v,tbafC:notlilngJ much·
will cbange:soon; ·
..,.
''Th1Dg$·will go.on· as. usual. this
next~." Ben::Wi,Carr;.. cbancellor
of the 1UnlversilY of, KentilckV!.Comm .
Si
said aftei\yest~s· m
· ~;~uld-'te11•communlty college cutty and staff to let

:<::o=i.

:s~~==~
The {aw,enac:ted lasf•'1)0ntli(calls
for a yet-to-ll&named Qlnimuillty and

HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT

The new Kentucky Community and
Technical College· System could be run-..
ning 13 community colleges as soon as
December or January, a state official.
said yesterday.
·
.
.
Yesterday was the first meeting of a
team created to oversee th'e community
colleges' transfer from the Uiriversity of
Kentucky's management and the post- ·
secondary Kentucky Tech schools'
transfer out of state· government
Under a law approved by the (;en~
al Assembly last month, both systems
will be put under the new Kentucky
Community and Technical College System. Kentucky Tech schools are now
part of state government.
·
·
. Jim Ramsey, the transition team's
chairman, said he expects Gov. Paul Patton to appoint the board of regents for
the new-system within a month. That
board's first task probably will. be to
hire the system's first president, he said.
· . ·Yesterday, the team-discussed.issues
ranging from personnel policies to com-

-

•'•

~'yttf

technical collea bomd. to take over.

~ of"l3_ wmmunlty·cok

leges lrom UK and 25 post-secondary ·
technical schools from.theWorkforc:e

Development Cab-~tbe;newil

system, the .technical schools will be
called·colleges and wlllgrmit degrees.
The- nlae-member;, trilliltlon. team,
- required, by, tbe, law"llllll'i named,
~ - b y Gov. l'llul Patton-wll11
work, OD· die, new,, ll)'!llem, untll,lhe,
community and· tei:bnlcalr college,
boanUs In pla(!;,The tnnslllon team,
will remain mllable to belll untlUhe:1
boanl· am· blre,itscown ,t!laff.
.
Patton,,.,lu
lntends:to:name,1he,board~
,,. ,.,..., .••;:.n..,., n..•.,
acuu~ wa:.~&MC111V11,,,rQ1.•_ •
by mld~'!",-, ._...

ton's cabbiet ~-But'.even;wlth:
transition work'on a fasMmck,
atlon·of the,iew·~·maybe·put·
off untll the July. I; 1998;, deailllne set

ere:

~~~·iisues~iiUlt:i•be,>J
worked, out,, first.s. Denni&. Taulbee.·

Pll\lral':counselrof',tbe,state"Ccluncll·

'Hlt!M.r,·Edllcellon;,llld•WllerdllY.
tbat,wolidlll: out' persl!nnel DOl!deil-

OD

by tbe deadffiie also could be dlffku1t.

State budpt,dlrector James·,Ramsey·:cllalrmail of the trall!ltlon,teamt..
1114'.he'a.conftdent the cleadllne.can;,
be'metiHe ~ to COll8kler l\lri!lg,
a ~nsultant to help.work tluouglUhi
c o ~ - of trllllfemng; 10me·•
3
collllllUllity co1Jege11111cJ·tedmlcal- college personnel• to • new- 1tate

puter systems to the location of the new
system's headquarters, Ramsey said:
Ramsey, who is state budget director,
said the community college transfer
would happen as soon as the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools approves the deal - something that he said
could happen by December or January.
The Kentucky Tech transfer might not be
-official until July of hext year, he said.
Another task of the transition team
will be explaining the changes to stu:
dents and employees, he said. "There's

system, and asked that a list of candi·
dates be·drawn-up~
·
·
The panel tried to dear-up.a con-,

cem.of,some·.communltficollege·ein•·

p!oyeesJwho,tRamsey,ialdi are confused by pbraslng,in the law; .He said
hll .pup Interpret& the'lanitua2ll •to
mean that only·new e!DP_I~ o1 the
COllllll!lnltY a tecbnlcm,college sys-tem's board - not cumnt employees,
of the- commW!ltY. colleges., - will
come under the board's aiitliority this

J~.
dlrec:tor Ron Carson
said II! ~ - ask eacb;_of th_e·l3.
communny colleges to 111\1mlt'a llst:of.
budgeblJY. needs; llftke4,t,y 11rtority
i,,.~S:Ramsey 18k11be&ts cou1ti
help;ibe'°colDlDlinlty and tecbnltal coll · boaril"determlne how ·1indiv!de·

aTextra $11.8 million the ~

appropriated 1ut !DO!llh f\l~. ~~
m ~ ~ ~ - ' :,.,, ·the
..
•·""""''~-.,,.,........,m!n'Jj!I' ·
Public Protection" and, .
Cabinet;, is, on.toan,to~tl!e'~t-tohe1D11nform(community,\.collegio in<l
technical school personnel al;lo\lt the

~lion:

transill9n. Lll!lll~n said Pa\lq;Jiite¢s ·
to help'out by1Dieetlna y,lth; thE.com,

munity ·college'presldents; !~'beads·
of community colleges' ~:of di·
recton-and tecbnltal.lCbool ·111mtors.
"There's,&,-lotiOf 'l!IID&
'&·
know!...- out theni1...Carr
"'

-~

lil'r·_-

'

.

·•i-t~

;im a lot of-misunderstandlrig Ilrid Ull-. .
certainty out there about w)lat the bill
says," lie said.
: ·
::-:1Ben Carr, UK's chancellor>for corn\;
munity colleges, said the meeting·,
showed that a broad array of complicated questions ·still must be resolved. Biit:
he said. he thinks the details can; be,;
worked out.
.
· · .. ,! .
"I'm· sure we've got some, bumJ?Y:l:
spots to come, but we'll just take them ,
as they come," Carr said. "We!re goiiig
to do ·our best to make this work,"
·

ii

r,..
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W-o-tech enrollinent increases

ACC: Only 30 fewer enrollees than last year
By GEORGE WOLFFORD
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - A month after
the state legislature passed a
sweeping higher-education
bill, enrollment is up at votech campuses across Kentucky.
Meanwhile,· doomsday predictions of drops at community colleges don't seem to
be coming true, with only
minor losses from last year
and some schools seeing increases.
In both instances, schools
said they won't know true enrollment ·-until after drop-add
deadlines have passed in Au. gust.
Registration started this past
week at the Ashland campus of
Kentucky Tech and will continue through Aug. 11. Registrar Jac·k Park predicted a
total student body of 550 to 600
when classes -:start, up from
about 540 this time last year.
·-At Paintsville, ·Mayo State
Vo-Tech-RegiStrar Patty -McKenzie said her school expects
to add .200 to 250 new students,
bringing·the·fota},for that campus and,_it!, outreach p~ograms
to 600 to 650.
Rowan· Regional Techn61ogy
Center is expecting to enroll
about 85 ,students this fall,
about 10 inore than last spring,
-and -Hazard .. -.vo,-tech, . which
normally;,has •350 ·-students, "is
going to pe,fulLthis .l'ajl, all we
can ·handle, ,aroll!ld.. 40Q," -said
acting. registrar Yvonn_e Blair.
· Similar waves'o(growth are
showing up at most tech campuses, _sa\cJ. Delmus ~urrell,
commissioner for techmcal education in the state Workforce
Development Cabinet.
Kentucky Tech-Ashland
Principal Ed Richardson suggested technical schools came
out looking good during the recent General Assembly conflict
involving universities and
community colleges, and that
could have fueled the enrollment surge.
But Park and McKenzie
have different views.
·
· "I don't see the uproar as a
motivating force," Park said.
"Vocational people were calm
and quiet and just continued
to do our job."
He suggested that Kentucky
Tech's reputation of finding
jobs for its graduates keeps
students coming. "Our placement rate is 90 percent or better in most programs. These
students not only have to finish ·and pas_s the course, but
they and employers are surveyed and tracked to see how
they do in staying on the job."

McKenzie said Mayo gets
many of its students straight
out of high school vocational
programs, "like the one in
Martin County. They've started learning a trade and now
they'll come here to complete
their education.
"We'll open a licensed practical nursing program in our
Pikeville classroom in August
and that'll ·add 40 students for
·US."

Many community college officials who had resisted their
schools' placement under a
new governing board_ with the
technical schools had warned
the change would cost them
lots of students.' But the fig.
·ures don't indicate the damage
will be as serious as) they
feared .
Ashland Community College
has 30 fewer enrollees than at
this time.last year "and that's
not1nuch difference," said student affairs officer Helen Williams.
.,
. ,
"Students ar!) asking us a lot
of questions but we don't have
a lot_: of ·answers," she said.
"We're waiting to see what direction we go in and we're trying to assure them we're not
losing gr.ound and hope we'll
gain some."
- __
: P.reregistratiort at Prestonsburg Community College.
ended May 20 with a 2 percent
increase over this time last
year, "although that was down
5 percent from·1995, said Pr¢si. 'dent Deborah Floyd.
',:; .,
"The No. 1 reason for p'rQ.jecting em:ollment decli,µe;'.' ·
she said, "is that students are
unclear of our role and whether our classes are Univei;sity
of Kentucky classes. The state
political controversy has te!l\'.
porarily damaged our image,
but that will be short-lived." ·
Paducah Community College
didn't have figures, but Sandy
Tucker, dean of student. services there, said she believed
"all the uproar over UK" had
reduced enrollment a bit.
Enrollment patterns at the
community colleges won't solidify until fall, said Tony
Newberry, vice chancellor for
academic affairs .for the community college system. But
he said he sensed no lingering
negative impact from ·_the legislative battle and thought any
drops_ in enrollm~nt would be
due to Jong-existing factors.
"We're in a cycle where enrollment has been flat for most
colleges and declining for·
some. That's based on demographics and ec!momic cir-·
i' .cumstances. ~When"-the · econo\.my ":goes«we11t,:;part-'time .,stµ- .dents are. fully employed .and
:;;don'.t;,(e~\::PJ;!l~!lure tq,Dioti'ICllte
7 inem7o-:talfe·~;ciasses;''

Ashland-area· students _at
both community college and
vo-tech schools said that high-·
er'ed ;restructuring•· had little
· influence on their choices.
Rebecca Withrow, who graduated in May from,-Fairview
High, followed a brother and
sister to Kentucky Te.chAshland. "I really didn't keep
up with the controversy, but a
couple of my friends were C<l!l.;_.
cerned," she said.
Her· classmate, saiutatorlan Andrea ·Parsons, said the headlines scared her but-she stayed.
with her earlier decision to go'
to ACC. "No one else talked tci
me about •it, but what I read
changed the way you think
about it, not to be able to get .a
degree with UK on it when everyone before you had the opportunity."
.
'

The Daily lndepiindent, Ashland, ·Kentucky,
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Ever thought about goi9gJo.col-,.
lege? Maybe it's been a few years··.
since you!ve attended classes, or·per•haps you've•never set foot ,inside a
·college."Then'let me recommend the :
_-six week Suniiuer-Ctmnections,re- ·
· entry program·atiAshiarid0Eo111-, ..
. mtinity:CoJJ.ege:· ,
·
0
• Each morning begins at 8:30:with
,
;aJ,l of usJtogether in a•big room:·
:
,:<:J:uest speakers from various depart- :,
:ments ..vith_in AQC, such as•financial'"
:. a,id, sttiileiit:Ser'v:ices, -adliiisslons;'co--·
'op;and-nufiiing,istop in to explain'
'some ofthese valuable resources-to
_ils':;We'alsifhailf'guest froiii' the 1job -.
·market•visit'ariii'tell-us a little about·.
'their cilr~rs:,,,,..
·, .,. .
1)0M'e split info three·smaller groups •
.;;at-9 to·attendclasses in math, En. giish arid reading. No·tests were
··gi_ven, ·tliese were not pass/fail C')Urs·es. 'They ar«il:lesigned to help stu1areas they may be
' dents
_weak in. ,,_._ . '
· · School'was·hot ill work and no
play. Our outings consisted of a tour
of.Kentucl(y Tech; the Kentucky
·,Highlaiids!jfoseuin;the Paramount
Arts Ceriter·and a trip to Lexington
to visit·the ·Kentucky Horse Park.
We also·did ''job shadowing" where
you chose a job of interest and went
there-to observe the work.
All,of thes~Jhings combined together ()pen.new avenues _for you to
explore and .allow you to get back in
the college atmosphere. And best of
all,it's free.
So if you're thinking about·college,
.. be.cin.the-.loQk out-next.summer,and
get connected:.Jt' gave me the chance
to get back in .the groove of college
life after .being away,20-years.
0

work'<oii

cftancy:Mlller
. ,--Ashland
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BY MICHAEL JENNiNGS,
The writer coven· hfgtiei, education .fw· l'l'le·
COurfer-Jouma/:,

I

•

N BOTH, Kentucky_ and Arkansas, the
feeling bad grown steadily that-control
over higher education, was out of balance.
•
As in Kentucky, the. concern-. welled• up
strongly enough· .in· Arllansas, to prompi
sweeping change this· year.
.
··
But there the sitnilaiitles..end Kentucky's
problem was, thou~t to ..~ university· presidents who wieldeif:too:much· power., In Arkansas, it was anoverbearillg.statecoordinat-.•
irig agency· that; in· th~vi~·of.tmiversities
and community colleges; paid·too little attention to legitimate campus interests. ·
In the-end, the solutions,were·also ~e
different: H;entucky's new•la~ sets·up_il'hi~:
profile advismy committee ·111D1ed 'at•putting
state needs· ahead of. schools• desireidn Ar-·
kansas, lawmakers established a new boaril
with more campus representation.'·· " ·
The examples-of Kentucky•'arid Arkansas
demonstrate the lengths·•to·which'•states can
go in search·, of the· right•. balance- between
central -'_cont_roj- and;, ~-"aut~nomy. Faced•with•similar·pressme•for'cblinge;'Ken••
tucky and' Arkansas "reached· dramati_c,ally
different conclusiom; aboutwbat that,needed
to be/.', said' Ma!kiMusickr presldent,of ,the
Southem·•Regjonal,Education,Biiard;,. ;-:. , .,
· Which solution·is,likelier: ti>•workHt's,difficult to say, · ·
·
• .
"Nearly· any system ·of· higher :·education
. goverilll!lcecancwork;:'.,if it is1"'.~(~aP,ted,to,
· a state's hlstory•and=poiitical-structure;' Mlisick;said.• .....:_:-'. · ,~ ·,- ·
··
AmODg'IJlllll)I :Othe.,
er things;; the .post'
secondary,_ education,,
law,Jhat,:::Gov.::.Paul,,
Pattonv· signed, May
30 is intended:to prec
vent the·state university presldents,-from
writingi:· ,Kentucky's
higher-education•
· .
agenda•.in, piecemeal fashion., Patton, claims
the, old system·, allowed. them to· do that
through special•pleading with governors-and
legislators.
The advisory committee --'- made up of appointees of the governor, the legislature and
a new state postsecondary council ~ is intended to forestall such· freelanciilg.
In Arkansas, responding-• principally to
complaints of state neglect of community colleges, the• legislature in· April set up• a new
state coordinating. board,·vested· new authority in a council of presidents and scrapped a
funding formula that was said to shortchange
the two-year schools. ·
"The issue ... is the extent-to which the
voice of the campuses would necessarily be
heard and.responded to," said Arkansas State
University President
Leslie Wyatt. But
Diane Gilleland,. who
resigned-last December as Arkansas director of higher education, said the real
issues were political.
The resignation of
Gov. Jim Guy Tucker
last year . after his
conviction on federal charges and the phasing in of legislative term limits have contributed to political opportunism, said· Gilleland,
now a senior fellow with the American Council on Education.
"Folks have decided that they will• go and
get the changes ... that will. benefit. higher
education· in the short term, but· not in· the
long term;" she-said.
The examples of North Carolina and VU"ginia also suggest that there's no "best way"
to govern higher education. .

Both states have highly regard~,systems
of postsecondary education, but in govern~ce style ''1!1e Vuginia system is almost the
lDIITOr, oppoS1te·of, North Carolina,'.' Musick
said.
In North_ Carolina,. one board o_f governors
controls
. ,th. e: 16-campus• University of North
Car_olina system; In Vuginia; there-are 16 govemmg,boru:ds- one'for.each public wilversity ~d-f911r-year-college and one.for the communtty. colleges,- and a state.~oordlnating
board ~ little formlJI power.
. Musick, w~ose_Atlanta-b~ agency aha·
lyzes education•,1SS11es . -,for,•1ts·-l5- ·member
states, said that-over the.past 25'years, the
tendency among.states has been·.to bolster
the power.,of central boards'to-harnesspublic
colleges and universities to statewide agendas. lCentucky. has been•slow-•to·join that
trend,.be,said., .
On 'the other ,hand, Musick said, often· a
state will move_ counter-to the,trend,-seeking
"that working middle ground, between total
state control.on one end and totallnstiiutional autonomy on the' other."
West Vrrginia provides an eJ<tre1!1e
example10Uhe way•liighercedlication•
structure reflects "state idiosyncracies," Musick said.
There, -in 1989." a· !lllified- higher
education system was replaced with,
two systems, each with its own board,
and.chancellor•.Only.the..Uoiversity.
System of West Virginia includes

C::t:::!l~~~~c!~:
·"'estViirginl• "'clude-co·mmutem Of....,

.

-

nity·coll~;;_ :~,.,t-~1-ii~i.-\

"

~=-.~~~

feef!e,dt~t
gettini the attentioii,,l!ieyitil~
said
John·.::""''""'''·''"''•·'·
Thralls, senior
administrator for
West Virginia"s
Central Office of
the State c0 liege
and University
Systems.
Clearly, forceful leadership
can play an im•
portant role in
shapinj! higher
education. Patton has, saicl that recruiting "the best leader that we
could find" as president of the new
Kentucky Council on Postsecondary
Education will be the key to ,getting
proper coordination among Ulli\'.ersi•
ties, community colleges and tecbni·
cal schools,,..
.·
·
B u t ~ • . leadership cail·be' a·.
two-edg lswo!d,:Milslck.saidP,''.
The pe!BOll'exen:ismg it and bis or
her boanl'f'hilve.to:]!ave,gciod chem•.
istry, they have,to·be 1in sync," Mu-sick said. "And I lhink',what you often see is cases where,they get-out of
sync, they get out of,l'hythm;"
One aggressive leader who has remained in tune · with his board is
Hans Brisch, chancellor of the Oklahoma,state Regents for limber.Education. When he took the-job in 1987,
Brisch was handed a !!road reform
agenda by a gubernatorial task force
- but no new money to go with it.

.
Brisch_pu_sb,ed ~ most reforms
an~y,_IIIS!sting it was the right thing
!0 do, 531d regents• spokeswoman·Jeanre-Edney, They·inchiiled·~admis-sion standards at tbe state's WliVersities
and-making schools'-funding-more-~
tematic
ancipredictable;;,, •
• ,-,
"There was:a-gteai_deat'of;controversy,. but he and.the board persevered," Edney said.. Regents Chairman Robert McCormick;'· ii·Stillwater
,banker, said the regeilts"!!Dd Brisch
see eye to eye on the-needfor strong.
er standards, and that Brisch works
hru:d,atapplying.them evenhandedly.
In Vrrginia, another. acclaimed
state spokesman for J:,igher educalion, Gordon Davies,.rei:ently lost bis
boanl:ssupport-and,l!ilh,itbis,~,
· Despiteitlie,Vugiliia•Slliiei'Cowii:il:
of Higher Education's lacl(of formal
authority, the prestige · Davies ac~
quired over bis two decades as-its director made it "a force to be,recko~ed with;[' said council.spokesman .
Michael,McDowen..... ,,",, ·
Day:i~•fought !!11~ for increasedJstudent,111d,\111ore emphasis
on undergrild~:ti!i.ching and per- - - - - · ...J",Jormance re·!views- ,forr,,.ten..
ur~~~fai:uify1
mlmlliets:,cs·' ·· ·

M~~! said,,

·'Daif~(t:'bigb~ - 'with.

:~~-·-.!•"i,w, ··.. .

",

ijf~~~i

l!i1~.'1;,:1{1imit,
-~ito,bfg!l'.1

~~:~'
1 1
IDj[ f

economic

hard times _between,l~iijhdi1!)94i"· ·
After taking office ~W"qgiilia;
Gov. George Allen tried unsuccess-;
fully. to.cut.fundingfor. Davies'..agm,...
cy and put it under the· stateisecre.,·
• tary of education. Allen·ap~to
the higher education counc11,,.a.:' who
include three former membem•of-bis
gubernatorial and camp;,igli1ffllffs .'-succeeded in firing Davies in April.
. "They didn't cite a reason,"
McDowell said '"Ibey just called it
poor chemistry."
Val McWhorter, one.of.four council members who resiglied to protest
Davies' ouster, called the firing. "an
exercise in political control,of higher
education." He said Allen - a Republic wh h --~~ ts ·
an
o as uuwt:.• cu .m government, spending the:,centerpiece of
his administration -'i:esorted to "a
Trojan horse philosophy, of conquer. ing from within." . ,
Aims McGuinness;-.. a. Coloradobased consultant who' helped shape
the. new Kentucky law, said it contemplates· "multiple
leadership
points. ... It's a·mucb·more·sort of
dispersed view of leadership than
just putting it all·on·one person."
· He also said, no,.bigher-education
management structuredsiimmune to
politicitl upset. Patton, he said, wants
to win political leaders' firm commitment to the new system - "and boy
I'll tell you, this is really important:/
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MOREHEAD - The,finest.
Appalachian arts, crafts and ·
music will be featured. during Morehead State Univensit y' s 21st annual Appalachian Celebration,. _.,; ,The celebration, which
starts a ,week-long, run.• Sunday, pays tribute:Jo-·Appalachia's rich cultural.past,
its dynamic-'pre·~eiit11imii;:il§1
promising future;saiii9organ.::
izer. Georgia, Sammo_µs~Qrjg§;.,,
by.
- .
-_..
-- . ,.. ,.
Traditions,. and heritage, of::'

Eastern . ~e:;i~1J.\iki:\~1M,::;fe;,:
highlighted in a:··nuinber. of
programs that, inqlude S!)J;l_g; ,1
writing workshops,._ demon-,_.
strations of forgotten,, trades

~ii ~·:~:!l:\>fil!!.~~J!l
~~~~¥fir!~
41
wea4J:~~\;:~@ J.tf~''
and''_b'" k·_·t
e ·m2/&1!f':i:•·'~"''f<~
__ _t.,,;4\~{SV'PV'
·- aS

Grigsbf said-- tlfe'i celebra,o
tion's appeal has 1gr6wfr b!Pr'
yoncL,the ~region.. lt_\_1/p,s,.§e.:.
lected as· one of the· South- ,
east Tourism Society'§_ t91!,,?!L
events fPl'.-1997. _ ··"·-·· ~.-,:-_, -,,,.
"This is the first time the
Appalachian Celebration has,.
received this kind of.re~P!l!l!';i
tion," Grigsby saiq. "It;§,
truly ap.honor." .
, .• __ ,
kicking off the'week,viill be··
the opening. receptio11 ·at.-_6:30-,
p.m. Sunday- in t}le C_f\1-!lE,r
Room of the Adron Dorarr:Unh ·
versity Center, at which1.lllue,
grass fiddler J.P. Fraley will
be presented with the 1997'. Ap- ·
palachian Treasure Award.
Fraley will resin up his bow
to play the fiddle at the "Gathering of Traditional Musicians" on Wednesday ih the
Baird Music Hall.
Also performing during the evening will be the White
Horse String Band, the Mule
Band, Marvin Carroll, Don
Rigsby and the Touch of Grass
Band. Admission is $5.
"Whether you like traditional mountain music, folk or
bluegrass there will be something for everybody," said
Sa'nd¥_ Knipp_. musi?~
ordinator for the celebration.
Knipp said participants of
the celebration can get a taste
of Appalachia from food booths
and daily noon concerts on the
lawn of Laughlin Health Building.
The concerts will feature
local and area musicians.
Scheduled to perform are the
Bluegrass Strangers - on Monday, Rob McNurlin on -.Tuesday, C. Roger Lewis and
Friends of - Morehead ·on
Wednesday, Lonesome River

Band members R\gsby, and
Kenny Smith on Thursday, the
Touch of Grass Band . and Jack
Lewis on Friday and The Lost
·wages Bluegrass Band on Saturday.
· '
Songwriter Michael Smith
wi,11 share his expertis~. when
he~leads a workshop ___called
"The Craft of Songwriting," on
Monday from 10 a.m. until 4
p.m. at the Olde Town. Family
Fun Park.
_Bec;mse. of lim_ited _s~~.
reservations for the: songwriting workshop are recommended.
·
The cost· is ·$35; or $50· for
five hours_ of teachers. professional development, which includes continuing education
untl,!,,_ - 0
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A free petting zoo will be
part of Children's Day on
Wednesday at Rodburn Park.
A special animal presentation
is set for 1 p.m,
Grigsby says the finale of
the· celebration will be the annual Arts and Crafts Market
and Antique show on Saturdaywhere more than 100 juriedcraft participants will sell
their products on the lawn of
the Laughlin Health Building.
·"The Arts and Crafts Market,
is the largest single event of
the Celebration," Grigsby says,
"Each year, people come from
miles around to watch the
demonstrations and purchase
quality Appalachian crafts."
Admission
is $2.
,.
.
-\

~
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Appalachian Celebratlon
Morehead,State University's
annual App;!lachian Celebration
gets under -lvaittooay with ·an
opening reception at·MSU's Adron
Doran Unjversity;,<?enter,-Musician
J.P. Fraley willrecei".e,the, ...
Appalachian 'freasure_Award.
Other aclivHi;; dudiig the
event, which· continues·through
Sal:)lrday,_include concerts and
workshops in writing, songwriting,
herb,growing, wreath- and basketmaking and other subjects focusing
on Appalachian culture.
A full lineup of concerts is
planned, including perfonnances by
Fraley, the Bluegrass Strangers,
Rob McNurlen, the White Horse
String Band, C. Roger Lewis; the
Mule Band, Marvin Carroll, Don
Rigsby, Kenny Smith, the
Sammons Family, the Touch of
Grass Band, the Lost Wages
Bluegrass Band, Harvey
Pennington, Glen Bucker, Steve
Young; Wailin Wood, Raison d'Etre
and Ann Mactie.
There are also demonstrations, a
petting zoo, a dance, a tour of
Morehead's Kentucky Folk Art
Center, a theater perfonnance, an
Underground Railroad tour, an arts
& crafts and antiques market and
even a.fishing outing. For a complete event schedule, call (606) 7832077.

■
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DENTONc .'...,-.-J.P.:oFr.itey
has three fiddles .. -- .·.And ·!ike,their owner; eatli
fiddle has a song to play and
a story to tell;:;;n -,,;.,rn~d.). ,f'1
There's the•rll~to.r!l.<¼fi9dle,J
that hangs , on: the .wJill of .
J.P.'s .log ,hp~ll ,/~J:tll!aot~
Carter County:1t'lielonge to::
J.P(s-,fathe~c'hi.ri¼}$iicl''·· I
Dick" Ftar_· -~J_;thl':;,,old_Jim·_ I
fiddier: W~~'®~<;ei{'. ,J:I';
to mountam mllS/C by taking. I
'''cl"to"he""
him ...t-,o 'A"-'
srnal).
.. , . ar_ and--·
. . I
learn·froin,the le· 'end .. '''Ed."
.. i' '''J·p·
--., ..,~,uf.~t:, '· I
__ .......
was,a.w.o_,9,Y,ears.,
H.u!ly.
ot1Uvhe.n nii,.~iiyi!!<kii\i!rtili:, i ,
He,miglit,-pll!Y'-his-!aJl.qgy's,1 ,
fiddle once a-year. _,; _,.,ti. !
There'ssthecfiddle"customf,., I
made,for J,P. ,jn,e1993Jiy,,.the-.. '
late Oi'el>Hiftderson'o(,P-inclh
- ·· ·
y· H · · d •-.
~,i!l.gtjj;~,,._:l!••s }~.)~l;~_o,I):
starteddate,m:life;,!llld,Jll;tdflo
only; aboutir~OOifj.~~~~~~1;,allia
Buti!'Orel l,1l!!f\a kna5)~(0f. get-'/
tfn,g. '.g~~JtQ~Et'o/°~~fi~. .
he ma_d~;l,J:._f,:sa1d;;}':~;,'.,•,, ,
And~0-,the)1e's th~:i,mddle':,;
madEi'·-<~l;ffiJfro.--Mi:I{\ilori{i.of,i
•
•<ti!;.. ·,-,._.,.N. ortherm·?lrt,·t,
••.. · ·,· · ,·•·,"·,l'
CarnJou·gH,~,
lan!l'ii~'-~&-l{fll.st'one,.oNtfiti
0

a

q\_le:~\fijr1£tJ!!?ri~r~t9~.J:iiJI~~,
craft:;ffi':'Europe~afel!csilfc:I"'

die is a copy of the StradiVA·,,,
rius Messiah. McKillop, ciiJ-' '
tom;btii1Vthe~strum'ept1fcir.! j.
J.P:~wlien'he•vi~·ted'the\Brit:b"
.isli; 'sles''m' 19 IJiofieVii_,f_:the\_'.'
mo§t memor[!J;iie. ~(lll).l,ll):¥J i111 :
ca_.~.Yp~;1~'¾f~-l~~H1ll;~~

I

r1es>.:.·.......

1

• • •_,.,

...

-:1,.;;., ,-.._,.)t,

It isn't clear which.fiddle
J.P: Fraley, will play4-Sunday ,
night-at•.-Morehead/ Sfate'.tJni-' '1
versity when he receives the
1997 Appalachian Treasure:.
Award, kicking:off the.,week,,,
long Appalachian Celebration."
· -- · - -The award is given each
year to a person with unusual
talents and dedication to promoting and preserving Appalachian culture.
Fraley qualifies on all
counts.
"I was never really interested in being a professional
musician," he said. "The thing
about it is, I've never really
made a career out of it. I never
really beat the bushes to play."
. But play he has, at festivals
and concerts in West Virginia,
Delaw_are, Illinois, Virginia,
Washington, New York, Texas,
Alaska and Northern Ireland.

Swappin' tunes
He was named Fiddler of the
Festival at the Fiddler's Grove
Fiddlers Convention in North
Carolina three times., They
won't let him compete any.more.
· '·
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Even at 73, J.P. says he still
plays at up to 10 festivals a
year, and he makes several
other appearances around the
region.
'
·
'·'What I ·enjoy is meeting
people and<'falking-to·theni'and
hearing them play ... kind•of a
'swap- meet' of fiddle tunes,"
he said. · · · ·< ., .,·. ··"·
Morehead's C. Roger- Lewis,
the 1996 Appalachian' Treasure
Award recipient, has, known
Fraley fcif nearly''40 y/!aR·fuic1
calls him- "one of the smoothest and.most copied fiddlers in
the.country.''
". @,.
' sty1_e) ~s
' like til):tileing.
thtoii'gh'.".the tulips,"''said
L·ew'··1·s. "Hi's 'bow- 1·ust clr1'fts
1!8fdPS§_~ili1l~;: sif.\v~s ,ii{ J,ighUy •.
an__eas. y;, . ·:.
;·
After· receiving his· award
last"year; Lewis told' Ape•
palacliian·'celebratloil' organizei's-that-Fraley·was·a more deserving recipient;· , ·
"He's- done mote·•for (Appalachian) music· than me. I
know;, that--for: a, fact;" Lewis·
said.
•~L wish• .Annadeene·, could
share- in·,this,'.' Lewis said,
speaking of the woman· who
\\'.as• .J,P.'s wife and mu_sical
partner,-for, nearly-"a half century. She died last year.
J.P. and Annadeene met
when·•they were teen'agers,
and· J.P. says• a common love
for the music of the mountains
drew them together.
'.'Annadeene· was the best
rhythm-inaker behind. a fiddle
I ever· heard," he said. "It.
but it was right

:;1~·~:~~r•

J.P. and his daughter
Danielle will continue to coordinate the annual Mountain
Music Festival, which· Annadeene helped run for a quarter century before her death.
The festival begins the Thursday after Labor Day at Carter
Caves State Resort Park.

"We didn't play footstomping music," said J.P. of
his music.al collaborations
with, ~deene, '.'.We played
foot-tappmg.music - kind of a
relaxed•:way-•to play.''

lndescrlliable style,·

·

''.You can't describe (J.P.'s)
style. You just have to hear·
it," said John Hartford, the ac; ·
complish,ed 'folk/bluegrass"-per,·
former.: and· a good friend;' of
Fraley, . ~'He's wonderful:. A
great fidtlle player."
. ::·.::.
In 1974,' ·J.P.- recorded music'
along with·other Kentucky fid•·
dlers for Rounder Records:
widely considered the premiei:·
record'· label' 'for bluegrass•
music. About 20 years later;·hE!
aild ·Annadeene ,. recorded 11 an:
other' record ·for Rounder;
Mark Wilson engineered'botn'·
projects:'
, :
"Stylistically; J:P:--is,·on tlie•.•
borderline·, between·,. a · moun-:
tain _fiddler-and _more__mo_denL
Influences( ·said- Wilson, who :
now·teaches·philosophy atThe-Ohio State University.
"Anybody"·cim tell J.P. instantly· when· they·•liear"liiin'
play, which· _isn't easy- to say·
these days with the- homogenized· sound coming, out- of
Nashville.''
··
. When he· isn!t. practicing,
that trademark•- sound; ·J·.P:
spends time tending ·-to theclimbing rose• bushes along the
corners . of his porch;· gardening and mowing. his, yard. But
playing. the.,fiddle is· what, he·
enjoys ,most;· and he· doesn't
plan omslowing,down.c"It keeps me• out of mean.:.
ness," he said.
·
"I just hope I've got some of
my father's genes.. He played
the fiddle till he was 93."
. ·
If that's the- case, the -world
can look forward to enjoyingtwo more decades of one of the
smoothest .talkers and fiddlers
Appalachian music has ever
known.
·
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Macy's Eagles face early flying lesson
An imposing schedule awaits Morehead State next season, but new
coach Kyle Macy welcomes the challenge. In fact, he used the schedule as a recruiting aid, and it helped him land
Kentucky Mr. Basketball Brandon Davenport
and four other top-notch players.
"I think it had an impact on the ability to
recruit players because you can say, 'Look,
you're going to have a chance to test your ability against some of the best teams in the country,'" Macy said. "Good players like to play
against good competition; we really stressed
that point"
If they like good competition, they should
love this. Here's how that schedule shapes up:
First there's the Nov. 20 season opener at
Macy's alma .mater, Kentucky, which won the . Macy
1996 NCAA title and was runner-up last season.
There's,atso-a Dec.- 17 visit to Louisville, plus trips to Cincinnati,
North Carolina State and Evansville. In all; eight of the Eagles' first
10 games are on.the road, including an Ohio Valley Conference contest ~ainst-perennial toughie.Murray State.
"It~ a.,veiy tough.situation, e~ally for a xoung chJb and one
making an adjustment.to a new coachirig,staff,' Macy said. "I like
this, type of schedule, but maybe not that numbenif big games."
He said only one open date remained.on
the schedule when he was
h i ~ - ,. .. ,1 ..,,. ..... o.. t.---i.. #:11.,.,-1 :•
- ~ ,Tnr

~
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Ashland woman
Miss Kentucky·,
LEXINGTON (AP) - Lori
Lynn Menshouse of Ashland, a
24-year-old cum laude graduate
of Morehead State University,
was crowned Miss Kentucky
on Saturday night.
Menshouse's talent was a
classical piano 'presention -of
"Revolutionary Etude," and
her platform is the American
Cancer Society.
The Miss Ashland Area representative majored in biology
and minored in chemistry at
Morehead and plans to •earn a
master's degree and attend
medical .school. She is also a
graciti,ate of Boyd County High
School and the daughter of
Larry· and_ Betty Menshouse.
First runner-up was Miss
Richmond Area Dana Christy
Agee, 24, the· daughter of Jeff
and Reba Agee of Campbells:ville. and a graduafe of Eastern
Kentucky University.
Miss Southeast Kentucky
Chera-Lynn_ Cook, 20, was second runner-up. She is the
daughter of David and Gail
Cook of Loridon and a senior
-at EKU.
.
Miss· Jeffersontown· Heather
Renee · French, 22, was third
runner-up. -Her parents ai:.e
Ronnie and Diana French: i!fMaysville. Miss French is ·1a
graduate oF the' University,. ilt
Cincinnati.
; :s;,

Fourth runner-up was Miss
Jefferson County Claudia Cdffey, 23, the daughter of Erni,!!
and Marianne Coffey of Louisville. She· is a graduate of IIiqi:
ana University.
_::.
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Beating victim sues
fraternity, claims he
was hazed at U of L .
By ERIC WESLANDER
'11te Courier-Journal

Police officers said yesterday that
cooperation from Blacl!ston will help
the investigation.
A 23-)'e&J'-old University of Louis"We baa not, by any means, closed
ville stuilent who allegedly was beat- the ~!Ion. We were just at a
en iii a fraternity ritwil fifed suit yes- stalemate,' saJd Officer Eric Johnson,
rerday against Omega Psi Phi Frater- a SllOkesman for Louisville police.
:.tity Inc.
0 of L concluded its own inVertigaThe beating, which . alleged)y oc- !Ion earlier this month and decided to
r.urred between 11:30 p.m. April 2 and revoke the fraternity's charter. Ome3 a.m. April 3, left Shawn A. Black- ga Psi· Phi fratemilf. now ~does-not=·
ston in critical condition. According exist" at the university, said Bridgette
to police reports, Blackston said he Pregliasco, U of L's assistant vice
voluntarily submitted to the beating president for student life.
and refused to identify the people
Pregllasco said that althoul!h uniwho beat him.
versity officials didn't get mucli inforBut Blackston is-ready to cooperate -matlon°from·frate~·members; the
with
Blackston
Glenn police,
Cohen, said
his - - - - - - - - - - Jact
was that
seriously
inattomey. At the
jured and hacf mentime Blackston was The
It I
tloned the fratemihospitalized, he
SIi C fflS
ty ritual to police
was unsure of what .Shawn'Blackston
was enough to .deto say and worried
!ermine that the
about the conse- wassubjected.to:a
fraternity .·violated
quences of Identi- .fratefflHv,fn'
university codes rerymg ·those who
""•
a11V11
,lating .to hazing.
beat him, Cohen ..u.. 11 which
State law requires
said. Blackston, nw8 n
all state unlversiwho was in Suburties to prohibit hazban Hospital for .
ing, which is detwo weeks after the ·repeatedly struck
fined as "any aclncident, suffered
•
·
!Ion or situation
renal failure and and VIOientiy beat
which recklessly or
was placed on kid- (hi Jwith
_
_.
intentionally enney·dlalysis as a re- '
ffl
'_8,WUUISen ·dangers mental or
suit of th~ beating, paddle rendering·
physical health."
Cohen S&ld.
'
Denise Gifford,
"We dispute that (him) unconscious." u of L's vice presihe voluntarily subdent for student af.
mitted to being _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ·fairs, recommendbeaten Within an
ed that the fratemiinch of his life,'' Cohen said.
ty's .charter be revoked around the
The suit, filed· in.Jefferson. Circuit , first of the month, Pregliasco said.
Court, ·says that as a condition of Omega 'Psi Phi Is no longer recogmembersbip, Blackston was required nized as a student organization and
to participate in a pledge initiation rit- cannot take part in campus activities.
ual for tne U of L chapter of Omega
The local chapter of the fraternity
Psi Phi. As part or that ritual, it says, -is also no longer a member of the Na''Omega Psi Phi members repeatedly tional-Pan Hellenic Council, the govstruck and violently beat Blackston •eming organization of the nine prewith a .wooden paddle, rendering domiilantly black fraternities and soBlackston unconsctous."
rorities.
It names the national fraternity as a
Omega Psi Phi headquarters in Deplaintiff because it says by granting a catur, Ga., may submit a proposal in
charter to the local chapter, the na- 10 yean to reinstate the local chapter
lional group is liable for the acts of its of the fraternity, Pregliasco said.
members. It says Omega Psi Phi
John S. E!>PS. executive director or
"knew or should have lalown" that Omega Psi !>hi fraternity in Decatur,
members' acts during initiation rituals could not be reached for comment.
"might result in serious bodily hann
~ "Dee" Wood, president of
to pledges." The suit seeks unspeci- the National Pan Hellenic Council,
fied compensatory and punitive dam- also was unavailable, but she said at
eges and a jwy trial on the ~es.the time o( the ~ that the men
Local fraternity members ilerued who-all~ beat Blackston are in
beating Blackston, a university "total conflict with the wlues of the
spokeswoman said.
1.7 million black Greeks."
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,Tiny.·garden gives lift to students- in Morehead
Adults growing
food,- self-~steem
at learning center
By.TOM l.EwJs,,
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - A mere
eight feet separates Morehead
State University's Adult Learning .. Center. from· a. law office
nexf:cioor,c barely enough room
for,a"-tni.ck;"1et' alone a tractor.
Biiti'.'saridwiched· between
those' two·- build\ngs on Morehe_ad's .-East,,¥.ain Street is a
garden:
"t -'.1;,.. ,.,. '
•
Three neatly . constructed
wooden boxes, about four feet
by four feet, are filled with a
mixture of topsoil, organic
compost and manure.
Springing from the brownblack dirt in a vivid array of
colors are the beginnings of
what will eventually be beans.
peppers. cantaloupes, eggplant.
watermelons, cucumbers,
sweet potatoes and an assortment of herbs and flowers.
The Adult· Learning Center
teamed with· a nonprofit group
called. Feed God's Children in
late May to start the garden.
But why try to grow plants in
such an unlikely place?
"When I saw that little
space, it seemed natural to me
to have a garden there," said
Feed God's Children Chairman
Gerald Puckett, "to show some
of our senior citizens and children particularly that you can
grow your own food in a very
small space.''

Kristin Calvert, coordinator
of the MSU Adult Learning
Center, admitted she was skep-.
tical when Puckett suggested
the project.

But the more she pondered
the idea, the more she realized
the success would be measured
by the people affected, not the
produce yielded.
· The center serves an eight_county area in which 10 percent of the population is unemployed, nearly a third of the
people live at or below the poverty level and half of the
adults do not have a high
school diploma, Calvert said.
: She said along with food, the
garden will also grow empowerment among Adult Learning
Center students who are educationally and economically
disadvantaged.
"They can become more selfsufficient," she said. "Just the
ability to be able to grow
something of your own, to take
care of it. A lot of (our) students have low self-esteem."
· Returning to school "is very
stressful for a lot of people,"
Puckett added. "You come in.
You're new at it. You're an
adult returning to school. And
the garden helps people relax."
· A student who has "grown"
from the garden experience is
Gene Applegate, a recovering
alcoholic from Flemingsburg
who recently obtained a high
school equivalency diploma
and is getting ready to go to
Morehead State.
"I've been in the darkness
most of my life," he said, calling the garden "spiritually lifting."

"Watching a garden grow is
like watching a child grow,"
Applegate added. "With a lot of
love and a little effort, you get
good things from it."

Students who help in the
garden. many of whom are on
welfare, will get a portion of
the crops it produces. And the
.students can plant similar gardens at home, giving them a
hobby to share with their children.
"By getting them involved
with their children, period,
we'll hopefully also help get
them more involved in the education of their kids," Calvert
said.
Feed God's Children teaches
organic gardening, and Puckett said the square-foot gardening approach was ideal for
many low-income residents
who don't own large plots of
land.
The small garden boxes are
inexpensive, too. The wood,
soil, compost and seeds for one
box cost about $22, "but the return on your money is huge.
You can raise throughout a
sununer $500 to $600 worth of
food in one of those boxes."
Feed God's Children is based
in Flemingsburg. Since its 1994
inception, it has assisted
needy families with food and
sundry products in 26 Kentucky counties, including
Rowan, Lewis, Greenup, Carter and Elliott.

For more
information
For more information
on square-foot gardening, call Gerald Puckett
at Feed God's Children
at (606) 845-5002 or Morehead State University's
Adult Learning Center
at (606) 783-2871.
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Kentucky
college:
enrollment
up sharply
27 percent increase
noted since 1984By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
College enrollments as well as college costs have risen sharply in the
South since the mid-1980s.
The enrollment trend was particularly pronounced in Kentucky, a report on higher education in the region
shows.
Between 1984 and 1994 - the most
recent year for which some data are
available - college enrollment rose
27 percent in Kentucky, 25 percent in
the South and 15 percent nationwide,
according to the Southern Regional
Education Board's new Fact Book on
Higher Education.
·
Only about 35 percent of the nation's populace lives in the 15 Southern states served by the Atlanta-based
Education Board, which analyzes educational trends and policies. Yet the
region accounts for more than half
the nation's college-enrollment
growth over the decade.
Enrollment at Kentucky's two-year
colleges grew by 48 percent over the
decade, compared with 36 percent region-wide and 21 percent nationally.
Yet two-year college enrollment remained only 27 percent of Kentucky's
total college enrollment in 1994 - a
figure well short of the regional and
national average of 39 percent.
Ken Walker, deputy executive director of the Kentucky Council on
Higher Education, said the enrollment
growth in the state's two-year and
four-year colleges reflected the council's determination to expand educa-

tional access and attainment.

He said the gap between Kentucky's and the region's rates of twoyear college enrollment formed part
of the case for separating most community colleges from the University
of Kentucky. The legislature did that
last month as part of post-secondary
education reform. Officials thought
that the community colleges should
be under a board that would maximize their role rather than try to balance it against the other missions of
"a doctoral de!i"'e-granting, landgrant research mstitution," Walker
said.

Nationally, according to the Fact
Book, basic college costs have increased far ahead of inflation. Over
the past 20 years, tuition and fees .increased by nearly 80 percent at public
universities and by more than 80 percent at public two-year colleges.
I The Education Board estimates that
growing college costs affect six of every 10 families in the region and consume 5 percent more of the affected
families' annual income than they did
20 years ago.
Women outnumbered men at both
the undergraduate and graduate levels in 1994 and accounted for twothirds of the region's enrollment
growth over the prior decade. In 1994,
58.4. percent of Kentucky's college
students were women - the highest
ratio in the region, where 55.8 percent of all students were women.
The enrollment of African-American students in the region's colleges
has increased almost twice as fast as
total enrollment and stood at 16 percent of all college students in 1994.
Kentucky was the only state in the region where black enrollment declined
as a share of total enrollment - from
7.4 percent in 1984 to 6.8 percent in
1994.
Other enrollment data present a
µifferent picture. According to the
Council on Higher Education, black
graduates of Kentucky's high schools
enroll at the state's colleges at roughly the same rate as their white classmates.
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3 educators are up for Georgia post
ATLANTA - Two officials from Kentucky universities
are among the three finalists announced yesterday for the
presidency of Georgia College and State University in Milledgeville.
·
James Chapman, a vice chancellor of the University of
Kentucky; Paul Gaston, provost of Northern Kentucky
University; and Rosemary DePaolo, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences at Western Carolina University were
selected by a regents' committee.
Their names now go to University System Chancellor
Stephen Portch, who will recommend a president to the
full board of regents.·
The new president will succeed Edwin Speir, who resigned Dec. 31 to pursue post-doctoral studies in economics at the University of Georgia before returning to a professorship at the college next year.
The interim president is Ralph Hemphill.
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U ofLoffers
graduate
,.
womens
studies·
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
The University of Louisville has
opened a graduate program that leads
to a certificate in women's studies.
The new program, approved Monday by the U of L trustees, is open to
students pursuing graduate degrees in
other fields and to students interested
solely. in pursuing women's studies.
The certificate wil[ require 12 hours of
course work for students in graduate
degree programs and 15 hours of
course work for non-degree students.
For 26 years, U of L has offered
courses in women's studies, a program 1hat draws its faculty from a variety of disciplines, most of them in
the humanities and social sciences.
For the past two years, the university
has also offered an undergraduate degree in the field.
Nancy Theriot, the program's
chairwoman; said 15 students are enrolled in the degree program, two
have received degrees and five have
re~stered so far for the graduate certificate program. She said she sought
the graduate program because of faculty strength and because "students
have been asking for it for years."
She said she . hopes U of L will
eventually offer a master's degree in
women's studies, perhaps in conjunction with. the University of Kentucky,
which already offers an undergraduate minor and a graduate certificate
in the field.
The new certificate program requires no state-level approval since it
does not involve the award of degrees.
The trustees approved it unanimously,
but before the vote two male trustees
- T. W. Samuels Jr. and D. Harry
Jones - questioned the need for it.
Jones asked why there should be
special studies for women and not for
men. Trustee Jessica Loving responded that there was a ~rogram devoted
principally to men s studies: "It's
called the University of Louisville,"
she said. ·

Theriot said in an interview that al.most 200 colleges and universities
across the United States offer undergraduate majors in women's studies.
Many schools offer .master's degrees
and graduate certificates, and some
offer doctorates, she said.
Theriot defined women's studies as
an interdisciplinary approach to the
study of women in culture and society. "It poses a challenge to all systems of knowledge that, have excluded women, and serves. as a cor-

rective of that,'.' she said.

,------------""I
INTERESTED?
For more information
about the new graduate
certificate program .in
women's studies, call
chairwoman Nancy Theriot at
(502) 852-8160.
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U· of L says it made
secondary
NCAA violations
ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOUISVILLE -- The Louisville
Shumaker follow~d up on the
basketball program, already on pro- pledge yeS terd ay by, issumg repri· for a IIowmg
· at hietes 1mprop•
mands to McCray ana Crum ·
bation
er- access to vehicles has violated
McCray has been put on a yearNCAA regulations again, universi- long probation, and his salary has
ty' president John Shumaker said been frozen during that time. He
yest'erday.
could be fired for another violation.
~e described the new violations
Nate Johnson, who apparently
as secondary offenses and uninten- knew nothing about McCray's offer
tional, so the school likely will be to assure payment of his father's
spared suspension of the basketball room bill, will remain ineligible to
program when the NCAA hands,play until the NCAA decides on the
down a decision.
·
·basketball program's fate.
The newest violation stems
from assistant coach Scooter McCray's attempts to keep player Nate
Johnson's father from.being evicted
from a Louisville hotel in Decem-

ber-'.;

::McCray admitted giving his
personal credit card to the Wilson
Inn to assure Fredrick Johnson's
bill. would be paid. McCray never·
act)!ally paid Johnson's bill and
said he never intended to. McCray
told Coach Denny Crum about the
incident in April, and Crum report•
ed it to the athletic department.
"Our basic findings are Mr.
Johnson received an extra benefit
when Coach McCray left his credit
card at the Wilson Inn," Shumaker
said yesterday.
"I want to assure you that the
university's investigation has been
serious, complete and thorough,"
Shumaker said. "Throughout the
course of the inquiry we have made
it very clear that we expect this
athletic program to comply with
the spirit and letter of all NCAA
regulations.... They will be held accountable."
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Centre- Co}1ege chief visits
new sclDol::
Adams tells skeptics
he's up for challenge
at University of Ga.
,, AsSOCIATED PRESS

ATHENS, Ga. - Michael F. Adams
visited the University of Georgia for the
first time as its president-elect yesterday
and assured those who expressed initial
skepticism over his appointment that he
is up to the task.
Adams, 49, president of Centre College in Danville, Ky., will become theuniversity's 21st president on Sept. L He
drew a warm greeting from a crowd of
several hundred as he walked through
the school's famous iron arch and spoke
briefly from the steps of the chapel.
Some have questioned whether
Adams can easily make the transition
from a small liberal-arts college with
about 1 000 students to a research university 'with a student body 30 times
larger.
"Don't doubt for a moment that I understand the difference," Adams told the
crowd. "... I think those of you who are
deans and department chairs - within a
year - you'll have no doubt about the
sense of aggressiveness and entrepreneurial spirit of moving that part of the
university forward."
Adams said he is convinced good
teaching and good research are ngt mutually exclusive, and he wants solid attention paid to students.
.
"My administrative philosophy 1s to
put the best possible student with the
best possible professor in the best possible academic environment and get out of
the way," he said.

In a news conference later, Adams
was questioned about some of the problems he will face as president, including
dealing with complaints from alumni
whose children can't mak"e the cut to enroll in the school.
In part because of Georgia's popular
HOPE scholarship, more of the state'.a
brightest students have chosen to atte)iq
the university over out-of-state S\:PO\>J~~
and entrance standards have·risefi'as 11
··----~-~,:~ ~"\.
resu1t
· .·t/~:
..... ~
"We can't.serve everyone whi'iwisW
es to come," Adams said, adding that
is satisfied for now· with the gtowttt
guidelines set by the Board of Regent$';
"I'd rather sacrifice quantity than quattr;
'I-

Im

ty."

I

Asked about a lawsuit over alleged
discriminatory enrollment practices foF
both black and white students at Gear:·
gia colleges, Adams said, "We will obey
the law whatever the law happens to be;
but we're also going to continue to work
very aggressively to create a climate,
where minorities feel comfortable her~
where this is an avenue of choice."
.
Patrick Franklin, a graduate student
in
historic
preservation
from
Tuscaloosa, Ala., was among those wl'io
turned out to hear the president-elect. ·.·,
"He was articulate, polished.'.'
Franklin said. "It was kind of a politicar
speech, almost like a campaign-rally feefI think he said everything he needed to
say and what was expected of him. I get
a pretty good feel so far."
_
Adams is known as a proficient fund
raiser with solid political experience.
He was the unsuccessful Republica1_1
nominee for a Nashville congressional
seat in 1980 and served on the staffs
two high-profile Republicans, former"
Tennessee Gov. Lamar Alexander and
former U.S.. Sen. Howard Baker.
'

at
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Centre president tells skeptics he's
up to task at Georgia
Adams will take
over much larger
school on Sept. 1
By DICK PETIYS
Associated Press

.

ATHENS, Ga. - Michael F. Adams
visited the University of Georgia for
the first time as its president-elect
yesterday and assured those who expressed initial skepticism over his appointment that he is up to the task.
Adams, 49. president of Centre College in Danville, Ky., will become the
university's 21st president Sept. I.
He drew a wann greeting from a
crowd of several hundred as he
walked through the school's famous
iron arch an<f spoke briefly from the
steps of the chapel.
Some have questioned whether Adams can make the transition from a
small liberal-arts college with about
1,000 students to a research university
with a student body 30 times. larger.
"Don't doubt for a moment that I
understand the difference/' Adams
said.
"I think those of you who are deans
and department chairs, within a year
you'll have no doubt about the sense

wishes to come." Adams said, adding
that he is satisfied for now with the
growth guidelines set by the Board of
Regents. "I'd rather sacrifice quantity
than quality."
Asked about a lawsuit over alleged
discriminatory enrollment practices
for both black and white students at
Georgia colleges, Adams said, "We
will obey the law whatever the law
happens to be, but we're also going to
continue to work very aggressively to
create a climate where minorities feel
comfortable here, where this is an

avenue of choice."
Patrick Franklin, a graduate student from Tuscaioosa, Ala.. was
among those who turned out to hear
Adams. "He was articulate, polished,"
Franklin said. "It was kind of a political speech, almost like a campaign
rally feel. I think he said everything
he needed to say and what was ex•
peeled of him. I get a pretty good feel
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Rapier to head parks system: A former legislator who became one of Gov. Paul Patton's
liaisons to the General Assembly was designated
yesterday to head the state parks system. Kenny
Rapier of Bardstown will succeed Mary Ray Oaken,
who died June 11. The appointment is effective
Tuesday, Patton and Tourism Development
Secretary Ann Latta announced in a statement.
Rapier represented Nelson, Spencer and Washington
counties in the Kentucky House for 17 years, including nine years as House majority whip. He did not
seek re-election in 1996. Rapier was instrumental in
the passage of a $71.6 million bond package to fund
park renovations in 1994, the statement said. Rapier
will be commissioner of the Department of Parks,
an agency of the Tourism Development Cabinet. It
operates 49 parks and historic sites.

so far."
Adams is known as a proficient
fund-raiser with solid political experi-

ence.

He was the unsuccessful Republican nominee for a Nashville, Tenn.,
congressional seat in 1980 and se"1ed
on the staffs of two high-profile~epublicans, fonner Tennessee Gov;•Lamar Alexander and former U.S. Sen.
•
of aggressiveness and entrepreneurial Howard Baker.
spirit of moving that part of the uni-

versity forward."
Adams said he thinks good teaching and good research are not mutually exclusive and he wants solid attention paid to students.
"My administrative philosophy is to
put the best possible student with the
best possible professor in the best
possible academic environment and
get out of the way," he said,
In a news conference later, Adams
was asked about some of the problems he will face as president, including satisfying complaints from alumni
whose children can't make the cut to
enroll in the school.
In part because of Georgia's popular HOPE scholarship, more of the
state's brightest students have chosen
the university over out-of-state
schools, and entrance standards have
risen as a result.
"We can't serve everyone who
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College, tech school join to offer program
HOPKINSVlllE, Ky. - Hopkinsville Community College and Kentucky Tech's Christian County Area Technology Center are offering a
joint program leading to certification as an agricultural technician.
The two-semester program will start accepting students this fall.
Students will take courses in agriculture, communication and computers.
Hopkinsville Community College spokesman Jason Warren said
students will learn how to "do all the computations regarding fertilizers and soils and be familiar with the entire business of agriculture."
The program will prepare students for farm, sales and service jobs,
he said. Warren said the college plans to embed the certificate prDgram in an associate in applied science degree program that it hopes
to open within a year. Students interested in the certificate program
can contact either school, both of which are on Elm Street in Hopkinsville, he said.
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New Morehead center
capitalizes on culture
of Eastern Kentucky
carvings and paintings done by housewives,
retired farmers, truckers and disabled miners. Instead _of seeing ordinary hobbies,
HEN Flemingsburg, they recognized extraordinary talent.
Ky., fo lk artist RonAround 1984 sculptor :rom Sternal and
aid Cooper painted a ~ orehead State [!mversity fol k art col_le~tricycle in his inimi- tions curator Adnan Swam - now art1st1c
table good-and-evil director/curator of the Folk Art Center biblical style, he put comll'!an~eered an unu~ed classroom for a
a $250 price tag on combmat1on storage, display and sales
it. It was sold in 1993 room. They initiated a marketing program
at the Kentucky
for folk a rtists in 1989.
Folk Art Center's museum store in MoreIn this com er of northeastern Kentuc ky,
head to a n out-of-town collector.
where the Cumberland foothills and ti mber
The collector sold it to a folk art dealer. dominate the skyline, fo lk art began 10 be a
The dealer rook it to an art fa ir in Atlanta, product of as much pride as the oak trees
where two months after the initial sale, the
Indeed, it has been wood carving
tricycle sold again - fo r $10,000. .
.
more than wood that has put MoreKentucky Folk Art Center managmg d1head on the international map noted
rector J UI Jayne-Read likes to use this story
Jayne-Read, who leaves her tempoto illustrate the nature of a new co!llmodity
rary assignment of getting the Folk
in East~m Kentucky: cultural tounsm.
Art Center "born," handing off the
That 1s the touchstone f?r development
baby to the first full-time director,
of th~ Folk Art Center, wh1~h _opens tomorGarry Barker, a native of the region
row m a _renovated 1906 bu ilding on Moreand a veteran of the crafts industry.
head's First Street, part of a downtown reTheir vision is that the Folk Art
development proJect.
.
Center, with its distinctly regional
lt_ha~ been a process Jayne-Read likens
identity, will lure travelers off the into btrthmg.
terstate and become an ever-increas. The center wa_s fo rmed on paper near!~
ing economic rallying point for artists
five years ago with the purpose of becoming
and local citizens.
an accredited museum and a model fo~ ~co''It's a coming thing," said Jaynenom1c development fo r other ~ommumti~s.
Read, noting the success of crafts
It has had some notable m1_d w1v:s· from its
marketing at Tamarack Center off
parent, _Morehead St.ate Umvers1the West Vlfginia Turnpike.
ty: to fn ends. mcludmg the HonBarker, a native of Elliott County,
arable Order of Kentucky Colowhere so many important folk artists
nels to the Ke~tucky Depaf! ment
live, said what really got his atte.ntion
of Transportation; corporations
about folk art was the realization that
like McDonald's; and individuals
the state's poorest county has
like Rosemary Clooney, a Kenevolved a successful market.
lucky native - a nd a fol k art colFolk art is no different from fine
lector - who donated her narraart or traditional crafts said Barker
tion of a video fo r the Folk Art
fo rmer manager of the Southe~
Center.
Highland Handicraft Guild, based in
In _the Sl.28 million first phase,
Asheville, N.C. "It is the ability of
the fi rst floo r of a former two-stocomparatively isolated individuals to
ry groc~ry wareho~se ~as been
make a living with their talent."
turned mto a combmat10n museThat's why it's not just the museum , classroom ~nd g1~ shop. The
um but the shop that is important in
second flo~r,_~nh offices_ and ternthis battle for survival. The Folk Art
porary exhibition space, 1s to
Center buys the artists' works for reopen n~xt year.
.
" .
sale. Artists set the prices.
That s when there will be a big
Museum store income of around
blow?ut" party, said Jayne-Read,
$60,000 now is expected to climb to
who 1s
$140.000 by 1999.
special a~sistant to Moreh~ad State UniverSuch earned income becomes
s1ty President Ronald Eaglm.
more and more critical, Barker and
The museum is a result of more than 20
Jayne-Read said. They expect govemyears of folk-a rt development in the Morement support to dwindle.
head a rea. As artists arrived to teach at the
The Folk Art Center's five-year
university, they took a fresh look at the
plan anticipates that support from
the Kentucky Arts Council will be

By DIANE HEILEN MAN
The Courier-Journal

606- 783-2030

phased out entirely in the next few
years. State government funds are
expected to drop from $161,794 in
1995 to $28,200 in 2000. A similar dedine is expected from the university,
which gave $157,344 in 1995 but is
budgeted for only $28,200 in 2000.
Although the shop is central to folk
artists of the region and to the eco.
.
f h F lk
nomic ~n~uance O t e o ~
Center, 1~n t the ~useum ~ omed
about ~ll~ g the art it coll~s . S~ch
a pract:Ice is frowned upon m the fine
art museum wor~d.
.
Ja~e-Read said she sees no differen~e m the Folk Art_Center's ent~rp~se and the enterpnse of the LowsVille-based Kentucky Art and Craft
Foundation. The foundation operates
a gallery and a gift shop that carries
works of artists it exhibits.
Worrying over a conflict of interest
is a luxury of an older world dependent on grants, she suggested.
" It's free enterprise " said JayneRead. "We espouse that. We're not
snobby about it at all. If you make
mone we say 'Go on""
y,
'
·

The opening
exhibition
A main feature of tomorrow's
opening of the Kentucky Folk Art
Center in Morehead is the fi rst display of works from the permanent
collection started more than 20 years
ago by art professors at Morehead
State University.
The 52 paintings, carvings and
walking sticks selected from the 750item collection may seem a slight
percentage for a collection never displayed in its entirety. "They're all
here," assured Jill Jayne-Read. managing director of the Folk Art Center.
"All the greats are here."
The works selected by Lee Kogan
of the Museum of American Folk Art
in New York City include walking
sticks by masters of the medium such
~ Denzil Goodpaster of Mo~an
County and Tim Lewis of Elliott
County. The exhibition will include
the flamboyantly painted and energetically carved animals of Minnie
and Garland Adkins.
Minnie Adkins, recognized as the
mother of the folk art movement in
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Kentucky, is an energetic anist and
promoter. She and Garland had their
annual picnic yesterday at their Elliott County home near lsonville.
Also on view are works by Mark
Anthony Mulligan of Louisville and
the late painter Hugo Sperger of Salyer,ville.
There are gourd figures by the late
Minnie Blac1< of Laurel County,
whose pursuit of gourds earned her
national television appearances.
There are carvings of presidents by
Noah Kinney and paintings by his
brother, Charley, · both of Lewis
County. Wolfe countians Edgar Tolson and Carl McKenzie are represented.
A main outdoor feature will be the
3½-story walking stick being carved
by Debbie Perry of Morgan County
for the Foll< Art Center's front lawn.
A distinctive feature of the new
center will be the chairs for the 22member board of directors and the
executive director. The chairs are being painted by folk artists, who are
transforming $5 state surplus barrel
chairs into fine folk art.

If you go •••
The Kentucky Folk Art Center, 102
W. First St., Morehead, is open from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday and I to 5 p.m. Sunday. Admission
is $3 for adults, $2 for semor citizens,
children and students. For more information, call (606) 783-2203.

39 nominated
for new higher
education council
Governor has
60 days to fill
board's 13 seats

Also yesterday, · the nominating
commission forwarded to Patton the
names of 12 nominees for four spots
on the new Community and Technical
College Board.
Here are the names, home counties
and occupations of the rest of those

The C.J Frankfort Bureau

cording to a list released yesterday by
the governor's office.
Council on Postsecondary .Educa-

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Paul Patton resterday released the names of tion nominees:
nommees for 13 seats on the new
Dallas, HOPklns, clinic executive; Shirboard that he hopes will £rovide leyPamela
Menendez, McCracken, educator; Ron
strong direction to the states post- Sheffer, Henderson, attorney; Nancy Lovett,
Calloway, education administrator; John Begley,
secondary education system.
Barren, collese chancellor; Phillip HUddleston,
A nominating commission forwarded the names of 39 people to Patton,
who has 60 days to fill the seats on
the Council on Postsecondary Education. The body was created during the
recent special legislative' session that

adopted Patton's higher-education reform plan.

Among the 39 nominees are: Lee
Todd, chief executive officer of Lex-

ington-based DataBeam Corp.; Walter
Baker, a former state legislator and
former Kentucky Supreme Court justice, of Glasgow; Kim Burse, former
state revenue secretary, of Louisville;
Benjamin Richmond, president of the
Urban League of Louisville; and

Leonard Hardin, chairman of Nation-
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BOWLING GREEN - Western
Kentucky University's governing
body is challenging an attorney general's opinion that said it violated
Kentucky's open-meetings law.
The Board of Regents filed a
lawsuit in Warren Circuit Court
against the university's student
newspaper - the College Heights
Herald - in which it appealed the
attorney general office's May 15 c:ecision that said the board inappropriately closed a portion of its Feb.
24 meeting.
The student newspaper had
sought the opinion on the basis regents discussed potential appointees
to a presidential-search committee
while in closed session. Attorney
general's opinions are legally bind-

ing in cases involving open meet~
ings, and can be appealed.
The board contends it could
close the meeting to discuss personnel matters that might lead to the
appointment, discipline or dismissal
of an individual employee.

Warren, attorney; James MIiier, Daviess. attorney; David Searles, Daviess, authOf'"; Esther P.
Jansing, Daviess, edocotfon program coordinator; Norma Adams, Pulaski, attorney; Hilma

Prather, Pulaski, educator; Theodore Lavltt,
Morion, attorney.
Doug Cobb, Jefferson, venture capitalist; Ron
Greenberg, Jefferson, health-care executive;
Maureen McGowan, Jefferson, finance; Charlie
Jonnson, Jefferson, executive; Steve Barger, Jef.
ferson, labor leader; Kevin Hable, Jefferson. attorney and former state Cabinet secretary; Gail
Strange, Jefferson, executive; Kimberly Greene,
Jefferson, attorney.
LIia Bellando, Madison, executive; Marcia Rki•
Jngs, Laurel, attorney; George WIison, Franklin,
executive and former state corrections secretory;
Marlene Helm, Jessamine, educator; Wonda ColHns, Shelby, consultant; Sherrv Jelsma, Shelby,
executive director, Kentucky Center for the Arts;
peggy Bertlesman, Campbell, educator.
Lawson Walker, Kenton, attorney and former
state representative; Juanita Mills, Kenton, b!Jsiness owner; Mackey McNiell, Kenton, business
owner; John Stanton. Kenton, attorney; Robert
Matthews, Shelby, retired; Charles Whitehead.
Boyd, executive; and Lois Weinberg, Knott, eclu•
cater.

al City Bank in Louisville who also
was chairman of the old Kentucky
Council on Higher Education.
Community Technical College SysThe list of 39 nominees includes II tem Board nominees:
people from Jefferson County; Todd
Roger Perrv, Marshall, attorney; Rod Kue9el,

is the only nominee from Fayette
County.

Western's
regents
sue student
newspaper

nominated to the two new boards, ac-

The new council replaces the Council on Higher Education. Members of
the latter will serve until Patton
makes his appointments to the new
council. He is expected to do so in
late July.
The attorney general· ruled that
the board was not appointing a university employee such as a president or discussing disciplinary matters and "misconstrued the statutory exception" that would have allowed a closed session to take
place.
The regents' lawsuit, contends
the attorney general "misconstrued
the wrong statute."
"The attorney general has construed the exceptions in such a
manner as to thwart the ability of
public agencies to form committees
with adequate representation of all
constituencies from the surrounding communities," the suit said.
"Without certain protections. individuals who would not be subject
to the exceptions, based on the attorney general's technical analysis.
would undoubtedly withdraw from
consideration for positions on these

committees."

·

Bob Adams, a faculty adviser to
the Herald, maintained that the regents' discussions should have been
in public.
"It was not the kind of personnel matter that is to be protected,":
he said.
The board, in its lawsuit, asks
that the attorney general's decision
be reversed that it recoup attorne:!il
fees and "any-other relief' to whi~
it is entitled.
•

Daviess, farmer; Marv Russow, Bullitt, union
representative: Loma Littrell, Henderson, busl·
ness owner.
Donna Kane, Jefferson, health core; Mark
Mitchell, Jefferson, attorney; Frazier Curry, Jef.
ferson, retired; Cynthia Read, Jefferson, training
coordinator.
Michael Hosevs, Fayette, human resources;
Jack Moreland, Campbell, educator; W.S. Tavlor,
Lawrence, plant manager; and lshmoel Stevens.
Boyd, manager of technical training.
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John Ridgway dies;
was superintendent
of Lexington schools
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Fate of U of L's
Hong Kong· MBA
program· unsure
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier.Journal
Like many of Ho~ Ko_ng's 6.3 m/1lion J?eople, the Uruvers1ty of Lowsville IS liedging its bets.
After 156 years of British rule,
Hong Kong reverts to Chinese sovereignty at midnight tonight. In the pact
governing the transfer, China has
made a 50-year pledge not .to lamJ.>er
with Hong Kong's way of life, which
is defined by its exuberant capitalism.
Some Hong Kong residents, while
hoping for the best, have built an escape natch. Its features may include
Canadian or Allstralian passports, foreign investments and family members
ensconced overseas.
U of L officials in charge of a master of business administration degree
program in Hon~ Kong. ~ope for the
best too. They re waiting to see
whether the Chinese pledge to ob-

serve

a

"one

country, two systems" policy covers acade1D1c pro-

grams.
If it doesri't,
they say, they'll
pull out.
·

Last year, the
Chinese
announced a re!l"lation requinng
51 percent Chinese control of
all overseas degree
prograins
offered in China.
If that policy is
applied in Hong
Kong, it would

"make it impossible for us to offer
our MBA," because U of L insists on retaining complete control of all its degree programs, said Henry Enck, head of the
university's Institute for International
Development.
Enck said he learned about the regulation during a visit to Beijing last
October but doesn't yet know whether it will be enforced in Hong Kong.
The first class of 35 Hong Kong students will get their MBA degrees July
10, but recruitment of a second class
has been on bold while the issue of
academic control remains in doubt,
he said.

Robert Taylor, U of L's business
and public administration dean, said
he and Enck will go to Hong Kong
next month to "evaluate the whole
situation" surrounding the · Hong
Kong program.
Taylor said be wants a quick decision on the Hong Kong program so
that, if it must shut-down, U ofL can
open a similar program elsewhere in
the Far East next academic year.
U of L already has three other overseas MBA programs in the works in Athens, Greece; San Salvador, El
Salvador; and The Hague, Nether•
lands - but Taylor said the fast-growing markets of the Far East make it
important to have one there too.
Instruction in the Hong Kong program began in April 1996. Enck said
there was no way then to foresee that
new regulations might get in the .way
of a continuation after this year's
change in government.
Even if the Hong Kong venture
turns out to be short-lived, it bas been
worthwhile in both monetary and academic terms, Enck said. Surplus revenues froin the program helped send
a group of MBA students from the
Louisville cainpus to Beijing last
month. he said.
"Hong Kong is a fascinating place
for our faculty to work and live and
learn," Enck said. "And they were
there at a unique moment, as Hong
Kong was in the final stages of a return to the mainland. 11
. Enck stressed that he isn't giving
up on Hong Kong yet.
And a U of L scholar who grew up
in the crown colony said Hong Kong
is too ~ood a thing for all concerned,
China mcluded. for China to want to
mess it up or for anyone who lives or
works there to want to leave.
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Kentucky's latest championship comes off the court
Higher education
reform will aid
business, growth
BY ROGER HALE AND VIC.STAFFIERI
Mr. Hale, the CEO of LG & E Energy Corp., la
chairmen of the Greater Loulsvllle Economic
Development Pertnerehlp. Mr. Staffieri, CFO ol
LG & E, le chairman ol the Loulevllle Area

Chamber of Commerce.

F

OR THE FIRST time in some time,
Kentucky's biggest victory on the
collegiate level didn't come on a basketball court. It came on the floor of
the House and the Senate of the Kentucky
General Assembly, where Gov. Paul Patton's
initiative to refonn higher education won a
hard-fought struggle to become law.
This victory will help the commonwealth
compete for new businesses and jobs and
promote a stronger economy. The new higher
education reform act will 1D1prove perform-

ance, coordination and teamwork among the
state's system of postsecondary schools, ere-

ating a stronger, more
balanced team of. Kentuc"r colleges and universities. These institutions, in tum, will produce better graduates,
create a better-prepared

work force, and generate
a better business environment to accommodate i:,owth.
This victory will also
improve Kentucky's and Roger Hale
Greater Louisville's current competitive position relative to other
communities throughout the region and
country. In a recent comparison with 18 competitor cities, Louisville ranked near the bottom in categories such as the number of
adults with college and advanced degrees and
the number of new business venture startups. In addition, the state's two medical
schools lag significantly behind most competitor cities in the amount of research grants
received from the National Institutes of
Health, one of the principle sources of research funding for medical schools.
Research grants can be directly correlated
to economic development. University of Lou-

isville officials estimate
that for every $5 million
in additional research
fu~ding, $9 million of
new sales will be gener-

ated for area businesses;
180 new jobs and $4.9million in new payroll
will be created; and
$450,000 in incremental
local and state tax revenues will be realized anVic Staffieri
nually. That's why the
.
research component of
higher education is ,so critical to economic
"development. .
The Louisville Area Chamber-of Commerce
and the Greater Louisville Economic Development Partnership unde_rstand the importance of improving university-based research
and pave been advocates for such improvements. The Regional Economic Development
Strategy of 1992 called for improved research
capabilities among the state's universities.
Recently, the Chamber and the Partnership
drafted higher education reforms - similar
to those proposed by the Governor - that are

cent "Growth Strategies" report that challenged Greater Louisville to be more than

average.

Movin~ a community or a state forward
takes vision and courage. Those ingredients
are found in the postsecondary reform effort
and in the leaders of our Jefferson County delegation who carried the legislation forward.
Thanks to the delegation leader, Rep. Mary
Lou Marzian, and· House Speaker Pro Tern
Larry Clark, Jefferson County representatives
in the House unanimously backed the proposal
at two critical junctures. Three other Jefferson
County officials - Senate President Larry
Saunders; Sen. Lindy Casebier, chairman of
the Senate Education Committee; and Sen. David Karem, the majority floor leader - helped
guide the higher education measure through
the voting process to final passage.
While higher education reform nas· oeen
both a divisive and unifying e,1peilence, we
have forged new bonds between business
leaders and the Jefferson County dele~ation
to the General Assembly. It's refreshing to

see what we can do when we work together.

a cornerstone to an economic development

Let's hope that higher education is the first of
many team efforts that will take this community - economically - to a championship
level.

plan designed in response to Ross Boyle's re-

Speclal to Tho courier-Journal

